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Notation

The following symbols and notations are used throughout this work.

Symbol Description

A Bisection method execution counter
A Set of actions
α Fitness function weighting factor
B Target weight

Bj Target weight of batches in job j
β LS performance weighting
C Batcher capacity

Cj Completion time of job j
Cj(t) Completion time of job j if started at time t

Ctot Total batcher capacity
Cmax

m Maximum completion time on machine m
CV Coefficient of variation
CVl Coefficient of variation of flock weights

D Due date in time from now
Dj Due date of job j

∆A Bisection method step size
∆Fy,n Local search fitness improvement
∆(n) Throughput deviation
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∆̄(n) Normalized throughput deviation
∆Ty,n Local search calculation time
∆RN Cumulative threshold change after N items

∆R̄ Long-term average normalized threshold change
∆R̄N Normalized threshold change after N items

e(·) Empty-full-bin function
Ey,n Local search effectiveness
f (·) Index policy loss function
f̂ (·) Predicted giveaway function

φ(·|µ, σ2) Normal distribution probability density function
F Fitness function

FX Fitness of solution X
FX

j Fitness of job j in solution X

g(·) Giveaway function
gj(t) Giveaway per batch of job j if started at time t

gjl Giveaway per batch of job j when produced using flock l
ḡ Average giveaway per batch

G(n) Cumulative giveaway
GX Giveaway of solution X
GX

j Giveaway of job j in solution X

γ Predicted giveaway smoothing factor
H Buffer size
H Set of buffer slots

i(·) Flock identification function
J Number of jobs
J Set of jobs
K Number of bins in a batcher
K Set of bins
κ Index policy power loss function parameter

`(·) Expected loss at bin level v
L Number of flocks
L Set of flocks

λjm Decision variable
M Number of batchers
M Set of batchers



M1, M2, M3 Allocation modification strategies
µ Mean of the weight distribution

µ(t) Mean item weight of the flock processed at time t
µl Mean weight of products in flock l

Njl(t) Products from flock l used by job j when started at time t
Ne Number of elite solutions
Ng Number of generations
Nl Number of products in flock l
Np Number of individuals

Nps Number of individuals LS is applied to
Ns Local search attempts budget per individual

Ntot Total number of products
N Set of products to be processed

N (µ, σ2) Normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2

ND(µ, σ2) Discretized Normal distribution
O Arbitrarily large number
O Set of bins with lowest giveaway between two parents
ω Objective function weighting factor

p(w) Probability that an item weights w
pc Probability of applying crossover

pm Probability of applying mutation
pn Probability of selecting individual n
ps Probability of selecting local search method s

py,n Probability of selecting local search method y for item n
Pj(t) Processing time of job j started at time t

πs Cumulative fitness improvement by local search method s
q Target throughput

qj(t) Expected batches of job j produced with the item
arriving at time t

qjl Expected batches of job j produced with one item
from flock l

Q Number of batches in an order
Qj Number of batches in job j
Q Set of completed batches
r Local search reaction factor



r(s|a) Reward of taking action a in state s
rr Relative value of bulk compared to fixed-weight batches
R Rejection threshold

RN Threshold value after N items
ρ Fraction of total job weight to total product weight

Sj Starting time of job j
S Set of states
σ Standard deviation of the weight distribution
σl Standard deviation of the weight distribution of flock l

t(s′|s, a) Probability of moving from state s to s′ when taking action a
tend
l Time the last product of flock l arrives

tstart
l Time the first product of flock l arrives

T Product inter-arrival time
TX Total tardiness of solution X
Tj Tardiness of job j

TX
j Tardiness of job j in solution X

Tj(t) Tardiness of job j started at time t
T Set of product arrival times
θs Local search method s utilization counter
U Number of local search attempts

Vn(s) Maximal reward over n items, starting in state s
V Set of bin levels

wh Weight of item in buffer position h
ws Weight of local search method s

wmin Minimum observed item weight
wmax Maximum observed item weight

wb
n Weight batched after n items

w̄b Long-term average fraction of batched weight
ŵb

h Batched weight of products in the buffer
w̄b

n Normalized batched weight after n items
wg

n Giveaway after n items
w̄g Long-term average fraction of giveaway
ŵg

h Giveaway from products in the buffer
w̄g

n Normalized giveaway after n items
wr

n Rejected weight after n items



w̄r Long-term average fraction of rejected weight
ŵr

h Rejected weight from products in the buffer
w̄r

n Normalized rejected weight after n items
wN Total weight processed after N items
w̄q Target throughput
wt

n Total weight of first n processed items
ŵt

H Weight of products in the buffer
W Item weight vector
W Set of item weights
xsa Fraction of times action a is taken in state s
X Ordered solution

Xn Solution corresponding to individual n
ξ Set of local search methods
Y Number of local search methods

Y = {1, 2, . . . , Y} Set of local search methods
Z, Z1, Z2 Threshold update constants





Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used throughout this work.

Abbreviation Meaning

AD Any Descent
ALS Adaptive Local Search
ATO Assemble-To-Order
BBX Bin-Based crossover

BOM Bill Of Materials
BRICS Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South-Africa

BTF Build-To-Forecast
BTO Build-To-Order
BTS Build-To-Stock
CE Complete Enumeration
CO Customer Order

CODP Customer Order Decoupling Point
CTO Configure-To-Order
DOE Design Of Experiments
DRT Dynamic Rejection Threshold
EDD Earliest Due Date
ELSP Economic Lot Scheduling Problem
ETO Engineer-To-Order

xxi



FGI Finished Goods Inventory
FSD Fitness Steepest Descent
FTO Finish-To-Order
GA Genetic Algorithm

GSD Giveaway Steepest Descent
HGA Hybrid Genetic Algorithm

IP Integer Programming
IPP Index Policy with Power function

IPPT(q) Index Policy with Power function and Throughput target q
ISM Integrated Steel Manufacturer

i-VBTO Improved Virtual-Build-To-Order
KPI Key Performance Indicator
LA Learning Automaton

LGF Least Giveaway First
LP Linear Programming
LS Local Search

MDP Markov Decision Process
MILP Mixed-Integer Linear Programming

MINLP Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programming
MSS Multiple Subset Sum
MTF Make-To-Forecast
MTO Make-To-Order
MTS Make-To-Stock
OPP Order Penetration Point
OPT OPTimal
PPC Production Planning and Control
PRE PRospect Exponential
PTO Pick-To-Order

RA Random Assignment
RPD Relative Percentage Deviation

RQ Research Question
SA Simulated Annealing

SAI Successive Adjacent Interchange
SD Steepest Descent

SELSP Stochastic Economic Lot Scheduling Problem



SPT Shortest Processing Time
SS Sum-of-Squares

SSD Stochastic Steepest Descent
TOPSIS Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to

Ideal Solution
TS Tabu Search

TSD Tardiness Steepest Descent
VBTO Virtual-Build-To-Order
WLC WorkLoad Control





1
Introduction

You walk into your local supermarket to do the grocery shopping for the coming
week. For dinner, you have decided to purchase chicken to go along with some of
your dishes. Standing in front of the shelves, you find a large variety of poultry
products available to choose from, ranging from legs, to wings, to fillets products,
or even whole chickens. You decide to go with fillets, conveniently packaged in
fixed-weight quantities. Depending on your dinner plans, household size or appetite
you might choose the smaller 600 grams package, or the larger 1000 grams package.
Without giving it much further thought, you store or prepare your chicken fillets as
desired upon returning home.

While enjoying the convenience of your fixed-weight package, you might not
realize how vast the poultry industry that produces these packages truly is. In
fact, the poultry industry is a multi-billion dollar industry (Rabobank, 2018) that
has continued to expand since the turn of the century, as shown in Figure 1.1.
Moreover, the poultry meat production industry is forecasted to grow globally in
the foreseeable future (OECD, 2020), continuing to play a central role in the meat
consumption market.

The supply chain that enables the supply of poultry meat to consumers comprises
several steps. Poultry farms raise the flocks of birds intended for processing. Once
a flock of broilers is fully grown, the farmer arranges delivery with a poultry
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Figure 1.1: Yearly poultry production per region in tons (FAO, 2020)

processing plant and delivers them to the plant. The plant then processes the
broilers through several production steps into products such as chicken wings,
chicken legs, ready-to-cook chicken, chicken fillet, or chicken drumsticks (see Figure
1.2). Next, the plant delivers the packaged products to parties such as retailers,
wholesalers, caterers or fast-food chains. Finally, these poultry products become
available to end-customer such as yourself.

Figure 1.2: Selected products produced by a poultry processing plant

Evidently, poultry processing plants play a pivotal role within the poultry meat
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supply chain. These plants are tasked with transforming flocks of broilers into
finished products according to the specification of their customers. Plants are
largely automated and capable of processing broilers with minimal human inte-
raction. Utilizing high-end processing equipment, they are capable of processing
up to 15.000 broilers per hour for 16 hours per day. In this work, we consider plants
that receive demand from retailers selling fixed-weight packages primarily.

The introduction of fixed-weight packages by supermarkets is relatively recent, with
processing plants still learning to accommodate the production of these types of
packages. Specifically, retailers require that each fixed-weight package, or batch,
contains a pre-specified target weight at minimum and pay a fixed price per batch
of products. Additional weight above the target weight is not paid for and is
called giveaway. Additionally, retailers frequently impose a target throughput on
the plant to warrant timely delivery of orders to their distribution centers. As
an alternative to fixed-weight batches, processing plants may also produce bulk
batches for wholesalers. Bulk batches suffer no throughput requirements and
all weight in the batch is paid for, but are worth less per weight compared to
fixed-weight batches. Moreover, the poultry meat industry is growing as a whole,
leading to increased pressure on poultry processing plants to achieve higher levels
of throughput while having to produce newly-introduced product types.

The combination of giveaway and throughput requirements leads to considerable
challenges at the batching process in particular. This process is responsible
for combining arriving products into batches that eventually end up on the
supermarket shelves. In addition, the product portfolio of plants is growing
in terms of supply (e.g. organically grown broilers) and demand (e.g. fixed-
weight batches, marinated poultry meat or pre-cut meat). Furthermore, despite the
complexity of their production process, plants operate with small profit margins
due to the size and corresponding power of retailers (Manning and Baines,
2004). Clearly, poultry processing plants face numerous challenges due to fixed-
weight batches, imposed throughputs, growing throughput requirements and small
profit margins. Plants increasingly seek relief from operational challenges and
the financial pressure imposed by retailers. Due to their potential to alleviate
the complexities of the manufacturing process, reduce operational costs and
their limited implementation costs, novel production planning and control (PPC)
strategies pose a particularly interesting research direction. In this work, we
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explore this line of research by developing models and solution methods for several
problems faced by poultry processing plants. Next, the poultry production process
is explained in further detail, before an overview of production planning and
control dynamics are outlined and the contributions of this thesis are presented.

1.1. Production Process

The production process of a plant can be divided in two parts: the primary and
the secondary process. The primary process comprises a single processing line,
responsible for creating ready-to-cook broilers from live broilers. On the other hand,
the purpose of the secondary process is to transform ready-to-cook broilers into
products to fulfill customer orders. For instance, the secondary process produces
the batches of wing, leg, or fillet products that are packaged and transported to
retailers and later purchasable from ones local supermarket. The major production
planning and control challenges are faced by the secondary process, where the
production process diverges and the matching of products to orders takes place.
Consequently, the research in this work is centered around this part of the plant. A
schematic overview of the secondary process is shown in Figure 1.3.

Ready-to-cook broilers enter the secondary process via a distribution line coming
from the primary process. Through this distribution line, broilers are either batched
to fulfill customer orders, or moved to cut-up lines. Cut-up lines produce wing
and semi-finished products such as broiler front- and backhalves from the arriving
broilers. Next, these products are transported to processing lines, where different
types of fillet, leg and wing products are made. Typically, the distribution line leads
to two cut-up lines, which each lead to two processing lines. This divergent layout
is utilized as the capacity of the distribution line matches the capacity of two cut-up
lines and four processing lines. Then, depending on customer orders, some wing,
leg or fillet products will proceed to modules where they are processed further. For
instance, fillets can be processed into cubes, schnitzels or mini-schnitzels among
others.

Next, products are gathered in machines called batchers to produce the fixed-weight
batches of products one can find in supermarkets. An example of such a batcher
is the grader, as shown in Figure 1.4. Products such as fillets are delivered to the
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Figure 1.3: Schematic overview of the secondary process in a poultry processing plant

batcher on a conveyor. There, the batcher can allocate the arriving products to one
of the partial batches stored in its bins. Once enough weight has been gathered
in a bin to create a fixed-weight batch, the batch of products is forwarded to the
packaging section and ultimately packaged.

At first glance, it might seem trivial to produce fixed-weight packages of fillets.
Simply process broilers, harvest their fillets and package them. However, in
reality, producing fixed-weight batches is a challenging optimization problem. For
instance, consider the schematic situation presented in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 depicts a grader with two bins that is producing 600 gram fixed-weight
batches. One bin already contains 310 gram and the other bin already contains
480 gram. A fillet arrives via a conveyor, has just been weighed at 150 gram,
and a timely allocation decision needs to be made. Allocating the item to the 480
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Figure 1.4: Grader as an example of a batcher
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Figure 1.5: Example of the allocation problem faced by a grader

gram bin incurs 30 grams of giveaway immediately. Alternatively, if the fillet is
allocated to the 310 gram bin, the bin will contain 460 gram in total, potentially
yielding a better starting position for the next product. Moreover, if the throughput
requirement is being met, the allocation decision can also be deferred by passing the
item. However, only the probability that the next item has a given weight is known
at best. Even when the weights of the next several items are known, utilizing this
information to minimize giveaway and achieve the desired throughput is no easy
feat.

After the batching process, batches are moved to a storage area. When a customer
order of batches needs to be dispatched, the batches for the order are first loaded
in a truck and then delivered to the customer. While there are many intricacies
to the design and manufacturing of the equipment utilized by poultry processing
plants, the focus of this work is solely on production planning and control, as it can
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be applied to existing systems directly and with limited costs. Specifically, research
challenges pertaining the production planning and control of batchers are identified
and addressed in the following.

1.2. Production Planning and Control

Prior to purchasing, building and operating a plant, plant management needs to
make a number of strategic decisions that remain in effect for several years. Among
these long-term decisions are the intended market focus, design, and production
strategy of the plant. In industrial settings, frequently utilized production strategies
are make-to-stock (MTS) and make-to-order (MTO). MTS utilizes demand forecasts
to manufacture products in anticipation of demand, fulfilling orders by delivering
stocked products. On the other hand, MTO waits until orders are placed before
commencing production. However, poultry processing plants cannot afford to
operate under pure MTS or MTO strategies. For instance, batches produced to stock
cannot be guaranteed to be sold and cannot be stored for long as such foodstuffs
rapidly decay. On the other hand, batches produced to order may lead to violations
of the imposed throughput.

Instead, poultry processing plants operate under a combination of MTS and MTO
strategies. For instance, the first part of the process produces products as MTS,
where broilers are processed up to the point where products need to be matched
to orders. At this point, production switches to MTO, fulfilling orders placed
by customers directly. The interface between MTS and MTO production is the
point where supply is coupled to demand, and is known as the customer order
decoupling point (CODP). The CODP of processing plants is typically located at
batchers, where products are allocated to batches belonging to customer orders.

Poultry plants execute their chosen production strategy through use of production
planning and control. PPC governs in what manner products are matched to
orders, ultimately deciding how planning, scheduling and control decisions are
made in the plant. A schematic overview of PPC in a poultry processing plant is
presented in Figure 1.6. Production planning utilizes flock weight and customer
demand forecasts to produce a rough-cut capacity planning for one or more days in
advance. Such a planning comprises a high-level overview of the intended orders
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to be manufactured and resulting capacity requirements for a given day. Prior to
commencing production, production scheduling translates the production plan to a
production schedule. Utilizing the latest information on flock weight distributions
and customer demand, production scheduling outputs the sequence of orders to
be produced for each poultry product and batcher. Disruptions that may impact
production, such as rush orders, delayed deliveries, or machine breakdowns are
incorporated in the schedule, resulting in minute-by-minute to hourly updates.
Finally, the production schedule is executed by utilizing production control on the
shop floor. Production control manages production processes directly, controlling
a production system with regard to a given set of key performance indicators
(KPIs). The aim of production control is to execute the production schedule
while optimizing the given KPIs by making frequent, low-level decisions (e.g. the
allocation of products to production processes or batches). In this context, KPIs
such as giveaway, throughput and due date adherence are central to the operational
performance of a processing plant.

Primary
Process

Secondary
ProcessSupply

Whole Birds
Wings
Legs
Breast

Demand

Control: Order execution
Seconds - Minutes Product allocation

Scheduling: Order sequencing
Minutes - Hours Updates orders

Planning: Input/Order forecast
Day(s) Production planningProcurement Sales

Figure 1.6: Schematic overview of PPC in a poultry processing plant

The procurement and sales department of a plant are responsible for acquiring
the supply of broilers and customer orders, respectively. The bottom of Figure
1.6 depicts the physical production process, utilizing procured flocks with varying
weight distributions to produce poultry products, in turn fulfilling customer orders
secured by the sales department. In the context of PPC, the procurement and sales
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departments provide supply and demand forecasts to the planning layer. In case
the rough-cut capacity plan presents conflicts, these issues are communicated to
the procurement and/or sales department by a planner. For instance, in case of
capacity violations, the sales department can communicate with customers and
attempt to defer the delivery of orders. Or, should flocks be unexpectedly delayed
or diseased, procurement can access the open market to compensate for any broiler
shortages. However, in this work it is assumed that these challenges lie entirely
with the exploiter of the plant.

PPC of poultry processing plants is tasked with tackling several challenging
problems. We already illustrated the challenge of product allocation in poultry
product batchers in Figure 1.5. Production scheduling faces equally challenging,
yet distinctly different problems. Consider for example an order with several fixed-
weight batches and a due date. The average giveaway generated per batch will
depend on the target weight of the batch and weight distribution of the products
used to make the batches. In turn, processing times are affected by the average
product weight, batch target weight and giveaway per batch. The heavier the
products, the lighter the target weight and the lower the giveaway, the lower the
processing time of the order. When the products used in producing the order
all originate from the same flock, the total giveaway and processing time of the
order will remain the same regardless of starting time. Moreover, the tardiness
will increase in the starting time. However, when products originating from two
or more flocks are necessary to complete an order, giveaway, processing time and
(potentially) tardiness will see changing values. Consider for example Figure 1.7,
where the processing time of an example order is depicted.

Starting time
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Figure 1.7: Example processing time of an order that depends on its starting time
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Clearly, depending on when production of the order is started, the time to process
the order may take longer or shorter. Comparable behavior can be observed
for the giveaway and tardiness (See Chapter 5 for details). Furthermore, this
time-dependent behavior differs per order size and target weight. This leads to
an especially challenging scheduling problem, where the potentially conflicting
objectives of giveaway and tardiness both need to be minimized for a variety of
jobs with different time-dependent behavior.

The focus of this thesis lies solely on the PPC of poultry processing plants. In
particular, giveaway significantly contributes to incurred costs and throughput
requirements are particularly hard to meet. Furthermore, the problems underlying
these objectives have been illustrated to possess particularly challenging characteris-
tics. This work aims to address these problems, aspiring to develop novel solution
methods that incorporate relevant objectives. In the following, we summarize some
of the research challenges relevant to the PPC of poultry processing plants, and
formulate the research questions (RQs) we aim to address in this work.

1.3. Operational Challenges and Research Questions

Out of necessity, poultry processing plants utilize a combination of MTS and MTO
production. These types of production environments are also known as hybrid
MTS/MTO systems. While research into production planning and control of
manufacturing operations has a rich history (e.g. Stevenson et al. (2005) review
research that applies PPC in MTO environments), hybrid MTS/MTO PPC has
received less attention. Nevertheless, as poultry processing plants employ hybrid
MTS/MTO PPC, it will be important to understand the position of existing research
in relation to the operations of poultry processing processing plants. Moreover,
discovering whether existing work can be applied to the operational control of
poultry processing plants is an important step in identifying relevant research
topics. This leads to the following two research questions.

RQ 1 How does the production control of a poultry processing plant fit within the hybrid
MTS/MTO production control paradigm?

RQ 2 How can existing research on hybrid MTS/MTO production control be applied to
poultry processing plants?
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The operational control of poultry processing plants comprises unique aspects,
potentially preventing the utilization of existing hybrid MTS/MTO production
control strategies. Among others, the demand for fixed-weight batches is leading to
complex operational challenges that few other industries face. For instance, graders
are frequently used by poultry processing plants to produce batches of products.
This type of batcher faces allocation decisions comparable to those depicted in
Figure 1.5. Moreover, plants frequently allocate items rejected by the grader to
bulk batches. Bulk batches suffer no giveaway nor throughput requirements, but
are worth less per weight compared to fixed-weight batches.

While giveaway can be reduced by rejecting unwanted items, the throughput of
fixed-weight batches may suffer, in turn leading to deviations from the desired
target throughput. Modeling this throughput versus giveaway trade-off is an
important first step in tackling the grader allocation problem. Since rejected items
are placed in bulk batches, the average revenue per processed gram will also be of
interest. Next, utilizing this model, deriving and characterizing the optimal policy
for controlling graders will be an important step in developing intuition for this
problem. Moreover, characterizing the optimal policy would yield the optimal
control policy for graders under any circumstance. Consequently, it is equally
interesting to identify the conditions and configuration under which the optimal
policy can be characterized. Finally, approximate methods, or heuristics, need to
be developed should this type of approach prove infeasible. It will be vital for
these heuristics to maintain the throughput desired by the user, while increasing
revenue in comparison to current practice. Violating the former condition may
lead to due date violations, while violating the latter will dissuade any practitioner
from utilizing such algorithm. The above discussion leads to the following research
questions.

RQ 3 Can we develop models that capture batcher dynamics and incorporate the throug-
hput versus giveaway trade-off?

RQ 4 What are the structural properties of the optimal policy for controlling a grader, and
under which configurations of the grader do the structural properties hold?

RQ 5 Can we develop heuristics for the allocation problem faced by graders, which
simultaneously increase revenue compared to current practice and achieve the target
throughput?
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In addition to graders, batchers with lookahead are also frequently employed by
poultry processing plants. Batchers with lookahead utilize a moving buffer and
know the weights of the products present in the buffer. As such batchers have more
information available compared to graders, it is important to understand how this
information can be used to further reduce giveaway while maintaining the target
throughput. This leads to the following research question.

RQ 6 Can we develop heuristics for the allocation problem faced by the batcher with
lookahead, which simultaneously achieve the target throughput and minimize giveaway?

Both graders and batchers with lookahead fulfill orders, or jobs, by processing
flocks. Their aim is to minimize giveaway and achieve a given target throughput.
Various flocks of birds are processed and different jobs are produced on a daily
basis. However, the choice of which job to produce with which broilers has
ramifications for giveaway and processing times (throughput). The processing time
will be lower when relatively heavy products are used, or certain combinations
of flocks and orders may yield high giveaway for instance. Additionally, since
customer orders have associated due dates, commencing production too late will
lead to tardy orders. Consequently, the giveaway and tardiness conceded by
producing a customer order will depend on the time the order is initiated. In
addition, the complexity of the problem is further exacerbated due to the potentially
conflicting nature of these objectives. For example, initiating production of a job
earlier may simultaneously lead to reduced tardiness and increased giveaway.

A processing plant aims to minimize both the total giveaway and tardiness
conceded daily. In order to achieve these objectives, scheduling methods need
to plan jobs such that the total giveaway and tardiness realized by these jobs are
minimized. Consequently, the method for scheduling production must incorporate
the features of giveaway and tardiness that depend on the time a job is started,
as these values can differ per order. Developing models that integrate these time-
dependent features is a vital step towards navigating such a complex scheduling
setting. Subsequently, exploring solution approaches that exploit these time-
dependent properties to produce production schedules with minimal giveaway
and tardiness will be of great interest. Finding a way to balance the (potentially)
conflicting objectives of giveaway and tardiness minimization. The previous
observations lead to the following research questions.
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RQ 7 How can we develop comprehensive scheduling models that incorporate time-
dependent scheduling dynamics?

RQ 8 How can we develop solution approaches that exploit the time-dependent properties
of the scheduling problem, whilst making the trade-off between giveaway and tardiness
minimization?

In the following section the research methodology used to answer the above rese-
arch questions is presented. In addition, the scientific and practical contributions of
the thesis are outlined.

1.4. Research methodology and contributions of the

thesis

In the previous section, we have introduced the setting in which poultry processing
plants operate. Several operational problems faced by such plants have been
identified. However, existing literature does not provide adequate answers to these
challenges. In this work, we address gaps in the literature for several of these
problems. This section provides an overview of the main contributions presented
in this thesis.

1.4.1 Hybrid make-to-stock and make-to-order production control

As poultry processing plants comprise a hybrid MTS/MTO setting, it is important
to understand whether and how existing research can be can be applied to such
plants. However, until recently, no comprehensive literature review on hybrid
MTS/MTO production control has been performed. Consequently, it has been
challenging to fully understand the scientific contributions of the field and their
applicability to poultry processing and other production systems. Chapter 2

remedies this issue by reviewing literature that addresses systems utilizing hybrid
MTS/MTO production control. In this chapter we initially take a general view of
hybrid MTS/MTO systems, before zooming in on the poultry processing setting
specifically.
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The review positions existing work, classifying research according to the manner in
which it combines MTS and MTO production control. This taxonomy introduces
three classes of hybrid MTS/MTO systems, according to which all existing
related literature is categorized. The overview enables the identification of
novel directions for future research on hybrid MTS/MTO production control.
Among others, this chapter suggests directions for novel research by identifying
understudied topics per: class of hybrid system, production system layout, and
general extensions. Finally, industrial applications of hybrid MTS/MTO research
are discussed. The discussion is facilitated by grouping manuscripts according
to job shop, assembly line, and continuous production, leading to novel research
directions and managerial insights for practitioners.

In addition, the implications for the applicability of this line of research to poultry
processing are discussed, and in which manner hybrid MTS/MTO production
control manifests in poultry processing plants (RQ 1). We observe that all three
definitions of the taxonomy manifest within poultry plants, and investigate the
potential applications of research in these directions to poultry processing. It is
concluded that the complexity of poultry processing necessitates the integration of
significant domain knowledge into models for the production control of poultry
processing plants. This conclusion is corroborated by other manuscripts that
consider applications to the food or process industries, which similarly utilize
and integrate domain knowledge in their modeling and solution approaches.
Consequently, new models need to be developed in order to deal with the challenge
of production planning and control of poultry processing plants (RQ 2). Our
contributions that address PPC of poultry processing plants is introduced in the
chapters following Chapter 2.

1.4.2 Production control of graders

In Chapter 3, the production control of a grader is discussed. Graders are batchers
frequently used to batch products in practice. The challenge is to determine
a control policy that maximizes the long-term average revenue while achieving
the target throughput. The problem setting comprises a grader that can allocate
products to produce fixed-weight batches with a given value, or pass items to a
bulk batcher. A bulk batcher produces bulk batches, which yield no giveaway but
have a lower value per weight compared to fixed-weight batches.
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The problem is formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) in order to answer
RQ 3. Moreover, structural properties of the optimal policy are derived for small-
sized problems where the grader utilizes a single bin (RQ 4). Here, small-sized
refers to the setting where the grader only utilizes a single bin, where industry-
sized problems typically utilize several. Since MDP is numerically intractable for
industry-sized problems, a heuristic policy that is based on the salient features of
the problem is proposed instead. The heuristic is easy to implement in practice, and
shown to perform well in numerical experiments by both achieving low giveaway
and maintaining the target throughput. We also present an industry case study
where the heuristic is benchmarked against current practice. The case study shows
that the revenue can be potentially increased by over two percent through use of
the heuristic, yielding an additional revenue between 0.75 and 2.27 million Euros
per year (RQ 5).

1.4.3 Production control of batchers with lookahead

In Chapter 3 we consider a grader that only knows the weight of the next arriving
item. Instead, in Chapter 4 a batcher with a moving buffer is studied. Such a batcher
utilizes a moving buffer that contains multiple products. Since the batcher can look
ahead into the stream of arriving items, this property is referred to as lookahead.
By weighing these products prior to entering the buffer, the batcher has knowledge
of the weights of all items in the buffer. Once more, the batcher aims to both
minimize the giveaway and achieve a given target throughput by allocating items
to available bins or rejecting them. Moreover, the batcher is fed products through
a high-capacity conveyor. Consequently, the available calculation time to make an
allocation decision for each product is limited. However, the primary challenge
is utilizing the weight information of items in the buffer in order to make online,
time-constrained decisions in order to accomplish both the giveaway minimization
and target throughput objectives.

A hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) is introduced to tackle this problem. Genetic al-
gorithms (GA) are evolutionary optimization algorithms, maintaining a population
of solutions and evolving them through a variety of operations. Local search (LS)
are optimization methods adept at finding local optima. HGA is a combination of
GA and LS, proficient at both exploring the search space and identifying locally
optimal solutions. HGA utilizes an objective function that balances the giveaway
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and throughput objectives. Moreover, this objective function is enhanced with
a giveaway prediction function, enabling HGA to predict the future giveaway of
unfilled bins.

HGA is tested in a simulation study. The algorithm is demonstrated to be compe-
titive with complete enumeration approaches, and outperforms other heuristics in
a small-scale experiment. The small-scale experiment comprises a setting with 2
bins and a buffer size of 15. We also utilize a sensitivity analysis to exhibit the
sensitivity of the giveaway and throughput to the problem setting. Finally, an
industry case study with 9 bins and horizon of 160 shows that HGA significantly
reduces giveaway and nearly eliminates throughput deviations compared to current
practice (RQ 6).

1.4.4 Production scheduling of poultry product batchers

In Chapter 5, production scheduling of poultry product batchers is treated. The
problem comprises the scheduling of customer orders on one or more batchers,
with the aim of minimizing giveaway and tardiness. That is, the plant needs to
decide the order of customer orders to produce on each batcher. The problem is
challenging due to flocks with different weight distributions arriving over time and
the bin-covering problem that occurs during batching. The combination of these
factors yields orders with starting time-dependent giveaway and tardiness. That is,
the amount of giveaway and tardiness conceded by an order depends on the time
at which the order is initiated.

Models are developed to incorporate the salient characteristics of the scheduling
problem. The resulting framework utilizes giveaway profiles of batchers, thus
enabling the framework to incorporate the performance of any type of batcher
(RQ 7). The scheduling problem is formulated as a mixed-integer linear program
(MILP). Since MILP is incapable of dealing with industry-sized problems, a HGA
is developed to cope with such problem settings. Similar to Chapter 4, HGA
combines GA with LS, although the implementation in this chapter significantly
differs. HGA is demonstrated to scale well in the problem size, outperforming
MILP, the industry-standard earliest due date (EDD) heuristic, and other heuristics.
These results are corroborated by a case study that utilizes industry data. Based on
this case study, HGA yields a potential yearly cost reduction of over two million
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Euros. Moreover, HGA incorporates both the giveaway and tardiness minimization
objectives.

1.5. Thesis outline

This thesis studies the production planning and control of poultry processing
plants, especially in relation to poultry product batchers. Each of the chapters
dedicated to this topic have been written such that they can be read individually.
However, before commencing Chapter 5 which treats the scheduling of poultry
product batchers, it is recommended to read Chapter 3 or 4 as they provide valuable
background information on the control of poultry product batchers underlying the
scheduling problem.

Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive review of hybrid MTS/MTO production
control, adapted from Peeters and van Ooijen (2020). Next, Chapter 3 studies the
production control of a grader, whereas Chapter 4 focuses the production control
of a batcher with lookahead. Preliminary versions of these chapters have appeared
as Peeters et al. (2019) and Hundscheid et al. (2019), respectively. Chapter 5 then
treats the production scheduling of poultry product batchers, based on Peeters et al.
(2020). Finally, the thesis is concluded in Chapter 6 by recapping main results and
identifying directions for future research.
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2
Review of Hybrid Make-to-Stock and

Make-to-Order Systems

2.1. Introduction

Production planning and control (PPC) corresponds to the production strategy
that is used to operate a manufacturing system.1 A PPC system determines
how production is executed and aims to control a system with regard to desired
key performance indicators (KPIs). Different streams of PPC research can be
distinguished by the way in which the strategy fulfills demand from customers.
Previous research has focused on production strategies that only produce in
anticipation of demand, or only produce in reaction to demand, among others.
These production strategies are known as make-to-stock (MTS) or build-to-stock
(BTS), and make-to-order (MTO) or build-to-order (BTS), respectively. In some
production settings, traditional MTS and MTO approaches are not capable of
achieving the KPI requirements imposed by a company or their customers. In order
to cope with these challenges, companies are adopting a combination of both MTS
and MTO production. This behavior was already described in Lee and Billington
(1995) and Hopp and Spearman (2001), who observed that in practice virtually all
production systems use a combination of MTS and MTO, which are also known

1This chapter has been adapted from Peeters and van Ooijen (2020).
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as hybrid MTS/MTO systems. By using both MTS and MTO, the strengths of
these methods can be combined, and their weaknesses mitigated. However, this
combination comprises a trade-off, as it may come at the cost of complexity since
more objectives and constraints have to be taken into account simultaneously. While
practitioners have longer recognized the potential of hybrid MTS/MTO production
control, the topic is becoming an interesting avenue for research and is attracting
increasing attention from operational researchers. Unfortunately, the growth of
literature in this field is largely unstructured, making it hard to identify relevant
research as well as complicating discussion on the topic. In this chapter we aim
to address these issues by introducing a taxonomy of different types of hybrid
MTS/MTO production control, and by reviewing literature on the topic of hybrid
MTS/MTO production control using this taxonomy.

In MTS systems, customers demand is satisfied with stocked inventories of finished
products. Stocked inventory is maintained according to some inventory reple-
nishment policy that, for example, periodically orders stock up to a predetermined
level. The parameters of the inventory replenishment policy are tuned to meet
the demand that a product sees in some favorable way (e.g. Federgruen and
Heching (1999)). Since production follows the replenishment policy instead of
demand directly, MTS systems are also known as push systems, characterized
by short delivery times, high storage costs and limited flexibility with regards to
customization. Consequently, optimization of inventory holding costs and setup
times is typical for MTS production. This type of problem can be formulated
as a scheduling problem known as the Economic Lot Scheduling Problem (ELSP)
under deterministic demand, or the Stochastic Economic Lot Scheduling Problem
(SELSP) under stochastic demand. For a survey on the ELSP and SELSP, the reader
is referred to Pinedo (2005) and Winands et al. (2011) respectively.

Contrary to MTS systems, MTO systems are directly driven by customer demand
and, as a result, products are directly made in response to placed customer orders.
As production is triggered by orders, these systems are also known as pull systems,
characterized by long delivery times, low storage costs and high flexibility. Since no
stock is kept, research typically focuses on production control and order acceptance
instead (e.g. Kingsman et al. (1996)). The main advantage of MTO is being able to
fulfill an order with the exact product specification required by the customer when
ordered from the existing product catalogue. For reviews on MTO, the reader is
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referred to Stevenson et al. (2005) and Zennaro et al. (2019). In the characteristics
mentioned, MTO and MTS systems behave as opposites and in literature their
properties have been discussed extensively.

In practice, neither pure MTS nor pure MTO may be suitable production strategies.
For example, the demand for a smartphone grows sharply when a new model
become available but drops when a newer model is introduced. In such a situation
MTS would result in much depreciated inventory, while MTO would not be able to
meet the demand initially and result in lost sales. Similarly, Hopp and Spearman
(2004) present a stylized example in the form of a McDonald’s establishment
to motivate the use of hybrid MTS/MTO production control. Demand in these
facilities peaks around dinner time. Here, pure MTS would result in spoiled food
outside of dinner time, while pure MTO would result in lost sales and long queues
during rush hour. In order to deal with these challenging production environments,
companies have learned to adopt a combination of MTS and MTO production. As
only such hybrid MTS/MTO systems will be considered in this chapter, they will
therefore simply be referred to as hybrid systems.

Practitioners have already recognized the potential of hybrid production control.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the amount of research on this topic is growing,
nor that research on hybrid production control can achieve significant impro-
vements over pure MTO or MTS strategies for different performance indicators.
Moreover, in addition to improving the performance of their manufacturing system,
implementation of research will help practitioners respond better to customer
demand and provide them with tools to deal with changing industries. However,
searching the literature we learned that the term hybrid is used in different
manufacturing contexts, but typically without (formal) definitions. Consequently,
the lack of definitions makes it hard to identify and compare related research and
has led to different sub-streams of hybrid research operating independent of each
other. Moreover, although past work related to hybrid production control has stated
that relevant work is thinly spread (e.g. Sun et al. (2008)), the field is evolving
rapidly and no review paper has been produced to date.

The objective of this chapter is to review hybrid MTS/MTO production control
research, since the field of research is relatively unstructured. In order to review
related work in a structured way, we first clearly define the different manners in
which hybrid MTS/MTO production control has been used in literature. Therefore,
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the main contributions of this chapter are: 1) formal definitions on the different
forms of hybrid MTS/MTO production control, and 2) a classification and review
of research on hybrid MTS/MTO production control. Finally, since the field has
strong roots in practice, we illustrate the practical contributions of this stream of
research as a whole. We do this by identifying and discussing research on hybrid
production control that has been motivated by practice, or which has been applied
in a practical setting.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. We start in Section 2.2 with
a taxonomy of hybrid systems, using examples to illustrate different methods of
hybrid production control. Using this taxonomy, hybrid MTS/MTO production
control is reviewed in Section 2.3, where we identify and classify characteristics of
such systems. In addition, modeling and algorithmic approaches used to address
the underlying problems are listed for reviewed work. Based on this overview, the
research perspectives in the context of hybrid MTS/MTO research are discussed
in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5 we discuss industrial applications, related research
challenges, and provide practical insights. We also consider the applicability of
research on hybrid systems to the poultry processing industry in Section 2.6.
Finally, the conclusions drawn in this chapter are summarized in Section 2.7.

2.2. Hybrid production control

Research in the field of hybrid MTS/MTO production control is growing in an
unstructured manner. In studying the literature, we observed that a number of
main streams can be distinguished. Therefore, in order to give structure to the
review of hybrid MTS/MTO production control, we will introduce a taxonomy that
makes a distinction between different types of hybrids. In turn, before the taxonomy
can be presented, we first provide the necessary background information on hybrid
production control. In this section we first outline these concepts before proposing
a taxonomy. The section is concluded with examples that illustrate the definitions
that make up the taxonomy.
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2.2.1 Definitions

The production process of a product in a manufacturing system comprises one or
more production steps. Each production step entails an operation that modifies the
product in some way. A production step can be characterized as forecast-driven if
it is performed based on forecasted demand, or demand-driven if its execution is
influenced by customer orders directly. In literature these types of production steps
are also known as MTS, and MTO production steps respectively. Systems utilizing
both MTS and MTO production steps have been named hybrid MTS/MTO systems.
Additionally, products that are produced using solely MTS production steps are
also known as MTS products, and MTO products are products produced using
solely MTO production steps. Confusingly, systems producing both MTS and MTO
products have also been called hybrid MTS/MTO systems in literature. Therefore,
in the following these different hybrid situations are clarified using examples and
formalized by introducing definitions.

Let us first consider the situation where the production process of a single product
comprises both MTS and MTO production steps. The point at which the switch
from MTS to MTO production steps occurs is called the customer order decoupling
point (CODP) as introduced by Hoekstra et al. (1992) or order penetration point
(OPP) as introduced by Sharman (1984). The CODP defines the stage in the
manufacturing process where a product is linked to a customer order. When both
MTS and MTO production steps can be used in sequence, a decision must be made
where to place the CODP. From a tactical point of view, one or more production
steps with the same function are viewed as a production phase. Production settings
where the CODP is fixed to a given production phase have previously been studied.
For example, Olhager (2003) considers the engineering, fabrication, and assembly
production phases, leading to the engineer-to-order (ETO), MTO, assemble-to-order
(ATO), and MTS production strategies (see Figure 2.1). Later, additional production
phases such as configuration, finishing, and order picking have been considered.
This inclusion has led to configure-to-order (CTO) (Song and Zipkin, 2003), finish-
to-order (FTO) (Fernandes et al., 2015), and pick-to-order (PTO) (Hvam, 2006)
production strategies respectively. However, before a production strategy is chosen,
it must first be decided which production steps are MTS and which are MTO,
requiring that aspects of both MTS and MTO production control are taken into
account. This setting where MTS and MTO production steps are used in sequence
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MTS
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MTO
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Figure 2.1: Positioning of the CODP for different production strategies (Olhager, 2003).

will be referred to as sequential hybrid MTS/MTO production control, which is
captured by Definition 2.1.

Definition 2.1 Sequential hybrid MTS/MTO production control: Production cont-
rol used to manage the manufacturing of a product, which is produced using MTS
production steps and MTO production steps in sequence.

Next, consider the situation where a single production resource is responsible for
a production step of multiple product types. In such a case, the corresponding
production steps can be MTS, MTO or a mix. In the latter case, the production
resource requires a form of hybrid MTS/MTO production control, where the
objectives of both types of production steps must be taken into account. Since both
MTS and MTO production steps must be managed in parallel, this type of hybrid
production control is named parallel hybrid MTS/MTO production control, which
is clarified in Definition 2.2.

Definition 2.2 Parallel hybrid MTS/MTO production control: Production control
used to manage a production resource that is responsible for an MTS production
step of at least one product, and responsible for an MTO production step of at least
one product at the same time.

In order to illustrate sequential and parallel hybrid systems, a schematic overview
of a production facility is presented in Figure 2.2. Here, triangles represent potential
decoupling points, circles denote production steps, two products are manufactured
in this system, product 1 is made using production steps 1− 3− 4, and product 2

is made using production steps 2− 3− 5. Furthermore, the CODP of product 1 can
be placed at positions 1, 3a, 4, or 6, and the CODP of product 2 can be placed at
positions 2, 3b, 5, or 7.
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Figure 2.2: Example production facility.

Depending on where the CODP for each product is positioned and what each
production step entails, the products can be classified differently (e.g. see Figure
2.1). MTS, MTO, or sequential hybrid production control is necessary following
the CODP position decision. In the example, product 1 is MTO if the CODP is
placed at position 1, MTS if placed at position 6, or a sequential hybrid if placed
at positions 3a or 4. Next, note that products 1 and 2 have a common production
step (3). Specifically, suppose the CODP of product 1 is at positions 1 or 3a and the
CODP of product 2 is at positions 5 or 7, or the CODP of product 1 is at positions
4 or 6 and the CODP of product 2 is at positions 2 or 3b. In these cases, production
step 3 is a shared resource that is responsible for an MTS and MTO production step
of the products in parallel, requiring parallel hybrid production control.

Lastly, note that the position of a CODP can change over time. In this chapter we
make a distinction between two methods of updating the CODP position. Firstly,
the production strategy can be re-evaluated and updated at given points in time,
which will be referred to as CODP review points. Secondly, positioning of a CODP
may be incorporated in the production control strategy itself, such that the CODP
can move continuously, or float. The term floating is derived from Brabazon and
MacCarthy (2004), who consider such a production setting. In the former case, the
CODP position of all products is fixed between CODP review points, such that all
products are sequential hybrids. In the latter case, the behavior is fundamentally
different, as the CODP position is no longer a strategic decision, but embedded
within the production control strategy instead. The production control used to
manufacture items in such a setting will be referred to as floating hybrid MTS/MTO
production control, which is outlined by Definition 2.3.

Definition 2.3 Floating hybrid MTS/MTO production control: Production control
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used to manage the production steps of a product, in which the CODP of the
product is allowed to float, or move implicitly between production steps.

With this definition the taxonomy is concluded. A distinction has been made
between three different types of hybrid MTS/MTO settings. From a CODP point
of view, we have described hybrid production control for the situations where: 1)
demand for a product is decoupled between production steps, 2) demand for at least
one product is decoupled before, and demand for at least one product is decoupled
after a shared production resource, and 3) the position where demand is decoupled
is determined by the production control strategy itself. Next, these situations are
illustrated using practical examples.

2.2.2 Examples of hybrid MTS/MTO systems

From the previous section one can conclude that there are several ways in which
hybrid MTS/MTO can be interpreted, and that it is necessary to make a clear
distinction between them. In order to illustrate the different types of hybrids, a
number of examples will be treated in the following.

Firstly, let us take a more detailed look at the McDonald’s example used in
Hopp and Spearman (2004). The facility sells various baked products, which are
completely MTO during periods of low demand. However, during rush hour
production is changed in the following manner: products in high demand now
first follow MTS production steps, after which they are stored on a warming tray.
The final part of the process is still MTO: whenever an order comes in, items are
taken from the warming tray and assembled into a final order. In this situation we
have MTS and MTO production steps in sequence. At the same time some products
are still MTO and compete with MTS products for the same capacity (e.g. stove,
fryer, cook). In this situation we have a system that produces pure MTO and ATO
products, which are produced on a shared resource. Both the concepts of sequential
hybrid products and parallel hybrid production apply here.

Secondly, we consider Dell, who is known for being one of the first companies
in the personal computers business to recognize the potential of MTO production,
and to adopt an MTO policy rather than MTS, prevalent in the sector during the
1990s. By avoiding retail channels, the company could offer its customers highly
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customized products with a wide range of configurations. More recently, however,
Dell has changed this strategy and recognized the importance of offering solutions
to various groups of costumers by still offering customizable configurations but
also standardized products with an aim for speed in delivery (Blanchard, 2010).
This is an example where parallel hybrid MTS/MTO production applies when the
products are produced at the same facility.

Lastly, consider the aeroplane assembly line presented in Meredith and Akinc
(2007). An aeroplane is assembled in 20 steps, with each step taking 1 week to
complete. However, the customer lead time is a fixed 10 weeks and holding costs
are extremely high (1% of a planes value per week). Furthermore, each step requires
some customer-specific modification meaning that the first 10 weeks are produced
to forecast. Once a plane is linked to a customer order it can be completed to
the customers specification. Wrongly added components installed before a plane
is linked to an order can be replaced at a cost, since all planes belong to the same
family. This situation is referred to as make-to-forecast (MTF) by the authors. Here,
the first part of production is MTS and the remainder is MTO, corresponding to
a sequential hybrid system. However, the CODP is not fixed, but can be different
for every plane (even with the same components), and follows from the production
control strategy. Such a system produces sequential hybrid products using floating
production control.

We conclude that a system can include different aspects of MTS/MTO hybrids at
the same time. Both sequential and floating hybrids can be used to manage long
production lead times and high levels of customization. The former places the
CODP such that the production lead time is less than the customer lead time for
the last part of the manufacturing process, but requires inventory of all intermediate
products. The latter initially produces MTS, but dynamically shifts the CODP per
product. On the other hand, parallel hybrid production can be used to control a
production unit where both MTS and MTO production takes place. The goal of the
production strategy is to produce items such that both MTS and MTO objectives
are achieved as best as possible. Next, in Section 2.3 literature will be classified
using definitions introduced in this section. Section 2.3.1 describes the methodology
by which the papers have been obtained, and in Section 2.4.2 different types of
production systems are illustrated.
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2.3. Review of literature on hybrid production control

In literature, hybrid manufacturing is used in a number of different contexts. In
this chapter we concentrate on hybrid production control. While reviewing the
literature, we encountered the previously introduced hybrid categorizations of
sequential, parallel, and floating hybrid MTS/MTO production control. In this
section it is first described how relevant papers have been selected for analysis,
and which analysis dimensions have been used to characterize the manuscripts.
Next, per type of hybrid production control, relevant papers and their scientific
contributions are discussed. The types of production systems studied are discussed
in further detail in Section 2.4.2. Lastly, we give an overview of different hybrid
production control settings and provide directions for future research.

2.3.1 Methodology

This review of hybrid MTS/MTO research is the first to formally distinguish the
different ways in which hybrid MTS/MTO production control takes place and
review related literature. Relevant articles for the reviewing process have been
selected as follows. Since no review paper on the topic has been published to date,
an initial selection of recent and relevant papers was identified using combinations
of the following terms: “hybrid” or “combined”, “MTS” or “make-to-stock”,
“MTO” or “make-to-order”, “production”, and “control” in the Web of Science,
Scopus, and Google Scholar databases. From the initial selection, further articles
were obtained through the literature referenced in these papers, supplemented
with backwards searches on Google Scholar. This process was repeated with newly
identified manuscripts until no new papers were found.

Studying the initial selection of papers, research related to hybrid MTS/MTO
production control was identified, which led to the consideration of papers on
floating hybrid production control. During this process we were able to construct
the definitions of different types of hybrid MTS/MTO production control as
introduced in Section 2.2. Using these definitions, we classified all subsequent
papers that consider hybrid MTS/MTO production control. Papers considering
different hybrid aspects of manufacturing systems (e.g. hybrid technologies, hybrid
layouts, hybrid re-manufacturing etc.), or different perspectives on manufacturing
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systems (e.g. organizational, marketing) have not been included in the review.

During the paper selection process, the following observations were made. Firstly,
some papers use the term hybrid MTS/MTO when they merely discuss factors
influencing the decision of producing MTS or MTO and have been excluded from
the review. Secondly, although some articles can be classified as treating hybrid
MTS/MTO production control, these terms are often not mentioned explicitly. As
a result, although an exhaustive search was performed, the list of papers presented
in this section cannot be guaranteed to be complete. An overview of the number of
papers reviewed per period of time is presented in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Number of hybrid MTS/MTO production control articles published from
1984 to 2018

One can see that earlier periods only comprise a few papers, but research into
all categories shows consistent growth since 1999. The histogram of research
related to hybrid production control indicates that the field and its popularity
as a whole is growing. Each paper has been classified according to the per-
formance objectives considered, decision or analysis dimensions incorporated,
solution and modeling techniques used, production system considered, and its
industrial context. When mathematical programming has been used as a solution
technique, we denote its sub-classification between parentheses if specified by the
authors. These classifications include mixed-integer linear programming (MILP),
integer programming (IP), and mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP).
Additionally, the production systems considered have been classified, ranging from
singular or aggregate systems (Figure 2.4), to linear systems (Figure 2.5) to job shops
(Figure 2.6). In each figure, stock points are depicted as triangles and production
steps are shown as circles. In addition, some papers consider flow shops, which are
systems with similarities to both linear systems and job shops, where the product
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flow is unidirectional, but may diverge or converge.
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Figure 2.4: Singular system type.
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Figure 2.5: Example linear system type with two processes.
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Figure 2.6: Example job shop with four processes.

Having outlined the classification process, we proceed with the review in the
following sections. The overview for sequential hybrids can be found in Table 2.3.2,
the overview for parallel hybrids can be found in Table 2.3.3, and the overview for
floating hybrids can be found in Table 2.3.4. Next, literature on sequential, parallel,
and floating hybrid production control is reviewed in Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3, and 2.3.4,
respectively.

2.3.2 Sequential hybrid production control
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Table 2.1: Literature on sequential hybrid production control

Paper Research focus Performance indicators Solution/modeling
techniques

Production system Industrial context

Akkerman et al.
(2010)

Production strategy Costs (procurement, operatio-
nal)

Mathematical program-
ming (MILP)

Linear (2-stage) Case study at a
flour mill

Almehdawe and
Jewkes (2013)

Parameter setting Costs (holding, ordering, tardi-
ness)

Matrix analytic method
Mathematical program-
ming

Linear (2-stage) General

Cid Yáñez et al.
(2009)

Production strategy Costs (production, procure-
ment, holding)
Fill rate

Simulation Linear (3-stage) Case study at a
saw mill

Denton et al.
(2003)

Production strategy Cycle time
On-time delivery
Inventory levels

Mathematical program-
ming

Linear (2-stage) Implementation
at an integrated
steel mill

Gupta and Ben-
jaafar (2004)

Production strategy Costs (holding, backordering) Queuing model Linear (2-stage) General

Hedenstierna
and Ng (2011)

Production strategy Stock level
WIP

System dynamics
Simulation

Linear (2-stage) General

Kalantari et al.
(2011)

Flow control Costs (production, lateness) TOPSIS
Mathematical program-
ming

Linear (2-stage) General

Lin et al. (2018) Production strategy WIP
Stock level

System dynamics
Simulation

Linear (2-stage) Semiconductor
manufacturing

Lin and Naim
(2019)

Production strategy Stock level
Bullwhip

System dynamics
Simulation

Linear (2-stage) General
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Perona et al.
(2009)

Production strategy Costs (setup, holding)
Tardiness

Pareto analysis Linear (5-stage) Case study at a
steel wire produ-
cer

Renna (2015) Parameter setting Lateness
Inventory levels

Simulation Linear (4-stage) General

Sun et al. (2008) Production strategy Costs (setup, holding,
backlogging, asset specificity)

Mathematical program-
ming (IP)

Linear (3-stage)
Network (2 echelons)

General

Yimer and De-
mirli (2010)

Production strategy Costs (production, distribu-
tion,
components, raw material)

Mathematical program-
ming (MILP)
Genetic algorithm

Flowshop (4-stage) General

Yousefnejad and
Esmaeili (2018)

Flow control Revenue (order price)
Costs (production,
customization, tardiness)

Stackelberg game
Simulation

Linear (2-stage) Case study at a
car manufacturer

Wikner et al.
(2017)

Production strategy Stock level
Backlog
Lead time

System dynamics
Simulation

Linear (2-stage) General
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We begin our discussion of the literature by presenting and discussing papers
related to sequential hybrids. In sequential hybrid systems the manufacturing of
a single product comprises MTS production steps and MTO production steps in
sequence. An overview of literature related to this topic is given in Table 2.3.2.
For papers that have included costs or revenue as objectives, we have specified
which performance indicators were included to obtain the corresponding objective
value between parentheses. Moreover, we have categorized the focus of each paper
as production strategy, flow control, or parameter setting and listed under the
research focus column in Table 2.3.2. The purpose of this categorization is to
facilitate the discussion on papers with related scopes. In the context of sequential
hybrid MTS/MTO systems, papers with the corresponding research focus treat the
following topics:

• Production strategy: CODP placement decision. Inventory management
strategy of MTS production steps.

• Flow control: order acceptance/rejection strategy. Order release strategy.
Order sequencing and scheduling.

• Parameter setting: determining how to obtain, and obtaining system settings
(e.g. batch sizing, buffer capacity).

While some papers treat aspects from different research perspectives, only the
primary focus of each paper has been listed in Table 2.3.2. Next, the manuscripts
are discussed in chronological order per research focus.

Production strategy

The largest group of papers on sequential hybrid MTS/MTO systems study the
production strategy. These papers are concerned with CODP placement and
inventory management strategy of the MTS production steps. Within this group, we
observed that the scope of papers directly aimed at practice is narrower than those
without practical context. Therefore, their treatment has been divided in two parts
to facilitate the discussion of those papers. The first part centers around papers with
an industrial context, while the second part discusses papers in a general context.
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In the applied line of production strategy research, Denton et al. (2003) study the
sequential hybrid setting and develop an optimization model that is implemented
by an integrated steel manufacturer (ISM). The manufacturer uses the model as a
decision-support tool for choosing which products to make to stock, and which to
produce to order in this one-to-many industry. By considering a subset of steel
slab sizes to store and limiting the storage points, the model remains tractable. Use
of the model in practice reduced the number of slab designs and increased the
proportion of orders covered by those designs. Cid Yáñez et al. (2009) continue
this practical line of work inspired by a three-stage timber processing plant, which
is also a one-to-many industry. Contrary to Denton et al. (2003), the authors
evaluate various hybrid production strategies through extensive simulation. They
show a positive impact of a pull strategy to improve customer satisfaction and
reduce overall inventory. While the model is valuable for the timber industry, its
generalizability is limited due to its specialized nature. Similar to Denton et al.
(2003) and Cid Yáñez et al. (2009), Akkerman et al. (2010) consider a linear system
where many intermediate and final products can be mixed from a few different raw
materials. The authors study a two-stage flour mill to determine which products to
stock, where to stock them, and how much stock to keep. They develop a method
utilizing MILP models to design intermediate products, considering a wide variety
of quality related attributes and apply it in a case study. The authors indicate
potential applications of the model to other divergent multi-stage food production
systems. Interestingly, all of the above papers either utilize domain knowledge to
reduce the problem solution space or integrate domain knowledge in their model
to obtain satisfactory results.

Other work on the production strategy of sequential hybrid systems has taken
a more theoretical and stylized approach. For instance, Gupta and Benjaafar
(2004) present queuing models to compute the costs and benefits of delaying
differentiation in series production systems with load-dependent order lead times.
The authors conclude that delayed differentiation is more desirable the more slack
capacity is available, and that the effect of congestion in the MTS and the MTO
production steps is asymmetric. Sun et al. (2008) consider an interesting extension
to the linear systems previously discussed. They position multiple decoupling
points of a product in an assembly network instead of a linear system. Based on the
bill of materials (BOM) of a product, an integer programming model is developed in
order to find a suitable decoupling point per sub-assembly in the supply network.
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They minimize the overall cost subject to satisfying customer delivery time. Perona
et al. (2009) are motivated by a gap between complex theoretical models and
simple practical approaches. They study decoupling point and inventory policy
decisions in companies that manufacture products with different demand patterns
and customization levels. Using a steel wire company with over 3000 final
products as a starting point, the authors develop a rational model that utilizes
Pareto analysis to support inventory management decisions. However, its generic
setup permits the model to be used more broadly. Yimer and Demirli (2010)
model a supply chain as a flowline in the hybrid sequential setting. The authors
address the dynamic scheduling of materials replenishment, component fabrication,
customized assembly and distribution of products. They permit a more general
system structure compared to Sun et al. (2008) but decompose the problem in two
sub problems by defining a CODP between component production and assembly.
One sub-problem is solved using a genetic algorithm, while the other is formulated
as a MILP model. Both aim to minimize the aggregate costs of each sub system
while meeting customer service requirements.

Recently, researchers have started investigating sequential hybrid systems from a
system dynamics perspective, where Hedenstierna and Ng (2011) are the first to
do so. They develop and utilize a system dynamics model of a sequential hybrid
system to investigate the impact of shifting the CODP upstream or downstream.
The authors show that the optimal CODP position is particularly sensitive to the
frequency of demand. Wikner et al. (2017) continue this line of research. By
placing system dynamic models of pure MTS and MTO systems in sequence, the
desired decoupling behavior is achieved. The authors verify the behavior of the
models through comparison with existing models, confirming its validity. Lin et al.
(2018) utilize a system dynamics model of the Intel supply chain to investigate
mechanisms behind bullwhip generation. They show that both MTO demand
forecasting and CODP position play a major role in this regard. Finally, Lin and
Naim (2019) are the first to study the impact of nonlinear behavior in a sequential
hybrid supply chain using a system dynamics model. It is shown that by excluding
nonlinear effects the mean stock level is underestimated and the inventory recovery
speed is overestimated.
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Flow control

Next, the two papers on flow control are discussed. These papers study the
order acceptance/rejection strategy, order release strategy, or concentrate on order
sequencing and scheduling of sequential hybrid systems. Kalantari et al. (2011)
introduce a decision support system for order acceptance/rejection in sequential
hybrid systems. The model identifies undesirable orders using the technique for
order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), and the price and
delivery date for each non-rejected order. The authors present an extensive five-
step model, whose complexity may impede potential implementation in practice.
Their numerical study shows that the method does not scale well with the problem
size. Following this line of work, Yousefnejad and Esmaeili (2018) are the first to
model a Stackelberg game to determine the prices and lead times in a sequential
hybrid production environment. The differentiation manager acts as the leader
who first suggests the customization lead time and price and the common stage
manager acts as the follower, who makes the final bid with the customer. The
proposed optimal strategy leads to a significant profit increase at a case study car
manufacturing company.

Parameter setting

Finally, we discuss the two papers that focus on parameter setting. These papers are
concerned with deriving system settings under which sequential systems perform
(near-)optimally. In most research on sequential hybrid systems a base stock, or one-
for-one replenishment policy is used. In contrast, Almehdawe and Jewkes (2013)
consider a batch ordering policy to exploit economies of scale in ordering, due
to a cost associated with each order placed. Using a queuing model, they show
that a base stock policy is sub-optimal in the presence of a replenishment cost
for semi-finished products. In addition, the cost savings from adopting a batch
ordering policy is shown to be significant while the response time for most customer
orders is not affected. Renna (2015) proposes a policy to manage buffer levels in
a serial production system with divergent products. The policy aims to reduce
stock levels and increase customer service levels. The adopted approach is based
on the adaptability of the buffers and is shown to improve tardiness performance
and reduce average buffer stock level in a simulation study. However, the choice of
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buffer levels in the simulation study is not supported, making it hard to extend the
conclusions to other settings.

Observations

From the previous discussion on sequential hybrid systems a number of things
can be observed. 1) Papers in this line of research focus primarily on production
strategy (CODP placement, inventory management of MTS production steps),
with 11 out of 15 papers. Two papers focus instead on aspects of flow control,
and two papers focus on aspects of parameter setting. 2) Sequential hybrid
research almost exclusively considers linear systems, where 2-stage linear systems
(10) are more frequently studied than larger linear systems (4). One paper also
considers a network structure and one paper considers a flowshop type structure.
These papers treat system types beyond linear systems and provide an interesting
connection to assembly networks and supply chains, respectively. 3) Finally, both
general and industrial contexts are frequently studied, with nine and six papers
respectively. Papers considering industrial applications typically consider a few-
to-many industry, where the challenge lies in finding an appropriate production
strategy for a linear system. Researchers have been able to develop models or
reduce problem sizes in this setting by incorporating problem-specific elements.

In the studied literature, some consider settings comprising few production steps
and customer types. These typically simplified or stylized settings permit the
derivation of optimal solutions through methods such as mathematical program-
ming, which has been utilized 6 times in the previously discussed work. Other
such methods include queuing theory, Markov chains, and game theory. In
more complex settings exact methods are frequently no longer feasible, forcing
researchers to apply approximate methods such as simulation or genetic algorithms
to obtain results. Particularly simulation is considered a feasible approach, which
has been used a total of 3 times in the discussed works. In addition, methods such
as TOPSIS and Pareto analysis have been used as decision support tools. Using
such solution techniques, several sequential hybrid problems have been studied.
However, while some research has addressed sequential hybrids to date, there
remain interesting directions for future research. Based on the literature discussed
and observations made in this section, research perspectives for sequential hybrid
systems are discussed in Section 2.4. Moreover, insights derived from the industrial
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applications of papers will be presented in Section 2.5.

2.3.3 Parallel hybrid production control
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Table 2.2: Literature on parallel hybrid production control

Paper Research focus Objectives Solution/modeling
techniques

Production sy-
stem

Industrial con-
text

Adan and Van der Wal
(1998)

Production stra-
tegy

Lead time
Inventory level

Queuing theory Singular
Linear (2-stage)

General

Alptekinoğlu and Cor-
bett (2010)

Production stra-
tegy

Costs (production, holding)
Lead time

Queuing theory
Dynamic programming

Singular General

Beemsterboer et al. (2016) Flow control Costs (holding, lateness, lost
sales)

Markov decision process Singular General

Beemsterboer et al.
(2017b)

Parameter
setting

Tardy jobs
Lost sales

Simulation Job shop (6
workstations)

General

Beemsterboer et al.
(2017a)

Parameter
setting

Costs (holding, lateness, lost
sales)

Markov decision process Singular General

Carr et al. (1993) Production stra-
tegy

Costs (holding, backorder) Queuing theory Singular General

Carr and Duenyas (2000) Flow control Costs (holding, waiting)
Revenue

Queuing theory
Markov decision process

Singular Glass manufac-
turing

Cattani et al. (2010) Production stra-
tegy

Costs (capacity, production,
underage, overage)

Simulation Singular Bicycle
messenger
bag production

Chang et al. (2003) Flow control WIP
Cycle time
Throughput
Tardiness
On-time orders

Simulation Job shop (24

workstations)
Semiconductor
manufacturing
system
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Chang and Lu (2010) Parameter
setting

Fill rate
Inventory level
Backorders
On-time delivery rate

Queuing theory
Matrix geometric method

Singular Laptop assem-
bly

Chen et al. (2014) Parameter
setting

Costs (holding, backlog-
ging)
Revenue

Markov decision process Singular General

Choi (2014) Production stra-
tegy

Costs (holding, capacity
change)

Mathematical program-
ming

Singular General

Eivazy and Rabbani
(2009)

Flow control Throughput
Inventory turns
Cycle time of MTO
On-time MTO orders

Simulation Job shop (10

workstations)
Semiconductor
manufacturing
system

Eivazy et al. (2009) Flow control Cycle time
Lead time
On-time MTO orders

Simulation Job shop (14

workstations)
Semiconductor
manufacturing
system

Ellabban and Abdelmag-
uid (2019)

Parameter
setting

Costs (raw material,
energy consumption,
lost added value, holding)

Simulation Singular Glass tube ma-
nufacturing

Federgruen and Katalan
(1999)

Flow control Costs (holding, backorder,
setup)

Analytic
Numerical

Singular General

Fernandes et al. (2015) Flow control Lead time
Tardy orders
Standard deviation of late-
ness

Workload control
Simulation

Linear (2-stage) Aluminum
profiles
manufacturing

Gupta and Wang (2007) Flow control Costs (lost sales, tardiness)
Revenue

Markov decision process Singular Steel coil pro-
duction
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Hadj Youssef et al. (2004) Parameter
setting

Costs (holding)
Backorder time

Queuing theory Singular General

Hadj Youssef et al. (2009) Flow control Costs (holding)
Fill rate

Queuing theory Singular General

Hadj Youssef et al. (2018) Production stra-
tegy

Costs (holding)
Fill rate

Queuing theory
Mathematical program-
ming

Singular General

Iravani et al. (2012) Flow control Costs (holding, backlog-
ging)
Service level

Analytic
Numerical

Singular Automobile in-
dustry

Khakdaman et al. (2015) Parameter
setting

Costs (raw material, pro-
duction, workforce, hol-
ding, subcontracting, trans-
portation, backorder)
Machine efficiency

Robust optimization Linear (5-stage) Case study at a
load lifter ma-
nufacturer

Köber and Heinecke
(2012)

Production stra-
tegy

Revenue
Capacity utilization
Inventory level
Fill rate
Lead time

System dynamics Singular Case study at
a agricultural
machinery
manufacturer

Nguyen (1998) Production stra-
tegy

Fill rate
Lead time
Inventory level

Queuing theory
Simulation

Singular General

Rafiei and Rabbani (2012) Flow control Costs (production, setup,
holding, backlogging)

Mathematical program-
ming

Job shop (19

workstations)
Case study at a
wood-industry
manufacturer
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Rafiei et al. (2013)) Flow control Costs (earliness, tardiness,
holding)

Hierarchical production
planning
Particle swarm optimiza-
tion
Simulated annealing
Genetic algorithm

Job shop (5-6
workstations)

General

Rajagopalan (2002) Production stra-
tegy

Lead time
Costs (holding)

Mathematical program-
ming

Singular Case study at a
consumer pro-
duct company

Rezaie et al. (2009) Flow control Throughput
Fill rate
On-time delivery rate
Cycle time

Simulation Job shop (20

workstations)
Semiconductor
manufacturing
system

Shukla and Naim (2015) Production stra-
tegy

Frequency response System dynamics
Simulation

Singular
Linear (4-stage)

General

Soman et al. (2006) Flow control Costs (holding, setup, lost
sales)
Lead time
Fill rate

ELSP
Simulation

Singular General

Sox et al. (1997) Production stra-
tegy

Inventory level
Fill rate

Queuing theory Singular General

Tsubone et al. (2002) Parameter
setting

Fill rate of MTS
Lead time of MTO

Simulation Linear (3-stage) General

Wang et al. (2019) Flow control Revenue Particle swarm optimiza-
tion

Job shop (6
workstations)

Cloud
manufacturing

Williams (1984) Production stra-
tegy

Costs (holding, setup, stock-
out)

Queuing theory Singular General
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Wu et al. (2008) Flow control On-time delivery rate
Tardiness
Cycle time
Throughput

Simulation Job shop Semiconductor
foundry

Zhang et al. (2013) Production stra-
tegy

Costs (capacity switching,
holding)
Utilization
Fill rate
Lead time

Queuing theory Singular General
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In this section literature related to parallel hybrids is discussed. In parallel hybrid
systems a production resource is responsible for the MTS and MTO production
steps of different products. An overview of reviewed literature is given in Table
2.3.3. Again, for papers that have included costs or revenue as objectives, we have
specified which performance indicators were included to obtain the corresponding
objective value between parentheses. The papers discussed in this section can
be grouped by research focus which primarily consider production strategy, flow
control, or parameter setting. The classification of discussed papers has been listed
under the Research focus column in Table 2.3.3. In the context of parallel hybrid
MTS/MTO systems, these streams are concerned with the following topics:

• Production strategy: the MTS versus MTO decision per product. Dedication
of machines to MTS or MTO production.

• Flow control: order acceptance/rejection strategy. Order release strategy.
Order prioritization of released orders at shared production resources.

• Parameter setting: determining how to obtain, and obtaining system settings
(e.g. batch sizing, buffer capacity).

Note that literature may consider aspects of multiple streams, but only the primary
stream of each paper is listed in Table 2.3.3 to facilitate the discussion. Next, the
manuscripts summarized in Table 2.3.3 are discussed per stream in chronological
order.

Production strategy

From Table 2.3.3 we see that the largest group of papers on parallel hybrid
systems consider the production strategy. These papers consider the MTS versus
MTO decision for each product. In addition, some papers are concerned with
determining which machines should be dedicated to MTS, and which to MTO
production in case multiple machines that can perform the same function are
available. An important distinction in this type of research is whether the MTS
versus MTO decision has already been made. If the decision has not been made,
it must first be obtained before other types of decisions can follow. If the decision
has already been made, the focus can be directed towards dedicating capacity to
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each type of product or quantifying the benefits of using hybrid strategies over
pure ones. In this section we first discuss papers for which the MTS versus MTO
decision has not yet been made, before discussing papers in which this decision has
already been made.

Williams (1984) is one of the first to treat parallel hybrid production. Their paper
concentrates on the question for which orders to use an MTS policy and for which
orders to use an MTO policy in a single-stage multi-product system. The system
is modeled as a queuing model in which low demand products are MTO and
high demand products are MTS. The author minimizes total costs by deciding
which products should made MTO and which MTS, which MTO orders should
be accepted, and optimizing batch sizes. Carr et al. (1993) instead propose a
simpler production and inventory strategy for a singular system. They penalize
MTO backorders immediately instead of penalizing additional delay. In this setting
the same cost function for MTS products and MTO products can be used. They use
an A/B/C partitioning of the items, where A items are MTS and B/C items are
MTO. The authors derive exact expressions for the costs of this simplified system.
In practice, orders typically have to be filled within a window of T time units.
This situation is studied by Sox et al. (1997). The authors investigate the effects of
producing low-demand items as MTO but prioritizing these items in production
when demand occurs. An important analytic contribution of the paper is the
derivation of a model that incorporates the fill rate within the time window T and
yields the optimal solution with regard to various objectives. The model dictates
how to allocate base stock levels optimally and finds that increasing the service
window does not affect optimal base stock levels. Although hybrid is not explicitly
mentioned in their paper, they include both MTS and MTO products.

Rajagopalan (2002) are also inspired by practice, although also consider the problem
of deciding which items to produce MTO and which MTS. In addition, they treat the
inventory and production policy for the MTS items in a capacitated nonstationary
production environment. Williams (1984) orders items by ascending demand and
determines a threshold item up from which items are made to stock. Rajagopalan
(2002) instead takes a different approach and permits additional factors such as
setup time or processing time to influence the MTO/MTS decision. Cattani et al.
(2010) compare two different types of production situations, closely related to
hybrid production. Firstly, they consider a focus strategy: one facility handles
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MTO production to meet demand for time-sensitive mass-customized products,
and one facility manufactures standard products in a MTS fashion. Secondly,
they consider a pure spackling strategy where everything is produced in a flexible
plant. They develop an analytic model that incorporates production and capacity
costs, which identifies the conditions under which each of the strategies is optimal.
Alptekinoğlu and Corbett (2010) use a dynamic programming-based solution
method to determine the optimal product line design, which corresponds to the
production strategy stream. They take product positioning, pricing and inventory
decisions into account and assume a locational customer choice model. The authors
conclude that unimodal preferences generally lead to hybrid production lines.
Where many authors use a static priority mechanism (e.g. produce high demand
items MTS and produce low demand items MTO), Hadj Youssef et al. (2018) instead
determine which products to make to stock and which products to make to order
based on item priority levels. They model the facility as a multi-product multi-
priority classes queuing system, optimizing the priority mechanism in a parallel
hybrid setting. The authors propose a general optimization procedure that yields
near optimal priority classes, given the associated flow control mode (MTO or MTS)
for each product.

The remaining papers in this stream focus on the benefits of using a hybrid strategy
in different production environments where the MTS versus MTO decision per
product has already been made. The paper of Adan and Van der Wal (1998)
investigates the effect of a hybrid production strategy on the production lead
times. The authors study two systems and conclude that most of the potential lead
time reduction is already achieved at moderate stock levels for the MTS products.
For settings without setup times and batching, but with lost sales Nguyen (1998)
presents a multi-class priority queuing model to deal with MTS and MTO items.
The model permits general distributions for demand and processing times. Finally,
the author develops a procedure that provides good estimates for performance
measures such as fill rates and average inventory levels. Köber and Heinecke (2012)
introduce a method that combines the advantages of MTO and MTS. A system
dynamics approach is used to model a large agricultural machinery manufacturer.
The method evaluates production strategies and incorporate the observed volatile
and seasonal demand. The authors show that a holistic view on the supply chain
behavior and the resulting performance for operational and market targets are
essential. Zhang et al. (2013) investigate a situation where a subset of machines
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is dynamically switched between MTS and MTO via a congestion-based switching
policy. They develop a multi-server queuing model of this system. Especially
when the traffic intensity is high in both the MTS and MTO operations, a dynamic
hybrid system outperforms a static hybrid system. Conditions for a company
to invest in the development of an MTS channel in addition to an existing MTO
channel are investigated by Choi (2014). Studying the mathematical programming
model, the author observes that benefits increase as demand variability increases,
as capacity utilization decreases, and as capacity change cost decreases. Profit
turns out to be unaffected by holding costs for MTS items. Finally, Shukla
and Naim (2015) investigate rogue seasonality in supply chains, where system
variables such as orders and inventory display cyclic behavior that is not present
in exogenous demand. They study two systems by modeling MTS, MTO, and
parallel hybrid MTS/MTO production control through system dynamics. Based
on frequency responses, the authors conclude that their method correctly identifies
rogue seasonality.

Flow control

In our review we continue with papers concerning the flow control of parallel
hybrid systems. This group of papers considers the order acceptance/rejection
strategy, order release strategy, and the order prioritization of released orders at
shared production resources.

Federgruen and Katalan (1999) investigate a class of interruption disciplines
(priority rules) for a class of base-stock policies, which switches using a general
periodic sequence. A variety of cost and performance measures are evaluated and
optimized efficiently by analytic methods. They also characterize the impact of
system parameters on choice of strategy. Carr and Duenyas (2000) consider the
joint admission control and sequencing decisions faced by a firm with two classes
of customers: MTO customers and MTS customers. They characterize the structure
and sensitivity of optimal policies in the context of a multi-class M/M/1 queue
using a Markov decision process (MDP). One of the first to study order release
and dispatching in the complex semiconductor manufacturing industry is Chang
et al. (2003). They develop a heuristic production activity control model that aims
to find the best performing order release and dispatching strategies. Soman et al.
(2006) investigate whether dynamic run-out time based scheduling rules suited for
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a pure MTS situation, are also applicable in the parallel hybrid situation using a
simple priority policy for the MTO items. No scheduling rule appears to dominate
all others in terms of average fill rate, average inventory level, due date compliance
and average flow time.

A parallel system that prioritizes MTS orders, but can dynamically choose which
MTO orders to accept is studied by Gupta and Wang (2007). Contrary to Carr and
Duenyas (2000) where MTO customers are not quoted lead times and waiting cost
is incurred over the entire time orders remain in the system, Gupta and Wang (2007)
instead use positive lead times for MTO customers and show that longer lead times
improve capacity utilization as well as the ability to meet contractual obligations.
In Wu et al. (2008) a scheduling method for a semiconductor manufacturer
characterized by a machine-dedication feature is developed. Their method involves
the decisions of releasing and dispatching. The release technique extends the
starvation-avoidance algorithm by considering the characteristics of the machine-
dedication feature and MTS/MTO hybrid production. Rezaie et al. (2009) introduce
an order release policy for parallel hybrid semiconductor manufacturing companies
that is different from the method introduced by Wu et al. (2008). They show that
the developed policy outperforms the well-known Starvation Avoidance and Fixed-
WIP strategies. Hadj Youssef et al. (2009) analyze and compare the impact of the
priority rule on the overall inventory costs under customer lead time service level
constraints. They study this problem using a queuing model and consider the FIFO
policy and a priority policy which prioritizes low volume products (MTO products)
over high volume products (MTS products).

Eivazy and Rabbani (2009) and Eivazy et al. (2009) both develop dynamic pro-
duction control models for the semiconductor industry. Eivazy and Rabbani (2009)
introduce a dispatching policy that uses critical ratios. The method prioritizes and
sequences products per workstation when machines becomes idle and balances
WIP in each layer. Using these ideas, the method achieves short and reliable
delivery dates for MTO products and high throughput and production achievement
ratio for MTS products. In Eivazy et al. (2009) a release mechanism that uses
workload control is developed, although they do not apply state-of-the-art release
methods. Fernandes et al. (2015) are instead motivated by the aluminum profiles
manufacturing industry, but also study a type of workload control. The authors
investigate the performance of workload control (WLC) release methods in an
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MTS/MTO - FTO production environment. Moreover, they study when and where
order release control should be exercised (at the MTS/MTO stage, FTO stage, or
both). Iravani et al. (2012) derive optimal production and admission policies, while
taking into account backlogging for the MTS orders and the option to outsource
some MTO orders.

Rafiei and Rabbani (2012) study order acceptance/rejection policy, due date setting,
lot sizing, and capacity requirements in a hierarchical production planning model
for hybrid production systems. They propose a general five step model that
relies on limited mathematical assumptions to decide on capacity coordination.
Rafiei et al. (2013) continue this line of work and consider sequencing and the
detailed production planning in a HPP model for hybrid systems. They consider a
production system that processes pure MTS, pure MTO and ATO products in a job
shop environment. Various modules are developed at each level of the HPP, related
from a hierarchical point of view. Beemsterboer et al. (2016) observe that no study
fully captures MTS and MTO characteristics in developing production planning and
control models for parallel hybrid systems. They model this system as an MDP to
derive optimal production policies. In their model they permit positive lead times
for MTO products and let inventory level and backlog states drive the MTS/MTO
production decisions. A numerical study compares optimal hybrid policies with
policies that prioritize either MTO or MTS modes. Wang et al. (2019) argue that an
accurate production plan is necessary to achieve good order acceptance decisions
in hybrid systems. The solution to the order acceptance and scheduling problem
is an important step in the development of such a plan. In order to deal with this
challenge, the authors introduce an effective particle swarm optimization method.

Parameter setting

Finally, the papers with a parameter setting research focus are discussed. These
papers are primarily concerned with deriving methods for obtaining, and obtaining
system settings under which their system achieves (near-)optimal performance.

Tsubone et al. (2002) introduce a hierarchical production planning model for a
facility producing both MTO and MTS products. The model treats buffer capacity
and production capacity allocation as design variables in the context of a linear
production system. In addition, a parameter is used to determine the fraction of
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capacity reserved for MTO products. Hadj Youssef et al. (2004) investigate the
performance of two scheduling policies on the overall performance of a parallel
hybrid system using a queuing model. The authors characterize the optimal policy
by linking scheduling rules and associated MTO/MTS modes for different items
as a function of the parameters of the system and the service level constraints.
Chang and Lu (2010) develop a queuing model, which is solved using a matrix
geometric method. They control the production of MTS products using a base stock
policy and obtain the optimal base stock levels numerically. Chen et al. (2014) is the
first to consider the joint production and pricing decisions for an infinite planning
horizon in a parallel hybrid system. The problem is modeled as an MDP aiming
to maximize the total discounted profit over an infinite planning horizon. They
show that the optimal integrated price and inventory control policy can result in a
significant increase of profit. Furthermore, they show that the improvements of this
dynamic pricing policy in a MTS/MTO production system is much higher than in
a single product system.

Parallel hybrid environments require robust tactical plans that take account
supplier, process and customer uncertainty into account. Khakdaman et al. (2015)
conclude that many studies have been conducted on controlling and reducing the
impact of uncertainties on medium term production planning, but that research
in the area of tactical production planning for hybrid production is still in the
infant stages. Using robust optimization they develop robust tactical plans for the
hybrid MTS/MTO manufacturing system. Using an MDP model, Beemsterboer
et al. (2017a) show that the optimal policy for a parallel hybrid system varies the
lot size in response to MTO product backlog as well as stock levels. They conclude
that flexible lot sizing is especially beneficial for systems with a low load and where
MTS is important with regard to production capacity usage and cost.

Beemsterboer et al. (2017b) consider the problem of integrating MTS orders in an
existing manufacturing system focused on MTO production, claiming that this
problem has not yet been addressed in literature. Many companies deal with
such problems, as existing methods for job shop control cannot be applied to
MTS items. They show that even a simple method that uses a fixed due date
allowance for MTS products outperforms MTO or MTS item prioritization, in line
with Beemsterboer et al. (2016). Ellabban and Abdelmaguid (2019) discuss hybrid
MTS/MTO production control decisions in continuous production environments,
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using glass tube manufacturing as inspiration. A simulation-based optimization
algorithm is used to generate optimized values for the control variables of the
proposed policy as well as other related production parameters. Sensitivity analysis
shows that an increase in raw material prices leads to changes in production
parameters, although policy control variables will not change.

Observations

Based on the previous discussion on parallel hybrid MTS/MTO systems a number
of observations can be made. 1) Papers considering this type of hybrid system
focus primarily on production strategy and flow control, with 12 and 17 out of 37

papers in total, respectively. Parameter setting lags slightly behind with 8 papers.
Within the production strategy research focus, 9 out of 17 papers study priority
rules/sequencing and 9 out of 17 papers study order acceptance or order release.
2) The research into the production strategy of parallel hybrid systems consists of
papers that consider the MTS versus MTO decision per product and corresponding
inventory policy, and of papers that compare methods for a given system. In the
former group, optimal strategies have been derived for certain systems using for
instance, base-stock policies (Hadj Youssef et al., 2018), order-up-to policies (Zhang
et al., 2013), or by using flexible lot sizes (Beemsterboer et al., 2017a). On the
other hand, papers that compare different approaches study their performance in
very different systems and circumstances, and use a wide variety of performance
measures to measure performance. Among others, the lead times, fill rate, average
stock level, demand fluctuations, and machine dedication have been studied. A
similar observation can be made for papers on parameter setting, which appears
largely fragmented. 3) The order acceptance strategy in the context of parallel
hybrid production control has only been studied by Wang et al. (2019), who consider
the option of rejecting MTO orders. 4) Finally, we observed that both Cattani et al.
(2010) and Zhang et al. (2013) note that the pricing decision may affect demand rates
for different products, although they do not include this aspect in their analysis.

Various techniques have been used to study parallel hybrid systems. Similar
to sequential hybrid literature, mathematical programming and simulation are
frequently used tools in parallel hybrid research. These techniques have been
used a total of 5 and 11 times in total. In the line of mathematical programming,
robust optimization has also been applied. Other research has utilized dynamic
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programming, MDPs, and queuing models to obtain analytic results. Particularly
queuing theory has proven suitable for solving problems in the parallel hybrid
setting, having been applied a total of 12 times. In the case where the above
methods have failed due to the complexity of the setting, metaheuristics such as
genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, or particle swarm optimization have been
employed and tested in simulation studies. Parallel hybrid production control
has received the most attention from academics out of the considered types of
hybrid systems. Nonetheless, the observations made in this section has led us to
several interesting and novel research perspectives on the topic. In Section 2.4 these
perspectives on parallel hybrid systems will be discussed. We put additional focus
on the industrial applications of parallel hybrid research in Section 2.5.

2.3.4 Floating hybrid production control
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Table 2.3: Literature on floating hybrid production control

Paper Research focus Objectives Solution/modeling
techniques

Production system Industrial context

Akinc and Meredith (2006) Flow control Orphan frequency
Order rejections

Markov process Linear (20-stage) Injection
molding machine
production

Akinc and Meredith (2009) Flow control Costs (orphan disposal,
modification, holding)

Stochastic dynamic
programming

Linear (20-stage) Injection
molding machine
production

Altendorfer and Minner
(2014)

Production strategy Costs (holding, backorder)
Service level

Analytic Singular General

Brabazon and MacCarthy
(2004)

Production strategy Costs (reconfiguration)
Waiting time

Simulation Linear (4-stage) Car production

Brabazon and MacCarthy
(2006)

Production strategy Fill rate
Waiting time

Simulation Linear (1-stage)
through
Linear (13-stage)

Car production

Brabazon et al. (2010) Production strategy Lead time
Inventory level
Order fulfillment

Simulation Linear (5-stage) Car production

Calle and González-R (2012) Production strategy Inventory level
Waiting time

Simulation Singular Car production

Calle et al. (2016) Production strategy Inventory level
Waiting time

Simulation
Design of experiments

Singular General

Meredith and Akinc (2007) Flow control Costs (modification)
Order acceptance
Orphans

Simulation
Mathematical program-
ming

Linear (20-stage) Injection
molding machine
production
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Morikawa et al. (2014) Production strategy Lateness
Inventory level

Simulation Linear (4-stage) General

Raturi et al. (1990) Production strategy Lead time Interviews Case study of
machine tool
production

Turner and Williams (2005) Production strategy Service level
Units sold

Simulation Linear (4-stage) Car production

Zhang et al. (2015a) Flow control Costs (tardiness, order
cancellations, inventory
matching, production)

Mathematical program-
ming (MINLP)
Particle swarm optimi-
zation
Simulation

Linear (3-stage) Steel production
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Lastly, literature related to floating hybrid production control is discussed. In
floating hybrid systems, the CODP that separates the MTS and MTO production
steps is allowed to move implicitly under the production control strategy. While
authors have referred to floating hybrid systems as make-to-forecast, build-to-
forecast (BTF), or virtual-build-to-order (VBTO), they share a common setting. An
overview of reviewed literature related to floating hybrids is provided in Table
2.3.4. We have specified which performance indicators were included to obtain the
corresponding objective value between parentheses for papers that have included
costs or revenue as objectives. The papers discussed in this section can be divided
into groups that primarily consider production strategy or flow control, as listed in
the Focus column in Table 2.3.4. In contrast to the previous sections, we did not
encounter any papers primarily concerned with parameter setting. In the context
of floating hybrid MTS/MTO systems, papers with the corresponding focus are
concerned with the following topics:

• Production strategy: pipeline search strategy. Order to item matching strategy.
Capacity allocation.

• Flow control: order acceptance/rejection strategy. Order release strategy.

Again, note that manuscripts may treat multiple topics, but only the primary
topic of each paper is listed in Table 2.3.4 to facilitate the discussion. Next, the
manuscripts summarized in Table 2.3.4 are discussed per topic in chronological
order.

Production strategy

Firstly, the papers treating the production strategy of floating hybrid systems are
discussed. These papers focus on the pipeline search strategy, the order to product
matching strategy and the capacity allocation decision. The study of Raturi et al.
(1990) on Build-to-Forecast (BTF) can be seen as the first in the stream on floating
hybrid production control. In this explorative study the authors perform a number
of case studies. Following these case studies the build-to-forecast challenge in
managing operations, as well as the range of coping mechanisms to address the
problem are characterized. In Brabazon and MacCarthy (2004) the operational
concepts that underpin the Virtual Build To Order (VBTO) production strategy are
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described and developed. VBTO is comparable to the BTF setting introduced in
Raturi et al. (1990). The authors consider reconfiguration flexibility and customer
aversion to waiting. A simulation study is used to study the behavior and
performance of VBTO. Turner and Williams (2005) consider mass customization
in an automotive supply chain. They investigate changes in the design of the
distribution system in the automotive industry where the BTF production strategy
is used. They outline the development of a simulation model to accurately model
the supply chain. Their analysis focuses on the effects of introducing a distribution
center and applying postponement, and it is shown that both yield significant
improvements.

Brabazon and MacCarthy (2006) observe that there is little analysis involving VBTO
systems in the literature, and therefore examine and characterize the fundamental
behavior of such systems. In a simulation study the authors find a relation
between the customer orders fulfilled by different parts of the production pipeline
(planning, production and stock), and the ratio of production variety and pipeline
length. Surprisingly, they conclude that a pure MTS policy holds less stock and
has lower waiting times for certain parameters combinations, thus indicating room
for improvement. Brabazon et al. (2010) look beyond a pure production setting by
including dealers (warehouses) in their analysis. They study the behavior of dealers
in different situations. Using the proposed VBTO policy, they show that with more
customization options, more trading between dealers occurs, more products are
modified, and lead times and stock decrease if trading between dealers is allowed.
A modified version of VBTO called improved VBTO (i-VBTO) is introduced by
Calle and González-R (2012). The authors aim to mitigate the weaknesses of VBTO
indicated by Brabazon and MacCarthy (2006) by integrating stock and demand
forecast information in the production control. The authors show a significant
improvement over VBTO in terms of stock levels and customer waiting time using
i-VBTO.

In some situations, finished products cannot be modified. Such production
environments are investigated by Morikawa et al. (2014) in the form of a multi-
stage serial production system. At each stage a product can be matched to
a customer order or be produced to stock. Eight MTS policies are proposed
by combining rules for buffer selection, matching acceptance and make to stock
replenishment decisions. The impact of utilizing real-time information is studied
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by Calle et al. (2016). They study the influence that different sources of real
time information about the available stock exert on the performance of VBTO, i-
VBTO and conventional systems. Using a design of experiments, they show that
using real-time information has more influence on performance than changing the
inventory control policy. Altendorfer and Minner (2014) study a setting that is
comparable to the VBTO situation. They propose a model for a multi-product
hybrid production system that minimizes Finished Goods Inventory (FGI) and
backorder costs. The production system can be viewed as an MTO system with
safety stock or an MTS system with advanced demand information. Both pure
MTO (no base stock) and MTS (no advanced information) systems are special cases
of this model. Applying a hybrid strategy instead of the optimal pure strategy is
shown to yield cost savings between 0 and 5%.

Flow control

Next, the papers studying the flow control of floating hybrid systems are discussed.
These papers treat the order acceptance/rejection strategy and order release
strategy of such systems. Akinc and Meredith (2006) analyze the MTF production
environment in the context of flow control. They study the production control
strategy of the system with regard to finished orders without a buyer (orphans)
and order rejection (acceptance) level using a Markov process. Meredith and
Akinc (2007) continue this line of work by conceptualizing MTF for a variety of
industries and investigate a number of different job to order matching policies.
They conclude that more sophisticated matching rules can result in up to nearly
three times higher profit than simpler ones. Later, Akinc and Meredith (2009)
investigate the management dilemma of dealing with orphans. They utilize
stochastic dynamic programming to decide on modifying or disposing orphans
with the aim of minimizing costs. Where Meredith and Akinc (2007) consider
the production of durable consumer goods, Zhang et al. (2015a) instead consider
the process industry. Their model performs multi-level inventory matching and
order planning of both finished and unfinished products. They develop a MINLP
model but resort to a particle swarm optimization heuristic to solve the problem
due to its challenging nature. Numerical experiments using real data from a steel
manufacturing company show the validity of the developed model.
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Observations

In studying the papers on floating hybrids we have made the following observati-
ons. 1) In total 9 out of 13 papers focus on production strategy (operational con-
cepts, modification strategy, VBTO) or compare production strategies (distribution
network layout, dealership strategy, incorporation of real-time information). The
remaining 4 papers treat flow control and discuss the product to customer matching
strategy, which corresponds to the order acceptance strategy. The discussion on
order matching strategy also extends to the orphan management strategy. The
papers in this group consider topics such as order release and capacity allocation.
2) The research on floating hybrid systems is largely disjointed. Some papers
contribute to research on floating hybrid production control in general. However,
one stream revolves around VBTO production control initiated by Brabazon and
MacCarthy (2004), while a second stream studies the MTF setting as introduced by
Akinc and Meredith (2006). No comparison has been made between methods from
both streams despite their similarities. 3) No paper in this stream has compared
floating strategies directly to pure MTS, pure MTO, or strategies from practice in
problems where the matching or orphan management challenges are considered.
As a consequence, it is difficult to quantify the potential gain of using floating
strategies over less advanced approaches in these settings.

In the floating hybrid setting the number of products and production steps are
typically large, leading to complex matching strategies. Unsurprisingly, simulation
has been used a total of eight times to study this type of hybrid production control,
as exact methods often fall short in these cases. The focus on simulation studies also
follows from the practical context in which floating methods have been developed,
as practice typically requires detailed models. Only in models with simplifying
assumptions it becomes possible to utilize methods such as stochastic dynamic
programming, Markov models, or optimization problem formulations. While
these approaches have enabled the study of several floating hybrid systems, the
research also provides interesting directions for future research. These research
perspectives will be discussed in Section 2.4, whereas insights with regards to
practical applications will be presented in Section 2.5.

The previous sections have been dedicated to categorizing and discussing literature
on sequential, parallel, and floating hybrid MTS/MTO production control. In
addition, we identified the research focus of each paper and used this sub-
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classification to discuss and compare the contributions of each manuscript. Finally,
we discussed our observations on the literature and summarized the focal points
of each type of hybrid. This discussion has shown that the literature on hybrid
systems is rich, and that there is much room for further research. In Section 2.4
we will discuss the research perspectives on the field as a whole, building on the
discussion presented in Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3, and 2.3.4.

2.4. Research perspectives on hybrid production cont-

rol

So far it has been shown that there is a large body of literature available on hybrid
production control. Papers have been categorized according to the categories
of sequential, parallel, and floating hybrids and the popularity of each of these
streams appears to be growing over time. Nearly all discussed studies indicate
an improvement over pure MTS or pure MTO policies, illustrating the power and
potential of smart control in a hybrid setting. Moreover, a significant portion of the
research has been inspired by, or applied to a real-world situation, emphasizing
the practical relevance of this type of research. In this section we summarize
the research performed into the different types of hybrid settings and identify
directions for future research. Specifically, we focus on research directions for each
stream of hybrid production control in Section 2.4.1, the types of systems studied
in this chapter in Section 2.4.2, and conclude this section with further directions in
Section 2.4.3.

2.4.1 Hybrid MTS/MTO production control

We start the discussion on research perspectives of hybrid production control by
considering the observations made in Section 2.3. Next, we first present a summary
of the challenges faced in each type of hybrid system and formulate relevant
research questions. Then, we utilize the observations on hybrid systems made in
Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 to identify and formulate future research directions.
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Sequential hybrids

When considering sequential hybrid production control there are multiple pro-
duction steps in sequence. As a result, it is important to decide where to place
the CODP for a given product, considering demand information and process
properties. In addition, the inventory management strategy is an important
matter that affects performance measures such as fill rate and holding costs. The
setting can be extended by including order acceptance/rejection, order release, or
parameters such as batch sizes or buffer capacity. Therefore, it can be concluded
that sequential hybrid research considers research questions that are different than
that of research considering pure MTS or MTO systems. In particular, the papers
listed in Table 2.3.2 aim to answer the following research questions unique to the
sequential hybrid setting.

• Where should the CODP for each product be placed? (See e.g. Sun et al.
(2008) and Cid Yáñez et al. (2009))

• What should be the inventory management strategy for the MTS production
steps? (See e.g. Gupta and Benjaafar (2004) and Almehdawe and Jewkes
(2013))

• Which order acceptance policy should be used? (See e.g. Kalantari et al. (2011)
and Yousefnejad and Esmaeili (2018))

In Section 2.3.2 we observed that the CODP placement decision already received
some attention from researchers. However, in terms of parameter setting only
the buffer capacity (Renna, 2015) and batch production (Almehdawe and Jewkes,
2013) have been studied. There is room to extend the work on sequential hybrid
systems in this direction by considering larger systems or altering the production
setting. Similar to parameter setting, the order acceptance and negotiation strategies
have received limited attention. While order acceptance and negotiation are also
treated outside of hybrid production control, obtaining the necessary information
from a hybrid sequential system to determine the order acceptance and pricing
strategy holds unique challenges. Most papers assume all orders are accepted or
the accepted orders are taken as given, and only few consider the order acceptance
strategy in sequential hybrid systems. We observed in Section 2.3.2 that only
Kalantari et al. (2011) and Yousefnejad and Esmaeili (2018) study this aspect of
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production control. However, while both papers study the pricing and order
acceptance problem, they assume the CODP positions per product as given. As a
consequence, determining the optimal combination of CODP placement, inventory
management strategy, and order acceptance strategy in sequential hybrid systems
remains an important open research topic. Similarly, research into the qualitative
relations between these aspects may yield valuable insights, both for researchers
and practitioners alike.

Parallel hybrids

Prior to starting production in a parallel hybrid system, it must be decided
which products are made as MTS and which as MTO. Moreover, the inventory
management strategy of MTS products is an important research topic. Following
these decisions, flow control at the shared resource becomes an important topic.
Specifically, a decision must be made which MTS or MTO order to prioritize at
which moment in time, possibly with preemption. If the MTO production suffers
a maximum delivery lead time, MTO will be prioritized and MTS products will
only be made during periods of low demand. MTS orders will simply be rejected
if there is no stock available. On the other hand, if contracts with customers for
MTS products dictate a minimum quantity, MTO orders can be rejected at the gate
to ensure enough capacity is reserved for MTS products. If capacity is insufficient
due to unforeseen demand, MTO orders might be rejected to meet the desired MTS
production, or the other way around depending on prioritization. It is clear that
these questions do not arise in pure MTS or MTO systems and that these questions
are unique to hybrid parallel systems. Specifically, in addition to research questions
related to pure MTO and MTS production settings, we conclude that the following
research questions are central to parallel hybrid research:

• Which products should be produced as MTS, and which as MTO? (See e.g.
Williams (1984) and Rajagopalan (2002))

• What should be the inventory management strategy for the MTS products?
(See e.g. Carr et al. (1993) and Hadj Youssef et al. (2018))

• Which order should be prioritised at which moment in time? (See e.g.
Federgruen and Katalan (1999) and Soman et al. (2006))
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• What kind of order acceptance strategy should be used? (See e.g. Rafiei and
Rabbani (2012) and Wang et al. (2019))

Although the setting is different, there are similarities to the research questions
treated in sequential hybrid literature. However, one of the primary challenges in
parallel hybrid systems lies in the decision of which product to produce at which
moment in time. This question has been particularly interesting, as the combined
decision of CODP placement, inventory management strategy and prioritization
rule determine the overall performance of a system.

In Section 2.3.3 we observed that research on the production strategy that compares
different strategies, and the research on flow control suffer from fragmentation.
There is a wide range of extensions and performance measures studied, while the
systems and parameters used vary strongly. As a consequence, the conclusions
drawn by those study are solely applicable to the system and extension considered.
However, a general and common production setting would permit a direct
comparison to other approaches and their extensions. Such a benchmark study on a
standardized system will provide insight into the relative impact of considerations
such as demand fluctuations and machine dedication on different performance
measures, and is an interesting option for further research.

We also saw that the order acceptance problem is only studied by Wang et al.
(2019). This problem is particularly interesting because the order acceptance
strategy indirectly determines the demand rate for different products. In turn,
the demand rate affects the MTS versus MTO decision as well as the inventory
management decision. The optimal combined order acceptance strategy and MTS
versus MTO decision is an interesting direction for future research that has not
yet been addressed. In a similar vein, we noted the observations of Cattani et al.
(2010) and Zhang et al. (2013) who indicate that the pricing decision may affect
demand rates. As a consequence, the pricing decision also affects the MTS versus
MTO decision and the inventory management strategy. This leads to interesting
questions about the relation between pricing, the MTS versus MTO decision, and
priority rules used. A similar line of research is of interest for hybrid MTS/MTO
systems as a whole, as Yousefnejad and Esmaeili (2018) are the only authors to
study the pricing problem. Their work may serve as a suitable starting point for
further research.
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Floating hybrids

A vital aspect of floating hybrid production control is the order to product matching
strategy when an order arrives. The matching can be immediate, delayed in case
a more desirable order might arrive momentarily, or later modified. Moreover, the
pipeline search strategy is of equal importance, where products can be matched to
finished products, intermediate products, or a production order can be initiated.
Another aspect unique to the floating setting is the occurrence of orphans due to a
large product portfolio, where dealing with them becomes an important issue due
to holding costs. When the setting permits modification of orphans, it is important
to decide when to wait for a (partial) match with a customer order and when
to discard the orphan. While there are few analytic results for floating hybrids,
Altendorfer and Minner (2014) do make an analytic contribution. Their work
introduces a stylized model that can help develop intuition for researchers new
to the field and serve as a starting point for more advanced floating hybrid models.
Since the CODP is not fixed but determined by the pipeline search strategy, floating
hybrid systems share some similarities with sequential hybrid systems. However,
floating hybrid production control considers research questions that are unique to
this type of hybrid system.

• What should be the pipeline search strategy to match customer orders with
(intermediate) products? (See e.g. Brabazon and MacCarthy (2006) and Zhang
et al. (2015a))

• When and how should products be produced in anticipation of demand? (See
e.g. Akinc and Meredith (2009) and Morikawa et al. (2014))

• How to deal with orphans? (See e.g. Akinc and Meredith (2006) and Akinc
and Meredith (2009))

In Section 2.3.4 we made the observation that most papers focus on the production
strategy of floating hybrid systems. In particular, the pipeline search strategy
and order to item matching strategies have been examined extensively. However,
we also observed that the performed research had gaps. It was observed that
one stream revolves around MTF research, while another revolves around VBTO
research. These streams have negligible overlap despite their similarities in
systems studied. Consequently, it will be interesting to study these approaches
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using a system that permits policies from both streams. Such a study will lead
to improved understanding in the performance of these developed production
strategies, potentially motivating collaboration between researchers. A direct
comparison in terms of performance and analytic properties would be a valuable
addition to both fields. In this regard, Altendorfer and Minner (2014) may provide
a suitable starting point. By extending the developed model with additional
production steps, a direct comparison between different approaches may become
possible.

Moreover, we see that orphan management is an important topic in the MTF
stream. Understanding the sensitivity of different strategies to the holding costs
will provide important insights into the effectiveness of different mechanics used
by those strategies. Such insights may guide the development of floating hybrid
strategies for a broader range of settings, where holding costs are less stringent.
Conversely, the incorporation of orphan management in VBTO-type strategies
remains an open research challenge. Finally, we observed that production strategies
developed in the MTF stream have not yet been compared to simple policies nor
policies from practice. It is necessary to perform such benchmark studies in order to
improve credibility of the developed methods and understand the impact of smart
policies on system performance. As of yet, this remains an open research challenge.

Eivazy et al. (2009) considers order release and dispatching (priority rules) in the
complex semiconductor industry. While dispatching denotes the parallel setting
in case a workstation is responsible for both MTS and MTO production steps, the
decoupling of products at different points also indicates an element of sequential
hybrid production control. However, Eivazy et al. (2009) consider a complex system
requiring intricate production rules, impeding the development of intuition with
regards to the behavior of the system following these rules. The utilization of
both sequential and parallel hybrids is an interesting combination that deserves
further study. The development of a stylized model to understand the impact of the
combined CODP placement decision, inventory management strategy, and priority
rules (dispatching) will yield important managerial insights. Finally, we note that
most of the research directions suggested in this section are aimed at theoretical
results. On the other hand, the implications of implementing existing or future
policies has received no attention to date. For practitioners it will be of value to
further study the trade-off of operational costs versus operational complexity. For
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instance, for parallel hybrid systems, understanding of the costs versus complexity
trade-off can be enhanced through the comparison of optimal hybrid production
control policies to situations where all CODPs are placed at the same position. It
is important to understand the trade-off between complexity and cost reduction in
order to determine when it is worth implementing a complex production control
strategy over a simpler one.

In Section 2.2 we proposed a classification of different types of hybrid production
control. We made a distinction between different types of hybrids due to their
different nature. In this section we validated the choice of this distinction by
showing that each type of hybrid production control studies research questions
unique to their setting. In the previous we have discussed the research perspectives
on hybrid systems with regards to sequential, parallel, and floating production
control. In the following section we proceed by discussing the types of production
systems considered by these streams of hybrid production control and derive
relevant research questions.

2.4.2 Production systems

Papers on sequential hybrid systems have focused almost solely on linear pro-
duction systems, as was observed in Section 2.3.2. The vast majority of manuscripts
consider a two-stage linear process (10 out of 15), and show that this system both
has relevance in practice and permits analytic results. Similarly, Cid Yáñez et al.
(2009), Perona et al. (2009), Renna (2015), and Sun et al. (2008) also consider a linear
system but with additional stages. The observation is unsurprising, as sequential
hybrid production control is relevant if MTS and MTO are used in sequence (see
Definition 2.1). The exception to the above are Sun et al. (2008) and Yimer and
Demirli (2010), who study a network and flowshop rather than a linear system.
The former studies the optimal CODP position for a flowshop with two echelons,
providing an interesting connection to assembly networks and ATO research. The
latter studies a larger system from a supply chain point of view, but with a fixed
CODP. The links from sequential hybrids to ATO and supply chain networks
deserve further exploration, as it will be interesting to develop and compare control
strategies in the sequential hybrid discipline to strategies from these fields. Such
research would also benefit the assembly system research community.
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Contrary to sequential hybrids, research on parallel hybrid production control
frequently takes a more localized approach by considering a singular system. A
total of 25 out of 37 of the reviewed parallel hybrid papers consider a singular
system. Such a system is the most straightforward to model and analyze and
is a natural choice for initial or stylized research. For instance, Alptekinoğlu
and Corbett (2010), Carr et al. (1993), or Chang and Lu (2010) characterize the
optimal policy by using a stylized model. However, studies on singular systems
also have practical relevance as shown by Carr and Duenyas (2000) and Ellabban
and Abdelmaguid (2019) among others. More challenging settings are considered
in the form of linear systems by Adan and Van der Wal (1998) and Tsubone et al.
(2002) for example, or in the form of job shops by Chang and Lu (2010) and Eivazy
et al. (2009). Such research is frequently motivated by a practical setting entailing
complex production environments, resulting in the consideration of as many as 24

workstations. Particularly papers considering the semiconductor industry consider
such complex settings, where the focus lies on both order release and priority rules
to deal with this complicated setting. Unfortunately, this frequently means a highly
tailored solution with limited generalizability. Much of the research into job shops
is recent, which is unsurprising considering the growth of research into job shops
as a whole (Chaudhry and Khan, 2016).

Finally, floating hybrids have been heavily influenced by the assembly industry.
This type of assembly takes place in linear systems, as studied in Akinc and
Meredith (2006), Brabazon and MacCarthy (2004), or Turner and Williams (2005)
for example. When it is possible to add different options at each assembly step the
number of possible final products grows rapidly in the number of components and
steps, resulting in linear systems that are challenging to control. On the other hand,
Altendorfer and Minner (2014), Calle and González-R (2012), and Calle et al. (2016)
study a singular system in a stylised setting. These studies have included aeroplane
and car production plants in the form of linear systems. It is a natural extension
to consider a (practical) assembly system with converging production steps instead
of a linear assembly plant. Here, the sequential hybrid system considered by Sun
et al. (2008) may provide a suitable starting point for future research.

The discussion on different types of systems is strongly linked to the type of
production control considered. Linear systems are frequently studied in the
context of sequential as well as floating hybrid production control, although also
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occasionally addressed by parallel hybrids. While the fields of linear and floating
hybrids have not intersected thus far, a comparison using a linear system that
permits policies from both fields will be an interesting direction for research. Such a
comparison would be of great added value as it provides a direct link between fields
and allow for better identification of the strengths and weaknesses of methods from
both types of hybrid research. Linear or aggregate systems are most frequently
addressed in parallel hybrid research, and in some cases by research into floating
hybrids. Again, we argue that a comparison between methods from both fields
on a singular system will enhance insight into both approaches. Finally, job shops
are solely studied in parallel hybrid research. Next, we conclude the section by
discussing general research perspectives on hybrid production control.

2.4.3 Further research

In Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 we discussed relevant research directions related to
the production control and systems considered by hybrid research. Next, we
consider research perspectives beyond these aspects, which are related to time-
varying demand, supply chain disruptions, and information technology.

The real-world data introduced by Köber and Heinecke (2012) shows that for a
given product the P/D ratio and demand volatility can shift dramatically over
time due to seasonality and supply chain events. Clearly, it would be wise to
adapt to such changes. However, even if the seasonality can be predicted, it is
an interesting and non-trivial question of when and how to update the CODP and
inventory levels. This point is corroborated by the McDonald’s example. Even if
we know that demand will increase around dinner time, it must still be decided
when, what, and how much to stock and when to stop stocking. In such a case, the
frequency of CODP review points becomes an important parameter. Interestingly,
very little attention has been paid to this aspect in the discussed sequential and
parallel hybrid papers. In this regard, floating hybrid strategies might provide
inspiration as systems may be able to adapt automatically to such fluctuations. In
such a case it is also important to quantify the value of a continuously reviewed
policy (no fixed review period) as opposed to a periodically reviewed policy (fixed
review period). Contrary to seasonality, supply chain disruptions (e.g. strikes,
natural disasters or pandemics) will cause unpredictable and significant changes
in demand. Expanding hybrid research towards areas such as supply chain
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resilience will therefore be of added value for both practitioners and researchers.
The increasing academic relevance is corroborated by observing that this field
experiences increasing attention from researchers (Saenz et al., 2015).

While we conclude that seasonality and supply chain disruptions play an important
role in production control, their effects are transient. On the other hand, works
such as Chang et al. (2003), Federgruen and Katalan (1999) and Ellabban and
Abdelmaguid (2019) have recognized that some industries are experiencing a
permanent transition from pure MTO or pure MTS to a parallel MTS/MTO
hybrid setting. While some papers have quantified the impact of using a hybrid
strategy over a pure strategy, very few consider the challenges and implications of
implementing such a policy in practice. Obtaining (industry-specific) managerial
insights on how to achieve this transition as best as possible is an interesting
direction for future research.

Hybrid production control has demonstrated significant potential over other,
simpler approaches. However, these improvements often come at the cost
of complexity, leading to implementation challenges in practice. In order to
facilitate the implementation of such complex policies in the real world, advanced
information technology is necessary. In this regard, the internet of things is an
important concept, which lets products to send and receive relevant data, thus
enabling network data transfer without human interaction. This development
can facilitate the information provision necessary to operate complex production
planning and control strategies (Jeschke et al., 2017). Utilizing this concept in the
context of hybrid production control remains an open research challenge.

As the research communities into the different types of hybrid production control
appear fragmented, we feel their combined communities would benefit strongly
from collaboration. We hope that this review provides a starting point for
such a development, as we have highlighted the similarities and various future
directions for research into hybrid MTS/MTO production control as a whole.
Having highlighted research perspectives, we continue by providing an overview
of industrial applications of hybrid research in Section 2.5.
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2.5. Industrial perspectives

This section discusses the industries by which hybrid MTS/MTO research has been
inspired the industries to which hybrid MTS/MTO research has been applied. Most
of the papers reviewed in Section 2.3 consider a general setting and analyze a
stylized model. Some papers claim inspiration from practice, although only few
perform an actual case study. However, the area of application of these papers
provides insight into the richness of the research field and its practical relevance.
The aim of this section is to outline research on hybrid production control developed
in a practical context, to categorize the research by type of production, and to
develop insights with regards to (under)studied areas of application.

Hayes (1979) classify the relations between manufacturing processes and product
portfolios. The authors indicate that a distinction can be made between job shop,
batch, assembly line, and continuous production. These types of production are
arranged from high to low demand variability, and low to high speed of flow. In this
context, job shop production denotes a production environment that manufactures
many products with high demand variability. Note that the classification from
Hayes (1979) does not account for a mix of the demand variability and flow speed
properties, which is often encountered in settings where hybrid production control
is applicable (e.g. high-volume and predictable demand is produced as MTS, while
low-volume and unpredictable demand is produced as MTO). Despite this concern
we continue with this classification scheme to discuss related research, as we have
been able to group all industries under these classes of systems. We discuss job
shop production in Section 2.5.1, assembly line production in Section 2.5.2, and
continuous production in Section 2.5.3. The section on batch production is notably
absent, as no papers on hybrid systems treat batch production in a practical context.
We conclude this section with (managerial) insights derived from the discussion of
related papers in Section 2.5.4.

2.5.1 Job shop production

Job shop production is synonymous with the production of highly customized
products made in small volumes. Many types of industries fall under this umbrella,
resulting in contributions from many different perspectives. Specifically, hybrid
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production control has been applied in the context of semiconductor device, bicycle
messenger bag, laptop assembly, agricultural machinery, load lifter, wood industry
product, machine tool, and injection mold production.

Several researchers draw inspiration from the semiconductor industry to develop
parallel hybrid production control policies. This industry is known for its highly
complex, yet high volume production. Chang et al. (2003) consider an integrated
device manufacturing plant using MTS that wishes to enter the MTO-based foundry
business for strategic reasons. They develop a heuristic production activity control
model to schedule and control manufacturing. Wu et al. (2008) instead take the
perspective of a foundry, which has insufficient MTO orders in low-demand seasons
to utilize all capacity. As a result, the plant looks to utilize MTS for any surplus
capacity. Rezaie et al. (2009), Eivazy et al. (2009) and Eivazy and Rabbani (2009)
focus on job dispatching in a semiconductor shop setting producing both MTO and
MTS products. Lastly, the aggregate view taken by Lin et al. (2018) permit the
study of the system dynamic behavior of a semiconductor plant in a sequential
hybrid setting.

A mass-customization perspective is taken by Cattani et al. (2010), who perform
a case study of a bicycle messenger bag manufacturer. The manufacturer offers
both customized and standard products through an online channel, corresponding
to a parallel hybrid setting. The authors show that outsourcing MTS production
is not recommended for the manufacturer. Chang and Lu (2010) instead adopt
an example from laptop assembly, distinguishing between regular demand and
special demand for custom laptops at the main assembly station. Although stylized,
the authors provide managerial insights on the sensitivity of different measures to
the base-stock level. Köber and Heinecke (2012) work together with a producer
of agricultural machinery and illustrate the demand to be volatile. Furthermore,
customers are demanding, and profit margins are small, forcing the manufacturer
to apply a parallel hybrid strategy. They introduce a methodology to evaluate
different production strategies in assistance to deciding on production control.
Khakdaman et al. (2015) apply their planning model at a manufacturer of load
lifters. Incorporating four scenarios, their robust optimization model is able to
find an optimal production plan in this parallel hybrid setting. Rafiei and Rabbani
(2012) perform a case study at a wood industry manufacturing company, which
is modeled as a job shop. They use a parallel hybrid approach, significantly
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outperforming current practice.

Raturi et al. (1990) perform case studies at machine tool manufacturers that operate
using a floating hybrid system. This environment comprises short order lead times,
long production lead times, high holding costs and a large product portfolio. They
map the mechanisms used by different companies to deal with the challenges in this
production environment and classify them as complexity reduction, uncertainty
reduction and slack resources. Akinc and Meredith (2009) apply floating hybrid
control to a manufacturer of injection molding equipment. By permitting the
modification of (un)finished products, matching items to orders becomes possible
at a cost. Akinc and Meredith (2006) instead focus on capacity allocation and
order rejection for the same injection molding manufacturing setting, although they
consider a more stylized version of the problem.

Practitioners that operate in a job shop production setting will find value in the
above research. Researchers have studied aspects of production control, production
planning, and capacity planning in this context. Both parallel and floating hybrid
production control has been applied in this setting, considering a variety of systems
and industries. Interestingly, sequential hybrid production control is absent from
this list, except for a system dynamics analysis of a semiconductor plant. However,
as linear systems have been considered, sequential hybrid control may be interesting
to consider in these settings.

2.5.2 Assembly line production

Next, we consider research that have studied assembly line production in the
context of hybrid production control. Assembly line production is associated with
the production of products with limited complexity and relatively high volume.
In this context we discuss scientific contributions studying the consumer product,
aerospace and automotive industries.

A consumer product company has inspired Rajagopalan (2002) to develop a
nonlinear integer programming model, as well as an efficient heuristic to tackle
real world cases. They implement their model at a customer, which minimizes cost
and obtains the desired waiting time. One of the drivers behind floating hybrid
production control has been the aerospace industry. In this industry there are many
production steps that do not allow postponement, each comprising some customer-
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specific addition. Meredith and Akinc (2007) study this setting where modification
of work-in-progress is allowed and executed once the MTF strategy matches an
order to a product. The challenge becomes deciding which product to match to
which customer order, and when to dispose of remaining stock (or orphans).

While MTF entails a very specific production setting, there are many similarities
to the automotive industry. Here, all products enter production with a full
specification that remains unchanged unless matched to a different customer order.
This context is studied by for example Brabazon and MacCarthy (2004). They
introduce and apply VBTO to search the production pipeline for a suitable product
for a customer order. The primary difference with the MTF setting is that there
is no customer lead time constraint, but a lateness penalty is incurred instead.
Furthermore, in this paper order inter-arrival times are assumed to be constant
and matching the production speed exactly. Brabazon and MacCarthy (2006)
extend the VBTO analysis and compare it to strategies with less options for order
fulfillment. Later, Brabazon et al. (2010) also consider the option to reconfigure
products in the pipeline and inter-dealer trading, leading to large improvements
in terms of inventory levels, lead times, and order fulfillment rates. Calle and
González-R (2012) improve VBTO by incorporating information on already stocked
products, reducing stock levels and waiting times. Turner and Williams (2005)
instead consider the car manufacturing supply chain and use real data from the UK
car market to study the performance of different production strategies. Yousefnejad
and Esmaeili (2018) model a different type of car manufacturing company, which
is characterized as a two-stage production process. By modeling the sequential
production control problem as a Stackelberg game, they significantly increase profit
based on data from a case study company. Lastly, Iravani et al. (2012) look at an
automobile part supplier receiving orders from and OEM and the aftermarket, in a
parallel hybrid setting.

Interestingly, floating hybrid research is almost solely responsible for the scientific
contributions of hybrid production control in the context of assembly line pro-
duction. Moreover, in addition to assembly line products (airplanes, cars), this class
of control has also been applied to injection molding equipment manufacturing,
which is classified as job shop production. This suggests that floating hybrid
production control can be applied to a wide range of systems and deserves further
study. Although application of sequential and parallel production control to the
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above industries is an interesting research direction, practitioners in the context of
assembly line production should first investigate the applicability of floating hybrid
production control to their system.

2.5.3 Continuous production

Finally, we discuss the contributions of hybrid production control in the context of
continuous production. This type of production is synonymous to mass production,
where large volumes of products with low complexity are made. Interestingly, there
is room for applying advanced hybrid production control strategies in this context.
Specifically, contributions considering food, timber, steel, steel wire, aluminum
frames, glass, glass tube, and cloud manufacturing production are discussed.

The food industry studied by Akkerman et al. (2010) is particularly challenging.
They consider the production control of a flour mill, which is modeled as a linear
production system. The focus of the paper lies on CODP positioning and thus
takes the form of a sequential hybrid. Cid Yáñez et al. (2009) consider sequential
hybrid control in a timber processing plant. There are similarities to the food
processing industry, as the timber processing is also a few-to-many industry. As the
industry sees smaller and fewer orders, it is forced to integrate MTO production in
a previously pure MTS situation.

The steel industry has also been a source of inspiration. This competitive market is
characterized by demand from two types of customers: regular high-volume orders
(e.g. automotive industry) that need to be supplied on short notice, and irregular
demand from other customers at a market-standard price. The production process
consists of some basic production steps, with the exception of the final step where
product flows diverge strongly. In this industry plants are inflexible due to their
size and considering the aforementioned customer types it is not surprising that
research has focused primarily on parallel hybrid production control. For example,
Gupta and Wang (2007) study capacity management in a general setting but are
motivated by interactions with an integrated steel mill that produces thousands of
variations of steel coils. Denton et al. (2003) work with an integrated steel mill
to modify the number and quantity of stocked items. Due to intense competition
the mill aims to differentiate itself from competitors through reliability and low
customer lead times. As a result, the mill has changed from a pure MTO to a
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hybrid production setting. Perona et al. (2009) present a case study on a steel
wire company. The CODP positioning is treated and the paper further focuses
on applying simple policies to allow an implementation in practice. In a similar
vein, Fernandes et al. (2015) study a two-stage production system, motivated by
a aluminum profile manufacturer, which stocks semi-finished products. Due to
the large product portfolio, products are only completed to customer specification
when demand arrives. Zhang et al. (2015a) use customer data to test three
algorithms on a three-stage steel factory, aiming to minimize costs.

Other industries include the glass industry as studied by Carr and Duenyas
(2000). Here, a company is considered that produces windows for OEM and
aftermarket companies in the automotive industry. The OEMs require timely
delivery, while providing large and constant demand. Aftermarket companies
provide sporadic limited demand with higher profit margins. The OEMs are
served by an MTS strategy, while the aftermarket companies are served by an
MTO strategy requiring parallel hybrid production control. In a different setting,
Ellabban and Abdelmaguid (2019) study a glass tube production setting, where
decreasing demand has forced a manufacturer to move from pure MTS to a hybrid
MTS/MTO control. A different situation is studied by Wang et al. (2019), who are
motivated by a cloud manufacturing setting. There is continuous and predictable
demand from long-term customers that is produced to stock, and demand from
cloud orders that is unpredictable, is produced to order, but can also be rejected.

Both sequential and parallel hybrid production control have been frequently
applied to continuous production settings, while this setting is only considered
once by floating hybrid research. These contributions have found notable use in
few-to-many industries. For instance, research has treated sectors involving food,
steel, or glass production, which start off with a few types of raw material, which
is then processed into a wide range of end products. Research such as Akkerman
et al. (2010) or Denton et al. (2003) have had to utilize domain knowledge to make
their models realistic and their solution methods tractable. As such, practitioners
looking to apply hybrid production control are wise to incorporate knowledge from
the problem setting in their control strategy.
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2.5.4 Managerial insights

We see that hybrid control is applicable to strongly different industries. As
such, many practitioners and decision makers in the field will profit from
utilizing existing research, or adapting research to a comparable production setting.
However, a few notable gaps in applied research remain. Both parallel and floating
hybrid production control have been applied to job shop production. However,
although linear systems are treated, no sequential hybrid production control is
applied despite its similarities to floating hybrids. Investigating a sequential hybrid
system in this practical context would provide novel insights. Similarly, assembly
line production has almost solely been studied in the context of floating hybrids. In
this regard, practical studies into assembly line production that utilize sequential
or parallel production control would constitute novel scientific contributions. A
similar conclusion can be drawn for research into continuous production, where
floating hybrid production control has only been utilized once. Finally, we note
that no papers consider batch production in practice. Interestingly, papers such as
Williams (1984) or Almehdawe and Jewkes (2013) do study batching in a theoretical,
providing relevant contributions for those who wish to apply hybrid production
control in a practical batch production setting.

Highly engineered items produced in a job shop production context, such as the
aerospace or injection molding industry encounter challenging settings with short
customer lead times, high levels of customizability and high holding costs. MTF
has been developed specifically to deal with these challenges, and the authors
indicate uses for this strategy in industries with similar hallmarks including car,
mainframe computer, nuclear pressure vessel, large machine tool, construction
equipment, and residential housing production. As a result, this research might
benefit from influences of project planning strategies. In the context of assembly
line production, several novel policies such as VBTO or MTF have been developed.
We expect that assembly line industries with shared characteristics such as the
computer assembly or the electronics industry will benefit from utilizing these new
production strategies and derived managerial insights. Finally, we have also seen
that continuous production concerning the processing of raw material, such as in
the food, steel and glass industries are strongly driven by their customers and suffer
from a strongly divergent production process. As such, finding good parallel and
sequential production strategies here is important, and especially challenging in the
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food industry that deals with perishability. Due to the similarities to for example the
chemical and pharmaceutical industry, we expect opportunities to apply previously
developed strategies there and potentially impact the industry greatly.

Clearly, the area of application of hybrid production control is broad in practice,
and broader than the papers referenced, and examples presented here. Next, we
continue this chapter with a discussion of applications of the hybrid MTS/MTO
paradigm to poultry processing plants.

2.6. Applications to Poultry Processing

In this chapter we consider PPC of poultry processing plants. In Chapter 1 we have
argued that such plants operate in a hybrid MTS/MTO environment, which we
aim to illustrate in this section. In particular, the goal is to show how the hybrid
MTS/MTO taxonomy of sequential, parallel, and floating applies to the poultry
processing setting. Moreover, we will establish whether and how existing research
can be applied in this context.

2.6.1 The relation between hybrid systems and poultry processing
plants

Sequential hybrid systems utilize MTS production steps and MTO production
steps in sequence. Recall that the primary process of a poultry processing plant
continuously processes broilers, simply producing to stock. On the other hand,
poultry products are matched to customer orders within the secondary process,
resulting in a switch from MTS to MTO production. In this regard, there are
clear similarities between poultry processing and sequential hybrids. Plants receive
orders from various retailers who frequently deviate from demand forecasts, yet
retain their throughput requirements. Consequently, many plants choose to keep
their products in a noncommittal state for as long as possible in order to cope with
uncertainties in the demand pattern. As a result, most poultry plants opt to couple
supply to demand at the batching process in order to differentiate products as late
as possible. This behavior is also known as delayed differentiation (Lee and Tang,
1997) or postponement (Yang et al., 2004). Rarely plants have such a small customer
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base or such little demand fluctuations that they can afford to produce batches of
poultry products to stock.

While sequential hybrid systems utilize MTS and MTO production steps in
sequence, the parallel hybrid setting comprises an MTS production step of one or
more products, and an MTO production step of one or more products performed
at the same production resource. In poultry processing plants, we recognize this
definition in the distribution line. The batcher responsible for creating batches of
ready-to-cook broilers is typically integrated within the distribution line, such that
broilers can be allocated to batches directly. Naturally, allocations are performed
such that the giveaway and throughput objectives are met at best as possible. The
remaining broilers ultimately end up in wing, leg, and fillet batches, after moving
through the cut-up and processing lines (see Figure 1.3). Interestingly, the CODP of
broiler batches is located at the distribution line, while the CODP of other batches is
located at the batching area. Consequently, the distribution line is a parallel hybrid
process, where the MTO production step of broiler batches is prioritized over the
MTS production step of other poultry products.

Finally we consider the floating hybrid situation, where the CODP of products is
allowed to float, or move implicitly between production steps. Every day, retail
customers relay their order specifications to poultry processing plants. However, in
some cases plants are forced to initiate the order before this information is available
due to the size of these orders. Prior to receiving order information, processing
plants rely on forecasts to produce in anticipation of demand, corresponding
to MTS. Once the retailer places the order, plants switch from MTS to MTO
production. As this transition is embedded within the operation control of the
plant, we can consider this a floating hybrid situation.

2.6.2 Applicability of research to poultry processing

It is clear that all three definitions of hybrid MTS/MTO production control are
applicable in the poultry processing setting. Next, we determine whether existing
research can be utilized in the production control of poultry processing plants. Since
the essence of this chapter lies with the production strategy, we focus our attention
there.

Research on the production strategy of sequential hybrid systems is concerned with
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the CODP placement and inventory management strategy of the MTS production
steps. However, the CODP of each product is typically fixed at the batchers, and
stocking inventory there is undesirable due to the risk of cross-contamination and
mixing of different types of broilers (e.g. biological and regular broilers). Moreover,
due to the complexity of the production process, a catch-all solution may not suffice.
This claim is corroborated by sequential hybrid papers studying settings with
similar hallmarks to the poultry processing industry, such as the process industry
or settings with a few-to-many process (e.g. Akkerman et al. (2010), Cid Yáñez et al.
(2009) or Denton et al. (2003)).

Parallel hybrid research focuses on the topics of MTS versus MTO prioritization
and machine dedication of hybrid MTS/MTO systems. While machine dedication
is not applicable to the poultry processing setting, the topic of MTS versus MTO
prioritization is relevant. When a batcher has the option to allocate or reject items,
it can be considered a singular production system. However, the work considering
singular production systems relies on stylized models to obtain results or takes a
different or industry-tailored systems perspective. For instance, Carr and Duenyas
(2000) utilize MDP and focus on flow control and Ellabban and Abdelmaguid
(2019) develop an extensive simulation model tailored to glass tube manufacturing.
While MDP is a technique that may be applicable to batching, no existing models
can easily be adapted to poultry processing and the curse of dimensionality may
prevent usage of MDP in realistic settings.

Finally, research on floating hybrid production control is concerned with pipeline
search strategies and order to item matching. When a customer order is placed, the
plant switches from MTS to MTO production. In this case it is important to decide
which broilers to utilize in which order when producing MTS and when producing
MTO. However, even with accurate order information it is a nontrivial task to
produce a production schedule that minimizes giveaway and tardiness. In fact,
existing research cannot be used to the time-dependent properties of the scheduling
problem (see Chapter 5). Consequently, our contributions to this problem will
assume known order information and focus on modeling and developing solution
methods for the scheduling problem.

We conclude that although some solution techniques are interesting to use, no
research can easily be adapted to the poultry processing setting. In fact, research
studying food, process or few-to-many industries illustrate that custom-tailored
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solutions are frequently necessary. By utilizing and integrating domain knowledge
in their models, researchers have shown to obtain the best results. We intend to
follow a similar approach in this work. We model two batcher settings in detail
in Chapters 3 and 4 and study a batcher scheduling problem in Chapter 5, each
incorporating domain knowledge to refine the developed models. Finally, this
chapter is concluded with a summary of its contributions and conclusions in Section
2.7.

2.7. Conclusions and future research

This chapter contains an overview of literature related to hybrid MTS/MTO
production control. Hybrid MTS/MTO production control concerns the control
of systems that use a combination of forecast-driven (MTS), and demand-driven
(MTO) production control. No review paper on this topic has been published to
date, which necessitated the classification of existing work in different categories.
The taxonomy proposed in this chapter distinguishes three types of hybrid
production control: 1) sequential hybrid MTS/MTO production control manages
the manufacturing of a product, produced using MTS production steps and MTO
production steps in sequence, 2) parallel hybrid MTS/MTO production control
manages a production resource that is responsible for an MTS production step of
at least one product, and responsible for an MTO production step of at least one
product at the same time, and 3) floating hybrid MTS/MTO production control
manages the production steps of a product, in which the CODP of the product is
allowed to float, or move implicitly between production steps.

The taxonomy was used to identify related literature in an extensive literature
search. An overview of relevant publications per time period showed that the
field of hybrid production control is growing significantly. The overview of
research per type of production system indicated that singular (aggregate) systems
were researched most together with linear systems, followed by job shops and
flow shops. Subsequently, research was reviewed and categorized according to
the proposed taxonomy, and research questions answered by this research were
summarized. Papers typically compared hybrid production control to pure MTO or
MTS strategies. Interestingly, nearly all research showed (significant) improvements
over pure policies, highlighting the power of hybrid production control from a
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performance point of view.

The discussion on hybrid MTS/MTO production control research revealed inte-
resting avenues for future research. We identified potential research directions on
hybrid production control and production systems, including the combined use of
sequential and parallel hybrid production control and the development of stylized
models to develop intuition. In addition, topics such as utilizing hybrid production
control to deal with seasonality, supply chain disruptions, or changing industries
provide interesting directions for research. Finally, it was shown that many
authors were motivated by practice, highlighting the close relation between hybrid
MTS/MTO production control and practice, and that there are many opportunities
to make an impact there. The industries in which hybrid production control
was studied varied strongly, indicating that the research into this topic is broadly
applicable. By using the classification scheme introduced by Hayes (1979) we were
able to identify gaps in the current literature that considers industry. For instance,
some combinations of hybrid production control and manufacturing setting have
not yet been studied, and batch production has not yet been treated in literature
on hybrids. Moreover, the study on practical contributions also yielded managerial
insights for practitioners that are looking to utilize hybrid production control in
their setting.

Deciding on an appropriate PPC method is a crucial strategic decision for any
company. Signals from practice indicate that MTS or MTO as traditional methods
of production control no longer meet practical requirements, and companies are
looking beyond pure MTS or MTO production control to manage their system. All
variations of hybrid MTS/MTO production control are therefore a valuable addition
to the toolbox available to practitioners, especially those in a competitive market.
These hybrid strategies are not only of interest in practice, but also from a research
point of view. The growing list of literature discussed in this chapter corroborates
this observation. We hope that the review of hybrid production control literature in
this chapter sparks the interest of other researchers and motivates them to advance
the field further as there are many avenues for interesting and relevant research
from both a practical and academic point of view.



3
Production Control of Graders

3.1. Introduction

Global poultry meat consumption is projected to grow in the foreseeable future
OECD (2017), as shown in Figure 3.1. Especially emerging markets such as Brazil,
Russia, India, China, and South-Africa (BRICS) contribute to this projected growth.
In more developed markets such as Europe or the United States, the demand for
poultry products is saturated, which has led to increased pressure on the profit
margins. However, retailers are large and powerful, and are able to put much of
this pressure on their suppliers instead Manning and Baines (2004). Consequently,
poultry processing plants experience increasing financial challenges, forcing them
to explore new avenues for cost reduction in order to remain competitive. In
this chapter,1 we consider the perspective of a poultry processing plant that
faces demand from retailers, and aims to maximize their revenue through novel
production control policies.

Farmers grow broilers before delivering them to poultry processing plants. At
these plants, broilers are processed into a variety of final products (e.g., fillets, legs
or wings). A processing plant using high-end equipment is typically capable of

1A preliminary version of this chapter has appeared as Peeters et al. (2019).
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Figure 3.1: Past and forecasted poultry consumption per year for selected regions OECD
(2017)

processing 15,000 broilers per hour for 16 hours per day. Each broiler can be sold
as whole or processed into different parts, and packaged according to customer
demand. The majority of demand comes from retailers, who impose a strict daily
target throughput on poultry processing plants, i.e., they require a minimum amount
of products produced per day. In addition, retailers require that each delivered
(retail) batch contains a pre-specified target weight and pay a fixed price per batch of
products. Additional weight over this target weight is not paid for and is called
giveaway. These retail batches are the packaged products one can purchase at
supermarkets. The remaining demand comes from customers such as restaurant
chains, who impose no target throughput. Such customers order large batches of
products (bulk batch) rather than retail batches. Processing plants are paid for all
weight in a bulk batch (i.e., no giveaway), although the price per unit weight of a
bulk batch is lower compared to a retail batch.

(a) Grader

Conveyor

Bins

Retail Batches

Weighing

Product Allocate

Bulk
Reject

(b) Schematic overview of a grader

Figure 3.2: The batcher considered in this chapter

Batchers are machines used to produce retail batches. Figure 3.2a shows a grader,
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which is batcher typically used in poultry processing plants. A schematic overview
of this machine is shown in Figure 3.2b. Each item arriving on the conveyor is
weighed and placed in one of the available bins or rejected. A grader producing
retail batches is allowed to reject items and send them to a downstream process
that produces bulk batches. For practitioners, this leads to a critical trade-off
between giveaway and throughput: by rejecting items, the giveaway can be reduced.
However, rejecting items lowers the throughput, and may lead to a failure to comply
with the target throughput. Therefore, we consider the following problem setting.
A grader produces retail batches with a given target weight and target throughput.
Each completed retail batch has a fixed value, and all rejected weight is processed
as bulk batches, which have a lower value per gram. The goal is to simultaneously
achieve the target throughput and maximize the overall revenue, by either allocating
items to a bin in the grader, or rejecting them.

The problem is relevant in practice, as the profit margins of processing plants are
decreasing and giveaway reduction is an important avenue for cost reduction. For
example, in a high-end processing plant, each percentage of giveaway reduction
producing fillet batches is worth over one million Euro per year in revenue. Grader
algorithms used in practice are able to control the fraction of items allocated to retail
batches, but cannot control the throughput directly. It is challenging to achieve the
target throughput, as throughput and giveaway are conflicting objectives, and the
impact of the giveaway-throughput trade-off on the total expected revenue has not
yet been studied.

To address these challenges, a Markov Decision Process (MDP) model capturing the
giveaway and throughput trade-off is formulated. For the special case of a grader
with a single bin and no throughput constraint, it is shown that an optimal policy
exists that is of threshold-type on a subset of the state space. Due to the curse
of dimensionality, the MDP model cannot be solved for industry-sized problems.
In order to remedy this problem, a novel heuristic algorithm is developed, that is
capable of achieving a given target throughput while minimizing the giveaway.

The heuristic introduced in this chapter is shown to be competitive with the
MDP formulation for small-sized problems. The developed algorithm significantly
outperforms the best known heuristic, increasing revenue by up to five percent
for the same target throughput. Testing this algorithm in a practical setting on
a benchmark provided by an industrial partner shows increased revenue in all
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studied settings. In this specific production setting, the revenue can potentially
be increased between 0.75 and 2.27 million Euros per year. Lastly, the revenue is
studied for different target weights, throughputs, and relative values of bulk batches
compared to retail batches. In these numerical experiments, we observe revenue
improvements up to 15 percent between different production settings, illustrating
the high sensitivity of revenue to the production setting.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, literature relevant to this
problem and the proposed algorithm is discussed. Next, Section 3.3 introduces
the model describing the grader, item weights, and performance measures. Section
3.4 discusses heuristic grader policies, and the proposed extension to setting a
target throughput. Simulation experiments are presented in Section 3.5, and our
conclusions and recommendations for future work are summarized in Section 3.6.

3.2. Literature

The grader considered in this chapter has the property that products arrive one-
by-one, products must be allocated or rejected immediately, and the grader can
add products to batches in one of its bins. The problem of minimizing giveaway
using such a batcher is known as an online K-bounded bin-covering problem with
rejection. Online refers to the type of arrival process, K refers to the number of bins,
and the bin-covering problem refers to the challenge of minimizing the long-term
average overfill (giveaway) per bin.

Packing problems such as the bin-covering problem have been widely studied.
Frequently, stylized off-line or unbounded problems are considered, which permit
sorting of items and have an unlimited number of available bins. In production
settings these assumptions are not realistic, as equipment and items have physical
limitations. In this context, heuristics are typically necessary to deal with
practically-sized problems. Csirik et al. (2001) introduce and analyze the Sum-
of-Squares (SS) algorithm for bin covering that is online and bounded. Ásgeirsson
(2014) introduces a prospect function to forecast the eventual giveaway of a bin
and uses this function to develop algorithms for the online and bounded case.
Similar to the prospect function, Peeters et al. (2017) introduce an index policy
to predict giveaway and control multiple graders in parallel. Lastly, Peeters et al.
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(2019) introduce a heuristic based on an index function to control the throughput
in an online and bounded setting.

Other manuscripts employ exact methods such as Markov chains or Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs) to solve packing problems. For instance, Asgeirsson
and Stein (2006) and Asgeirsson and Stein (2009) utilize Markov chains to predict
giveaway in different system states, and use the information to allocate products in
their Min-Bin-State-Cost algorithm. Both consider an online and bounded setting.
Coffman Jr et al. (1993) model the Best Fit algorithm as an infinite multi-dimensional
Markov chain to analyze its performance. While online, Best Fit can only be used in
an unbounded setting. Finally, Ásgeirsson (2014) introduces an MDP formulation
of the online and bounded problem, and develops new heuristics based on the
resulting optimal policy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only paper
studying an MDP model comparable to our setting.

Some research considers bin-covering problems that include the option to reject
items. Typically, both rejecting items and filling bins yields a reward (or cost), and
the goal is reject items such that the reward is maximized (or cost is minimized).
Unfortunately, algorithms developed in this context require a partitioning of item
weights or an unbounded setting (e.g. Dósa and He (2006); Correa and Epstein
(2008)). To the best of our knowledge, only Peeters et al. (2019) consider our setting,
although they indicate room for improvement and do not consider implications for
revenue. In this chapter, the line of research of Asgeirsson and Stein (2006, 2009);
Ásgeirsson (2014); Peeters et al. (2017, 2019) is continued. They each study policies
that utilize giveaway prediction in the form of of index-type policies. Moreover,
their research considers a setting comparable to ours. This includes general weight
distributions, K-boundedness, and items that arrive online.

This chapter presents a number of scientific contributions. We introduce a novel
MDP formulation for the online K-bounded bin-covering problem with rejection.
The model is used to show new structural results for the part of the state space
from which bins can be filled. To incorporate the throughput constraint, a
Linear Program (LP) formulation is introduced also. Unfortunately, MDP and
LP formulations are only able to solve problems of limited size in a reasonable
time, and cannot be used solve real-world problems. On the other hand, index
policies have shown promising performance in practical settings. In this chapter
we utilize such policies to create new heuristics capable of dealing with industrial
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problems, as well as the option to reject products. In Section 3.3 the MDP model
and LP-formulation that include rejection are introduced, and in Section 3.4 the
novel heuristic developed for this problem is presented.

3.3. Model

This section describes the problem of controlling a grader and models the batching
process. Section 3.3.1 provides a formal description of the grader, which is used in
Section 3.3.2 to introduce the MDP model and corresponding linear program (LP)
formulation. Structural results are presented in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Grader Model

A grader is tasked with allocating products to bins, or letting them pass to a bulk
batching station as follows. Items (e.g., broilers, fillets, legs or wings) arrive on a
conveyor belt at the grader and are weighed to the nearest (integer) gram. The set
of observed weights isW = {wmin, wmin + 1, . . . , wmax} and p(w) is the probability
that a product weighs w grams. The grader can place an arriving item in one
of its K available bins or reject it. Bins are labeled 1 through K, and the set of
available bins is K = {1, 2, . . . , K}. When bins are filled to their target weight B
or more, they are emptied instantaneously. The weight in bin k ∈ K is indicated
as vk ∈ V = {0, 1, . . . , B − 1}. The interested reader can find a more detailed
description of the production process in Peeters et al. (2017).

Let µ denote the average item weight and T the average inter-arrival time of
products. So µ

T is the average weight arriving per time unit. Suppose that the
due date of an order of Q batches with target weight B is D time units from now.
Then the long-term target throughput of batched weight per time unit is Q·B

D , which
should be less than µ

T . This translates to a target of batching a fraction q = Q·B·T
D·µ of

the arriving weight per time unit. Hence, the goal is to allocate or reject items such
that the revenue is maximized, under the condition that in the long term a fraction
q of the arriving weight is batched. In the following section, we present an MDP
formulation of this problem.
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3.3.2 MDP Model

To define the MDP model we need to specify states, actions, rewards and transitions.
Decision epochs correspond with the arrivals of items. State s = (v1, . . . , vK, w) ∈
S = VK ×W records the weights in all bins just before arrival of an item as well as
the weight of the arriving item. Action a ∈ {0} ∪K denotes rejection of the arriving
item if a = 0 and allocation of the item to bin a if a ∈ K. The normalized value of
retail batches is 1 per gram and the normalized value of rejected weight is rr per
gram, where 0 < rr < 1. The revenue for giveaway is zero, so the value of a batch
of size ≥ B is equal to B. The revenue for batched weight is incurred when the
batch is completed. The reward of action a in state s = (v1, . . . , vK, w) is denoted by
r(v1, . . . , vK, w|a) and given by

r(v1, . . . , vK, w|a) =


0, if va + w < B, and a ∈ K,

B, if va + w ≥ B, and a ∈ K,

rr · w, if a = 0.

The probability of making a transition from state s = (v1, . . . , vK, w) to s′ =

(v′1, . . . , v′K, w′) when taking action a is denoted by t(s′|s, a). This transition
probability is given by

t(s′|s, a) =

 p(w′), where s′ = (v1, . . . , e(va + w), . . . , vK, w′) if a ∈ K,

p(w′), where s′ = (v1, . . . , vK, w′) if a = 0,

where the function e(x) is defined as

e(x) =

 x, x < B,

0, x ≥ B.

The objective is to maximize the long-term average reward per item, provided the
throughput target is met. To do so we employ a linear program (LP) formulation
of the MDP (Derman, 1970). Let xsa denote the long-term average fraction of times
action a ∈ A is taken in state s ∈ S . To formulate the throughput constraint we
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note that the average weight per item allocated to the grader is

∑
s∈S

∑
a∈K

xsa · w. (3.1)

The allocated weight can be divided in throughput weight and giveaway. Throug-
hput weight is defined as the weight that is added to a batch below the target
weight, and giveaway is the weight that is added more than the target weight of a
batch. The long-term average giveaway per item is

∑
s∈S

∑
a∈K

xsa · g(va + w), (3.2)

where the giveaway function g(x) of a bin with weight x ∈ W is specified as

g(x) =

 0, x ≤ B,

x− B, x > B.
(3.3)

Subtracting giveaway (3.2) from the allocated weight (3.1) yields the long-term
average throughput weight per item. The throughput constraint states that this
should match a fraction q of the average item weight µ, i.e.,

∑
s∈S

∑
a∈K

xsa(w− g(va + w)) = q · µ

The LP formulation of the MDP now reads as follows.

max
x ∑

s∈S
∑

a∈A
r(s|a)xsa (3.4a)

s.t. ∑
a∈A

xs′a − ∑
s∈S

∑
a∈A

t(s′|s, a)xsa = 0, for all s′ ∈ S , (3.4b)

∑
s∈S

∑
a∈A

xsa = 1, (3.4c)

∑
s∈S

∑
a∈K

xsa(w− g(va + w)) = q · µ, (3.4d)

xsa ≥ 0, for all s ∈ S and a ∈ A. (3.4e)

The objective of maximizing the long-term average reward per item is expressed by
(3.4a). Equations (3.4b) are the balance equations. Equations (3.4c) and (3.4d) are
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the normalization equation and the throughput constraint, respectively. In Section
3.5, the MDP model is investigated in a numerical study.

It appears that the structure of the optimal policy is hard to capture, even in case of a
grader with a single bin. In the next section, we consider the special case of a single
bin with no constraint on the throughput and then derive structural properties of
optimal actions in states (v, w) for which v + w ≥ B. In the sequel, such states will
be referred to as closing-states.

3.3.3 Structural Results

Now we consider the case K = 1 without throughput constraint. To exclude that it
is optimal to reject every arriving item we assume in this section that

rrµ < ga, (3.5)

where ga is the average reward of the always-accept policy and rrµ is the average
reward of the always-reject policy. Let a∗(v, w) denote an optimal action in state
(v, w). For closing-states we show the following result, the proof of which can be
found in the Appendix.

Theorem 3.1 For states (v, w) with v + w ≥ B there exist w∗(v) such that a∗(v, w) = 1
for w < w∗(v), and a∗(v, w) = 0 for w ≥ w∗(v).

The theorem states that in closing-states, for given bin level v, there exists a
threshold from which it is optimal to only reject items. This makes sense: once
it is profitable to reject an item, this is also profitable for heavier items, since they
result in the same immediate reward B, but in more giveaway. The next theorem
is symmetrical to Theorem 3.1, stating that for given item weight w (instead of bin
level v), there exists a threshold from which it is optimal to only reject items. The
proof is also deferred to the Appendix.

Theorem 3.2 For states (v, w) with v + w ≥ B there exist v∗(w) such that a∗(v, w) = 1
for v < v∗(w), and a∗(v, w) = 0 for v ≥ v∗(w).

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 state that, for closing-states (v, w), rejection thresholds exist
in both w and v. It is hard to derive structural properties of optimal actions in other
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parts of the state space, even for the single bin case.

In any realistic setting, the state space of the MDP model will be far too
big for numerical calculations. Consequently, we turn to efficient approximate
methods for controlling the grader with rejection. In Section 3.4 notation is
introduced to characterize algorithm performance. Furthermore, heuristic methods
for controlling the grader are introduced, which are capable of achieving a target
throughput.

3.4. Heuristic Policies with Rejection

Heuristic policies have been successfully used in bin-covering problems in a
practical setting (e.g. Ásgeirsson (2014); Peeters et al. (2017)). In this section we
formally describe policies that are typically used and motivate their use in our
specific setting. Then these policies are extended to allow for rejection of items.

First we introduce some notation. After N items have been processed, the total
throughput weight is denoted as wb

N , the total giveaway as wg
N and the total rejected

weight as wr
N . When item N + 1 arrives with weight w ∈ W , these quantities

are adapted as follows, depending on whether item N + 1 is accepted (a ∈ K) or
rejected (a = 0).

wb
N+1 =

 wb
N + (w− g(va + w)), if a ∈ K,

wb
N , if a = 0,

wg
N+1 =

 wg
N + g(va + w), if a ∈ K,

wg
N , if a = 0,

wr
N+1 =

 wr
N , if a ∈ K,

wr
N + w, if a = 0.

(3.6)

Let wN denote the total weight of the first N items. Then we have

wN = wb
N + wg

N + wr
N . (3.7)

By defining the fraction of throughput weight w̄b
N = wb

N/wN , giveaway w̄g
N =
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wg
N/wN , and rejected weight w̄r

N = wr
N/wN , we obtain from Equation (3.7) that

1 = w̄b
N + w̄g

N + w̄r
N . (3.8)

Furthermore, the long-term fraction of throughput weight is defined as w̄b =

limN→∞ wb
N/wN , fraction of giveaway as w̄g = limN→∞ wg

N/wN , and fraction of
rejected weight as w̄r = limN→∞ wr

N/wN , assuming that the limits exist. By (3.8)
these limits satisfy

1 = w̄b + w̄g + w̄r. (3.9)

Clearly, the long-term average revenue per gram is w̄b + rr · w̄r, and the long-term
average loss per gram is w̄g + (1− rr) · w̄r. Below heuristic policies are described
that try to minimize w̄g

N provided w̄b
N tends to q as N tends to infinity.

3.4.1 Heuristic Grader Policies

This section introduces a type of heuristic policy that previously has been used
to control poultry product batchers Ásgeirsson (2014); Peeters et al. (2017, 2019).
These types of policies have been named index policies Peeters et al. (2017), and are
explained in the following. Let function f (v) be the loss of a bin filled to level v ≥ B
and let `(v) be the expected loss of a bin with level v, assuming that the bin is filled
with items with weight distribution p(w). Hence, `(v) can be calculated recursively
as

`(v) =

 f (v), v ≥ B,

E[`(v + W)] = ∑w∈W p(w)`(v + w), v = B− 1, B− 2, . . . , 1,
(3.10)

where the random variable W denotes the weight of an arriving item. Index policies
use the loss function `(v) to assign items to bins, attempting to minimize the
long-term giveaway. In this setting, Ásgeirsson (2014) proposes differential and
ratio policies for selecting a policy-optimal bin k∗(v1, . . . , vK, w). These policies are
specified in Equations (3.11) and (3.12), respectively.

k∗(v1, . . . , vK, w) = argmax
k∈K

{`(vk)− `(vk + w)}, (3.11)
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k∗(v1, . . . , vK, w) = argmax
k∈K

{
`(vk)

`(vk + w)

}
. (3.12)

The corresponding policy-optimal value per state for the differential and ratio
policies are given by

`∗(v1, . . . , vK, w) = max
k∈K
{`(vk)− `(vk + w)}, (3.13)

`∗(v1, . . . , vK, w) = max
k∈K

{
`(vk)

`(vk + w)

}
. (3.14)

A well-performing policy in Ásgeirsson (2014) is the ratio policy using a PRospect
Exponential loss function (PRE), which is of the form

f (v) = 1− βv−B, v ≥ B,

where β is a discount factor between 0 and 1. Peeters et al. (2019) apply the
differential policy using a loss function of the following form:

f (v) = (v− B)κ , v ≥ B. (3.15)

This policy is referred to as Index Policy with Power function (IPP). Depending on
the power κ, giveaway can be neglected (κ = 0), discounted (0 < κ < 1), considered
directly (κ = 1), or amplified (κ > 1). Peeters et al. (2019) experimentally observe
that the power κ minimizing giveaway is always between 0 and 1. They use the
following iterative procedure to tune κ. Initially set κ = 0.5 and estimate the
giveaway w̄g through simulation. Step 1) is to consider κ ± ∆1 with ∆1 = 2−2.
If either value yields lower giveaway, update κ to the one with lowest giveaway.
Step 2) is to consider κ ± ∆2 with ∆2 = 2−3, and update κ if it improves upon the
giveaway. The procedure is repeated until the step size ∆A = 2−(A+1) in step A
is sufficiently small. In the next section, index policies are extended to allow for
rejection of items.

3.4.2 Rejection Threshold

An index policy assigns an arriving item to bin k∗ yielding the highest reduction in
expected loss `∗, where k∗ and `∗ are shorthand notations for k∗(v1, . . . , vK, w) and
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`∗(v1, . . . , vK, w), respectively. Clearly, `∗ allows for a direct comparison between
states: states with high `∗ may be preferable. Following this observation, `∗ can be
used to decide whether an item should be accepted or rejected. Ásgeirsson (2014)
applies this idea to control the number of accepted items and introduces a rejection
threshold R: an item is accepted if `∗ ≥ R, and rejected otherwise. Threshold
R indirectly controls both giveaway and fraction of allocated items. Figure 3.3
illustrates the threshold R = 0 together with index values minw∈W{`(v)− `(v+w)}
and maxw∈W{`(v) − `(v + w)} for a discrete Normal item weight distribution
ND(100, 15) (see Section 3.5.1).
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Figure 3.3: Maximum and minimum indexes per bin level v

Interestingly, Figure 3.3 shows that the range of index values varies strongly. As a
result, trial-and-error will be necessary to determine a threshold R that yields the
desired throughput, if it exists. Moreover, Figure 3.3 suggests, by increasing the
threshold R, that the system may end up in a situation where maxw∈W{`(vi) −
`(vi + w)} < R for each bin i ∈ K. So all arriving items will be rejected, and the
target throughput will never be achieved. In order to prevent this situation and to
set the throughput target directly, we propose to dynamically update the threshold.
That is, let RN denote the threshold value after having processed N items, then item
N + 1 is accepted and assigned to k∗ if `∗ ≥ RN , and rejected otherwise, and the
threshold is updated as follows.

RN+1 =

 RN − Z1 · g(vk∗ + w) + Z2 · (w− g(vk∗ + w)), if aN+1 = k∗,

RN − Z1 · w, if aN+1 = 0,
(3.16)
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where aN+1 is the decision for item N + 1. Clearly, item weight that contributes to
the throughput is scaled by Z2 and increases the threshold, and item weight that
does not, is scaled by Z1 and decreases the threshold. Below we will choose the
constants Z1 and Z2 such that the target throughput is achieved. From (3.16) we
readily obtain

RN = R0 − Z1(w
g
N + wr

N) + wb
N Z2,

where R0 is the initial threshold, and by substituting Equation (3.7),

RN = R0 − Z1(wN − wb
N) + wb

N Z2. (3.17)

The total change in threshold value after N items is

∆RN = RN − R0 = −Z1(wN − wb
N) + wb

N Z2. (3.18)

Normalizing ∆RN by the total processed weight wN , yields the threshold displace-
ment per processed gram, which by substitution of Equation (3.9), can be written
as

∆R̄N =
∆RN
wN

= −Z1
(wN − wb

N)

wN
+ Z2

wb
N

wN
= −Z1(1− w̄b

N) + Z2w̄b
N . (3.19)

As N tends to infinity, we obtain the long-term threshold displacement per
processed gram,

∆R̄ = −Z1(1− w̄b) + Z2w̄b. (3.20)

Clearly, if ∆R̄ > 0, then RN → ∞ and all items will be rejected. Similarly, if ∆R̄ < 0,
then RN → −∞ and all items will be accepted. Hence, to be able to achieve a long-
term target throughput fraction 0 < q < 1, we have to impose ∆R̄ = 0, yielding
from Equation (3.20) that

Z2 = Z1

(
1

w̄b − 1
)

. (3.21)
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The goal of the grader policy is to achieve the target throughput, w̄b = q. So we set

Z1 = Z > 0, Z2 = Z
(

1
q
− 1
)

. (3.22)

If Z1 and Z2 satisfy Equation (3.22), then we conjecture that, by using an index
policy with threshold RN updated according to Equation (3.16), the throughput
converges to the target q. To support this claim consider again Equation (3.19). By
substituting Equation (3.22), we find that after N items have been processed:

∆R̄N = −Z(1− w̄b
N) + Z

(
1
q
− 1
)

w̄b
N = Z

(
w̄b

N
q
− 1

)
. (3.23)

In case w̄b
N > q, it follows that ∆R̄N > 0. As a result, the threshold increases and

less items will be accepted. Similarly, if w̄b
N < q, it follows that ∆R̄N < 0. In this

case the threshold decreases, such that more items will be accepted instead. In
conclusion, if the throughput deviates from the target, the threshold updates will
attempt to correct it. An index policy can be extended to include rejection of items
by using, and updating a rejection threshold according to (3.16). This approach is
summarized in Algorithm 1, which will be referred to as index policy with Dynamic
Rejection Threshold (DRT).

Algorithm 1 Index policy with Dynamic Rejection Threshold (DRT)
Choose Z > 0 and set Z1, Z2 according to Equation (3.22). Initialize threshold R0.
Set N = 0 and repeat the following steps:

1. Determine the policy-optimal value `∗ for item N + 1 with weight w ∈ W . If
`∗ ≥ RN go to step 2. Otherwise go to step 3.

2. Allocate item N + 1 to bin k∗. Empty this bin if vk∗ ≥ B. Calculate RN+1
according to Equation (3.16). Set N = N + 1. Return to step 1.

3. Reject item N + 1. Calculate RN+1 according to Equation (3.16). Set N =
N + 1. Return to step 1.

end.

The constant Z scales the step size to adapt the rejection threshold. The larger Z,
the larger the average step size. The scheme proposed in Peeters et al. (2019) to
dynamically adapt the threshold assumes a fixed constant Z = 1. In Section 3.5
we will investigate through a simulation study the effect of the choice of Z on the
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giveaway w̄g, throughput w̄b, and convergence to the target throughput q. For this
study we select index policy IPP as the basis for DRT (though other index policies
such as PRE are also feasible).

3.5. Numerical Results

In this section we specifically aim to understand: (1) whether DRT can manage the
throughput-giveaway trade-off, (2) how DRT performs compared to the best known
algorithms from practice and literature as well as MDP, and (3) the impact of the
production setting (target throughput, target weight, relative value of bulk batches)
on the revenue. In order to address these points, we first describe the settings under
which the experiments are performed. Then, we investigate the behavior of DRT
through a numerical study performed in Matlab. In this study, the sensitivity of
DRT to the scale parameter Z is tested first. The best known algorithm in literature
is the Index Policy with Power function and Throughput target q (IPPT(q)) which
is proposed in Peeters et al. (2019). We conduct a simulation study that compares
DRT, IPPT(q) and MDP under different settings. Finally, we benchmark the revenue
generated by using DRT against results provided by our industrial partner, and we
study the impact of different production settings on the revenue.

3.5.1 Parameter and Problem Settings

The following settings are used in the numerical experiments. A discretized Normal
distribution is used to generate product weights. That is, an item with weight w is
sampled with probability

p(w) =
φ(w|µ, σ2)

∑wmax
x=wmin

φ(x|µ, σ2)
, w ∈ W ,

where φ(x|µ, σ2) is the density of the Normal distribution with mean µ and variance
σ2. In all experiments we use µ = 100, σ = 15, wmin = 1, and wmax = 199. The
discretized Normal distribution is denoted as ND(µ, σ). The grader uses K = 8
bins. Ásgeirsson (2014) showed that target weights that are (close to) a multiple of
the mean item weight (for example, B = 300) generally yield low giveaway, and that
the opposite is true for target weights that are far from a multiple of the mean item
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weight (such as B = 350). These cases are referred to as easy and hard, respectively.
In the experiments we consider both easy and hard cases. Additionally, target
throughputs in the range of 0 through 1 are studied. Lastly, the relative value of
bulk batches to retail batches per gram is based on practice, and typically ranges
from 0.7 to 0.9. In the experiments, target weight, target throughput, and relative
value of bulk batches are varied to illustrate the sensitivity of the performance in
terms of revenue.

As mentioned in the previous section, we equip DRT with index policy IPP and this
combination is simply referred to as DRT. For DRT, we set R0 = 0. Furthermore,
DRT has two important parameters: the scale parameter Z and the power κ in the
loss function (3.15) of IPP. For given value of Z, the parameter κ is tuned to minimize
giveaway in A = 9 steps of the procedure described at the end of Section 3.4.1. In
the next section we focus on how to tune the parameter Z. In every simulation run,
the order size Q is fixed at 10, 000 batches, corresponding to a large customer order.
In other words, items are generated until 10, 000 batches are completed.

3.5.2 Parameter Tuning

This section presents our findings regarding the impact of the scale parameter Z
in DRT. Target weight B = 350, and target throughput q = 0.5 are used. We
investigate how w̄b

N changes per item N. The results for the first N = 1000 items
using Z = 10−4, 10−5, and 10−6 are plotted in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Throughput after N items
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Figure 3.4 indicates that for all values of Z the throughput approaches the target q =

0.5. Convergence is faster for larger values of Z. Furthermore, Figure 3.5 shows that
this behavior is caused by increased sensitivity of the threshold with respect to item
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allocations. Higher values of Z result in higher variability of RN . Most importantly,
these figures suggest that DRT indeed approaches the target throughput q as N gets
sufficiently large. So what prevents us from selecting an arbitrarily large value of
Z? This question is answered in Figure 3.6, which shows the absolute deviation
from the target throughput |w̄b

N − q| and giveaway w̄g
N for different values of Z.
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The data in Figure 3.6 present a clear pattern, where smaller values of Z result
in lower giveaway, but also yield larger deviations from the target throughput.
Sensitivity of the giveaway is low from Z = 10−7 through Z = 10−5, where
the deviation from the target throughput is small. Note that smaller values of Z
no longer manage to achieve the target throughput. As observed in Figure 3.4,
convergence to the target throughput is slower for smaller values of Z, suggesting
that there has been not enough time for the algorithm to converge. As a result, for
smaller order sizes, the minimal feasible value of Z and corresponding giveaway
should be larger.

Based on these findings, we propose the following procedure to tune Z. The idea
is to set Z as small as possible (for minimal giveaway), while still achieving the
target throughput. The initial value of Z is taken to be 1, as Figure 3.6 suggests that
this value achieves fast convergence to the target throughput. Subsequently, Z is
progressively decreased by division of 10 (to limit calculation time) as long as the
permitted deviation δ from the target throughput is not violated. This procedure is
used to conduct the remaining experiments, where tolerance δ is taken to be 0.1%
of the target throughput q.
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3.5.3 Numerical Analysis of Small-scale Problems

In this section we numerically explore the structure of the optimal policy for the
single bin problem K = 1, and compare the performance of the DTT and IPPT(q)
algorithms to the optimal solution produced by the MDP model.

3.5.3.1 Structural Analysis

First we consider the case K = 1 without target throughput, which has been studied
in Section 3.3.3. The optimal policy is obtained by the value iteration algorithm
Puterman (2014). Figure 3.7 shows the optimal actions in states (v, w) for a problem
instance with K = 1, B = 350 and normalized revenue of rejected weight rr = 0.8
per gram. Clearly, the optimal policy does not have a simple structure. Only in
the area of closing-states, i.e., states (v, w) with v + w ≥ B, the optimal policy is
characterized by a switching curve, as expressed by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
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Figure 3.7: Optimal action per state a∗(v, w) for K = 1, B = 350, and rr = 0.8

3.5.3.2 Performance of Heuristics

Next we benchmark DRT and IPPT(q) against the optimal solution obtained by
the constrained MDP in Section 3.3.2. In addition, the solution (OPT) of the
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unconstrained MDP is determined to quantify the impact of the throughput
constraint on the revenue. The constrained MDP is solved to optimality using
Matlabs LP solver, and the unconstrained version is solved by value iteration. In
order to keep the solution time tractable, a small-scale problem is considered.

We take K = 1, and the target weights and item sizes are scaled down with a factor
10 compared to problem instances considered before. Specifically, we consider
batch sizes B = 30 and 35, and item weights w ∼ ND(10, 1.5). The maximum
and minimum item weights are taken to be wmax = 19 and wmin = 1 respectively.
Under these settings, the standard deviation of the discretized distribution deviates
less than 10−8 from σ. Furthermore, both rr = 0.7 and 0.9 are considered. The
target throughput is varied from q = 0 through q = 0.8 in steps of 0.1. A total of
10, 000 batches are completed per parameter settings for both DRT and IPPT(q).
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Figure 3.8: Revenue per gram for rr = 0.7, and B = 30 (left) and 35 (right)

Figure 3.8 shows that the optimal revenue per gram is lower for the hard case
B = 35 than for the easy one B = 30. Additionally, for all algorithms, the revenue
is increasing in the target q, which is as expected, since batched weight (with little
giveaway) is more valuable than rejected weight. Furthermore, the difference in
revenue between the MDP solution and DRT is negligible, as it is less than 0.0022 in
all cases. However, there is a significant gap between IPPT(q) and DRT, illustrating
the impact of tuning the scale parameter Z on the revenue.

The second instance with higher value of rejected weight (rr = 0.9) is presented in
Figure 3.9. We observe that the revenue curves are no longer strictly increasing and
the fraction of accepted weight maximizing revenue is smaller than in Figure 3.8.
Again DRT performs close to MDP, where the difference in revenue stays below
0.0026. For all algorithms, the revenue per gram is significantly higher than in case
rr = 0.7. For example, the gap in revenue between the MDP curves in Figures 3.8
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Figure 3.9: Revenue per gram for rr = 0.9, and B = 30 (left) and 35 (right)

and 3.9 ranges from 0.023 and 0.2. Lastly, it is concluded that DRT significantly
outperforms IPPT(q) in all experiments.

In conclusion, for small-scale problems, DRT results in near-optimal performance
in all settings, and significantly outperforms IPPT(q) in terms of revenue. Next, we
will study DRT in a case study.

3.5.4 Managerial Insights: An Industry Case Study

In this section we perform experiments and case studies to provide insight for
managers in the field. Specifically, DRT is benchmarked against the algorithm
currently used in practice to quantify the room for improvement. Insight into
the trade-off between throughput and giveaway is obtained through additional
experimentation. Lastly, sensitivity of the revenue with respect to different
production settings in terms of flock, order, and revenue values are studied.

First, the performance of DRT is benchmarked in a practical setting. Our
industrial partner provided us with simulation results of their state-of-the-art
batcher. Algorithms currently used in practice are not capable of controlling the
throughput, but solely control the fraction of items allocated. Hence, to get a fair
comparison, the achieved throughputs from the benchmark case are used as target
throughput in DRT. Additionally, DRT is tested with the item weight distribution
and target weights from our industrial partner. In particular, for a grader with
K = 8 bins, 10, 000 items are generated using a ND(100, 15) distribution, varying
the target throughput and using target weights B = 300 and 350, respectively.

DRT outperforms the benchmark in all settings. In case B = 300, up to 0.015 more
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Figure 3.10: Revenue per gram for the benchmark and DRT for B = 300 and 350

revenue per gram can be achieved. In case B = 350, the increase in revenue per
gram ranges from approximately 0.01 to 0.02. To illustrate the impact of such a
reduction, consider the following setting. A plant processes 15,000 broilers per
hour for 16 hours per day. The plant is operational for 300 days per year, the
average broiler weight processed is 1500g and the total fillet weight per broiler is
25% or 375g Peeters et al. (2017), all broilers are processed into fillets, and the value
of fillets is 4 Euro per kilogram. In such a case, an increase of 0.01 in the normalized
revenue per gram represents a revenue increase of e1, 080, 000 in fillets alone. This
translates to yearly cost savings between 0.75 and 2.27 million Euro when using
DRT over the benchmark. Moreover, implementation costs of DRT are relatively
low, since only modifications in the allocation software are required.

Second, we study the relation between algorithm performance and the target
weight. Figure 3.11 shows the giveaway of IPP without target throughput at
different target weights after 10, 000 bins are filled. The performance of IPP is used
as baseline to generate target throughputs for the DRT algorithm, each of which are
mentioned in the legend. Specifically, the target throughput of DRT is set to 75%
and 50% of IPP throughput at each target weight, and the target weight is varied
from 200 to 500 in steps of 10.

Figure 3.11 shows that, for all algorithms, the giveaway is relatively low for target
weights that are a multiple of the mean item weight, and relatively high for target
weights that are in between these values (illustrating the easy and hard cases).
Furthermore, the overall level of giveaway decreases at higher target weights: more
combinations of items can be made in larger bins, providing algorithms more
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Figure 3.11: Giveaway per gram for different target weights

flexibility to reduce giveaway. When the target throughput is lowered to 75% of
the baseline, a significant giveaway reduction can be observed. DRT achieves close-
to-zero giveaway around target weights that are a multiple of the mean product
weight, as well as at target weights of 400 gram or higher. An additional giveaway
reduction is achieved when only 50% of the baseline throughput is required,
achieving negligible giveaway at all target weights except around B = 250. Figure
3.14 shows the corresponding revenue for rr = 0.7 and 0.9.
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Figure 3.12: Revenue per gram if rr = 0.7
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Figure 3.13: Revenue per gram if rr = 0.9

Figure 3.14: Revenue per gram for different target throughputs

Figure 3.14 illustrates the revenue for different target throughputs. There is a
strong relation between revenue and normalized revenue of rejected weight. For
rr = 0.7, the baseline algorithm generates higher revenue for all target weights. All
algorithms obtain relatively high revenue for target weights yielding low giveaway.
When the value of rejected weight is increased to rr = 0.9, a completely different
picture is observed. Lower target throughputs (and thus more rejected weight)
yield higher revenue in cases where IPP yields high giveaway. Poultry plants
have reported target weights towards the lower end of the studied setting. The
potential gain in revenue for different throughput targets at these lower target
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weights strongly depends on rr. In case rr = 0.7, a different production setting
can yield up to 0.15 additional revenue per gram. In case rr = 0.9, this number
changes to 0.06 per gram.

For plant managers, it is interesting to consider the above results in their production
strategy. If their production setting changes, it is important to understand the
ramifications in terms of revenue. Below, a number of different options and their
impact on the revenue are discussed.

• Suppose a customer demands batches with higher target weights B, which
also corresponds to a higher throughput q. Figure 3.12 indicates that this
change yields higher revenue if rr is low, but Figure 3.13 shows that this
potential gain strongly depends on how much B changes in case rr is high.

• Suppose the target throughput q is increased, because a customer demands
more batches. The revenue increases if rr is low (see Figure 3.12), or if both
rr and the target weight B are high, as can be seen in the right part of Figure
3.13.

• Suppose the target throughput is decreased, because a customer demands
less batches. The revenue only increases if both rr and giveaway are high, as
indicated by Figures 3.11 and 3.13.

To conclude, DRT equipped with IPP converges to the target throughput in all cases
presented, and yields low giveaway by tuning the scale parameter Z. This indicates
that DRT is capable of managing the throughput-giveaway trade-off well. Secondly,
numerical experiments for small-scale problems show that the structure of the
optimal policy is complicated and that DRT achieves near-optimal performance
and significantly outperforms IPPT(q). Thirdly, in a case study we have seen that
DRT outperforms the algorithm currently used in practice in a range of settings
representative of practice. Lastly, the revenue per gram of processed weight appears
to be sensitive to the relative value of weight processed as bulk batches, target
throughput, and target weight.
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3.6. Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter studies a problem relevant to the poultry processing industry. Retail
customers order batches with a given target weight for which they pay a fixed price,
and impose a target throughput on poultry processing plants. Additional weight in
these batches is not paid for by retailers. Weight that is not used in making retail
batches is rejected to a batching process that creates bulk batches, which are worth
less per weight compared to retail batches. Operating under this target throughput,
the goal of poultry processing plants is to maximize the revenue by minimizing the
giveaway.

This problem is formulated as an MDP. In the setting with a single bin and
relaxing the throughput constraint, we derived structural results for states where
item allocation immediately results in a filled bin. In particular, we identified
the existence of a switching curve. Since MDP is computationally intractable for
industry-sized problems, we introduced a new heuristic algorithm called DRT,
using a dynamically updated rejection threshold.

The performance of DRT was investigated in a numerical study. For small-scale
problems, DRT appeared to perform close to optimal. In addition, a case study
was performed, where DRT was benchmarked against simulation results provided
by our industrial partner, showing a significant improvement under all studied
settings. In particular, in a realistic setting, a revenue increase of up to two percent
points was achieved, which translates to millions per year.

Using insights from the numerical study, managers will be able to identify their
current production setting and make informed decisions about future changes.
Specifically, when customers request changes in the production setting in terms
of target weight, target throughput, or relative value of bulk compared to retail
batches, managers will be able to identify and quantify the expected outcome.

In future work it will be interesting to investigate whether DRT can also be applied
or adapted to other optimization problems where rejection is an option, such as
bin-packing or knapsack problems.
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3.7. Appendix

The Appendix includes the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. To guarantee that every
stationary policy induces an aperiodic Markov chain, we perturb the transition
probabilities by introducing a probability τ > 0 to make a transition according to
the original transition probabilities t(s′|s, a) and to make a self-transition otherwise.
Hence, the transition probabilities are perturbed as

t̃(s′|s, a) =

 τt(s′|s, a), if s′ 6= s,

τt(s|s, a) + 1− τ, if s′ = s.

For each stationary policy, the average reward in the perturbed model is the same
as that in the original model. Let Vn(s) denote the maximal expected total reward
over n arriving items, satisfying for n = 1, 2, . . . the recursion

Vn(s) = max
a∈A

{
r(s|a) + ∑

s′∈S
t̃(s′|s, a)Vn−1(s′)

}
, s ∈ S , (3.24)

with V0(s) = 0, s ∈ S . The optimal action in (3.24) is indicated by a∗n(s). Condition
(3.5) implies that, for every bin weight v, it never optimal to reject the arriving
item in state s = (v, w) for every possible weight w. Hence, for the optimal policy
a∗, every bin will be emptied eventually, and thus the maximal average reward is
independent of the initial state. It then follows from Schweitzer and Federgruen
(1979) that the average reward of the stationary policy a∗n converges to the maximal
average reward as n tends to infinity.

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 state structural results of the optimal policy on states (v, w)

with v + w ≥ B. For these so-called closing-states, recursion (3.24) reduces to

Vn(v, w) = max

{
rr · w + τVn−1(v, w) + (1− τ) ∑

w′∈W
p(w′)Vn−1(v, w′),

B + τVn−1(v, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn−1(0, w′)

}
. (3.25)
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Proof of Theorem 3.2

If a∗n(v, w) = 0 in closing-state (v, w), then from (3.25),

rr · w + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn−1(v, w′) ≥ B + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn−1(0, w′).

Hence, for state (v, w + 1) we get

rr · (w + 1) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn−1(v, w′) ≥ B + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn−1(0, w′),

which implies that a∗n(v, w+ 1) = 0. Hence, if a∗n(v, w) = 0, then a∗n(v, w′) = 0 for all
w′ ≥ w. This means that a∗n is a threshold policy on the closing-states for all n ≥ 0.
There are only finitely many stationary policies, so at least one stationary policy
appears infinitely many times in the sequence of policies a∗n. Since the average
reward of the stationary policy a∗n converges to the maximal average reward, we
can conclude that there exists an optimal stationary policy that is a threshold policy
on the closing states.

Proof of Theorem 3.1

To prove Theorem 3.1 we need the following two lemmas and require that τ is
chosen sufficiently small such that

rr · w + (1− τ)B ≥ B. (3.26)

Lemma 3.1 For all n ≥ 0 and w ∈ W ,

Vn(B− 1, w) ≤ B + Vn(0, w). (3.27)

Proof. The proof is by induction in n. Since V0(v, w) = 0, inequality (3.27) holds
for n = 0. Assume (3.27) is valid for n. Then we will prove that it is also valid for
n + 1. By (3.25),

Vn+1(B− 1, w) =max

{
rr · w + τVn(B− 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑

w′∈W
p(w′)Vn(B− 1, w′),
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B + τVn(B− 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn(0, w′)

}

≤max

{
rr · w + τVn(B− 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑

w′∈W
p(w′)

(
B + Vn(0, w′)

)
,

B + τVn(B− 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn(0, w′)

}
,

= rr · w + (1− τ)B + τVn(B− 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn(0, w′)

≤ B + rr · w + τVn(0, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn(0, w′)

≤ B + Vn+1(0, w),

where the second equality uses (3.26). 2

Lemma 3.2 For all n ≥ 0, 0 ≤ v < B− 1 and w ∈ W ,

Vn(v, w) ≤ Vn(v + 1, w). (3.28)

Proof. The proof is by induction in n. Since V0(v, w) = 0 for all v and w, inequality
(3.28) holds for n = 0. By assuming (3.28) is valid for n, we will prove that it is also
valid for n + 1. To do so, we distinguish the following cases for states (v, w): (i)
v + 1 + w < B, (ii) v + 1 + w = B, (iii) v + 1 + w > B. Consider case (i). Then both
v, w) and (v + 1, w) are no closing-states, so

Vn+1(v, w) =max

{
rr · w + τVn(v, w) + (1− τ) ∑

w′∈W
p(w′)Vn(v, w′),

τVn(v, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn(v + w, w′)

}

≤max

{
rr · w + τVn(v + 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑

w′∈W
p(w′)Vn(v + 1, w′),

τVn(v + 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn(v + 1 + w, w′)

}
= Vn+1(v + 1, w).
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Next consider case (iii), where both (v, w) and (v + 1, w) are closing-states, thus

Vn+1(v, w) =max

{
rr · w + τVn(v, w) + (1− τ) ∑

w′∈W
p(w′)Vn(v, w′),

B + τVn(v, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn(0, w′)

}

≤max

{
rr · w + τVn(v + 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑

w′∈W
p(w′)Vn(v + 1, w′),

B + τVn(v + 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn(0, w′)

}
= Vn+1(v + 1, w).

Finally, we consider case (ii) where only (v + 1, w) is a closing-state. Then, by
Lemma 3.1, it follows that

Vn+1(v, w) =max

{
rr · w + τVn(v, w) + (1− τ) ∑

w′∈W
p(w′)Vn(v, w′),

τVn(v, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn(B− 1, w′)

}

≤max

{
rr · w + τVn(v + 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑

w′∈W
p(w′)Vn(v + 1, w′),

τVn(v + 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)
(

B + Vn(0, w′)
)}

≤max

{
rr · w + τVn(v + 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑

w′∈W
p(w′)Vn(v + 1, w′),

B + τVn(v + 1, w) + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn(0, w′)

}
= Vn+1(v + 1, w),

which completes the proof. 2

Proof. Now we have the ingredients to prove Theorem 3.1. If a∗n(v, w) = 0 in
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closing-state (v, w), then from (3.25), we get

rr · w + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn−1(v, w′) ≥ B + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn−1(0, w′).

Hence, by Lemma 3.2, this yields for state (v + 1, w)

rr · w + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn−1(v + 1, w′) ≥ rr · w + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn−1(v, w′)

≥ B + (1− τ) ∑
w′∈W

p(w′)Vn−1(0, w′),

implying that a∗n(v + 1, w) = 0. Hence, if a∗n(v, w) = 0, then a∗n(v′, w) = 0 for all
v′ ≥ v. So we conclude that for all n ≥ 0, the stationary policy a∗n is a threshold
policy on the closing-states. At least one of them appears infinitely often in the
sequence of a∗n and since the average reward of a∗n converges to the maximal average
reward, this implies that there exists an optimal stationary policy that is a threshold
policy on the closing states. 2



4
Production Control of Batchers with

Lookahead

4.1. Introduction

The poultry industry is a multi-billion dollar industry, responsible for the breeding
and processing of broilers into finished products Rabobank (2018). Farmers grow
and deliver broilers to poultry processing plants, where they are processed into
a variety of end products (e.g. wing, leg, or fillet products). Using high-end
processing lines, processing plants are capable of processing up to 15000 broilers
per hour for 16 hours per day. Broilers are processed into a large variety of products
that are supplied to retail customers primarily. The buying power of retailers
enables them to force low prices onto processing plants, resulting in small profit
margins for these plants. In this chapter1 we consider such a production setting,
where processing plants delivering to retailers are looking to reduce operational
costs through novel production control strategies.

Retailers order batches of products from processing plants on a daily basis. Each
batch is a package of products, which include a variety of fillet, leg, and wing

1A preliminary version of this chapter has appeared as Hundscheid et al. (2019).
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products. Since a given quantity of batches has to be delivered to their distribution
centers, retailers impose a target throughput on the plant. The target throughput
is the desired amount of batches produced or weight batched per time unit.
Moreover, retailers pay a fixed price for each batch, but require that each batch
contains a given minimum target weight. Producing such fixed-weight batches
means that additional weight over the target weight, called giveaway, is not paid for.
Consequently, the plant aims to both minimize the giveaway while adhering to the
imposed target throughput. We will consider the control of one of the machines
used to produce these batches, called the batcher. A schematic overview of the
batcher considered in this chapter is shown in Figure 4.1.

Weighing Decision point
Buffer Processing direction

Bins

Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of the batcher.

Poultry products such as whole broilers are delivered to the batcher via a conveyor.
The line moves at a constant speed of 15000 products per hour, and each arriving
product is weighed at a given weighing point. The batcher has a number of bins
available in which partial batches can be stored. When the target weight of a batch is
reached, the batch is released and packaged later, and the bin, which held the batch,
is immediately available for storing a new batch again. Generally, not all products
need to be batched in order to achieve the target throughput. Consequently, when
a product reaches the decision point and an allocation decision must be made, the
product can be allocated to one of the bins (see Figure 4.2) or rejected. That is,
when the product is rejected, it is left hanging in the conveyor and the product is
later utilized in a downstream process instead. Note that the downstream process
is beyond the scope of this chapter. A salient feature of the batcher is the presence
of a moving buffer, which is shown in Figure 4.3. As the distance between the
weighing and decision points is fixed, the number of slots that can contain a product
is constant as well. Consequently, the batcher has information about the weight of
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all products in the buffer, which can be utilized in the product allocation decision.
In this context, the property of having a buffer is also known as lookahead, as we
can look ahead in the product stream to observe future products.

Figure 4.2: Releasing a product in a
bin of the batcher.

Figure 4.3: The moving buffer.

The batching of products by utilizing a batcher with lookahead comprises several
features, leading to a challenging online decision problem. Firstly, the aim is
to minimize the giveaway, which is known to be NP-hard even for the case
without lookahead, which was first shown by Assmann et al. (1984). Secondly,
the system aims to achieve a target throughput and must choose which items to
reject, and which to allocate and to which bin. The combination of allocation
and rejection yields a challenging trade-off, as rejecting an undesirable item may
reduce giveaway, but may also lead to larger deviations from the target throughput.
Thirdly, our setting entails a moving buffer of items, meaning that additional
information is available for item allocation decisions compared to settings without
lookahead. However, to date no research has been able to effectively incorporate
this information to improve system performance (see also Section 4.2). Fourthly,
in current practice the processing speed is typically 15000 products per hour.
This implies that the product allocation decision should be made in less than
0.24 seconds per product. The above factors yield a challenging, time-constrained
allocation decision for each product.

To address these challenges, we develop a novel decision-making model to
support time-constrained product allocation decisions in poultry processing. Our
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model is a hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA), comprising a genetic algorithm (GA)
enhanced with several local search (LS) methods. We propose time-efficient LS
methods to cope with our time-constrained setting. Moreover, by utilizing a
bi-objective function, HGA is able to minimize the giveaway and achieve the
target throughput. The model addresses our time-constrained allocation decision
problem and captures the critical giveaway minimization and target throughput
adherence trade-off. In addition, the model incorporates real-time process data to
support bin allocation decision under a lookahead strategy. We also introduce a
giveaway prediction function to estimate the future giveaway of non-full bins, and
enhance the objective function by incorporating this function. We will show that
by incorporating giveaway prediction in the objective function, the giveaway can be
reduced significantly.

Our analysis yields a number of important results. We tune the HGA parameters
in a design of experiments (DOE), which indicates that the chosen parameters
yield near-optimal performance in the DOE problem setting. We utilize a small-
scale experiment to show that other state-of-the-art methods are outperformed by
HGA. Moreover, HGA performs comparably to a complete enumeration approach,
indicating near-optimal performance of HGA in this small-scale setting. Further
experiments illustrate that a giveaway versus throughput trade-off can be achieved
through the chosen objective function. Moreover, including the giveaway prediction
in the objective function is shown to drastically improve giveaway performance.
In a sensitivity analysis we show that increasing the number of bins and buffer
size of the batcher suffer from diminishing returns. In fact, experiments indicate
that utilizing more than 8 bins or a horizon of more than 75 products yields
negligible performance gains. Finally, a large poultry processing plant has provided
us with manufacturing data from one of their batchers. Utilizing this data, we
perform an industry case study to show that the developed algorithm performs
well under industry-sized problems and significantly outperforms the approach
currently employed in common practice.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses work related to our
setting. A formal definition of the problem and model are introduced in Section
4.3. In Section 4.4, HGA and its parameters are introduced. Section 4.5 outlines
the results of tuning HGA and other parameters. The results of the numerical
experiments are presented in Section 4.6, and the results of the case study are
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presented in 4.7. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 4.8.

4.2. Literature review

The problem considered in this chapter can be classified as a semi-online K-
bounded bin-covering problem with rejection according to Coffman et al. (2013).
The goal in this problem is to minimize the giveaway per completed batch, where
items can be rejected to obtain the desired throughput. Here, semi-online refers to
the fact that an allocation decision must be made for the first item in the buffer, but
that information about multiple items in the buffer is available. K-bounded refers
to the limited number of bins available for storing batches. Bin-covering refers
to the minimal target weight that must be reached for each batch and rejection
refers to the fact that rejecting items is permitted. Moreover, we consider a time-
constrained version of this problem as the available computation time is limited. In
the following we discuss work related to our problem setting and proposed solution
approach.

The online variation of the bin-covering problem concerns problems where only
the weight of the next item is known. The literature on online problems is
extensive, although primarily focused on performance bounds in a stylized setting.
In manufacturing settings, assumptions such as unlimited number of bins or
modifying the order of arrival of items are not realistic. However, some papers
do consider an online and bounded setting. Csirik et al. (2001) introduce the Sum-
of-Squares (SS) algorithm. Asgeirsson and Stein (2009) develop a heuristic based
on a Markov chain description of the online K-bounded setting, outperforming a
variation of the SS algorithm. Ásgeirsson (2014) continues this line of work and
introduces the prospect function to forecast the eventual giveaway of a bin. The
author develops algorithms for the online and bounded case using this function.
Next, Peeters et al. (2017) introduce an index policy that is similar to the prospect
function, and use it to control multiple batchers in parallel. Lastly, Peeters et al.
(2019) introduce a heuristic based on an index function to control the throughput
in an online and bounded setting.

A considerable amount of literature that treats offline problems has been published.
The offline setting considers the situation where the weight of all items is known
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and items may be re-ordered prior to processing them. Assmann et al. (1984)
introduces the offline problem and analyses some simple heuristics for this setting,
after which Garey and Johnson (1979) proves that this problem is NP-hard.
Moreover, Falkenauer (1996) develops a hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) that
assigns multiple items into one or more batches. Each item can only be assigned to
one batch and each batch must meet various constraints. HGA uses local search
optimization inspired by the dominance criterion of Martello and Toth (1990).
However, none of these algorithms can be applied on the problem discussed in this
study, since they allow re-ordering of items and permit the use of an unbounded
number of bins.

To date, only a limited number of studies have investigated the K-bounded semi-
online bin covering problem. Ásgeirsson (2014) introduces the Multiple Subset
Sum (MSS) algorithm, which utilizes dynamic programming to find suitable
combinations of products. Hundscheid et al. (2019) develops HGA for the K-
bounded semi-online bin covering problem and show that the proposed algorithm
is able to quickly generate near optimal solutions. However, none of these
algorithms consider rejection of items.

A few studies have investigated the semi-online bin covering problem where
rejection of items is allowed. Typically, a cost is associated with the rejection of
an item. For instance, Dósa and He (2006) develop an algorithm for the offline and
online problem that penalizes each rejected product. However, the methods in such
studies are solely concerned with cost minimization and cannot handle an explicit
throughput target. In this regard, Peeters et al. (2019) develop an index policy for
the online K-bounded bin-covering problem where rejection of products is allowed
and the throughput of the rejected items can be controlled.

In our problem setting we can allocate items to one of K bins or reject them.
It is easy to see that the solution space for the allocation of all items in the
buffer grows rapidly as the number of items in the buffer increases. In literature,
metaheuristics have been shown to be effective in dealing with such large solution
spaces. Dowsland (1996) already recognized the potential of such approaches for
packing problems, although the author indicates tuning and hybridization may be
necessary to obtain competitive performance. Levine and Ducatelle (2004) develop
an ant colony optimization procedure for the offline bin packing problem, and
equip it with local search. In bin packing problems the goal is to fill bins as
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close as possible to a given maximum weight. Their hybrid method is shown to
outperform existing approaches. Alvim et al. (2004) study the same problem, and
utilize tabu search to repair solutions generated using an advanced initialization
procedure. Kaaouache and Bouamama (2015) utilize simple well-known heuristics
as local search methods to enhance their genetic algorithm for the offline bin
packing problem.

The state-of-the-art heuristics developed for the online bin-covering problem cannot
make use of additional information of item weights in the buffer, and are inherently
inferior to methods that do make use of this information. In particular, the method
introduced by Peeters et al. (2019) cannot easily be extended to incorporate a buffer.
Similarly, the approaches for the offline problems are unusable as sorting is not
possible in our problem setting. With regard to these aspects, Hundscheid et al.
(2019) provides an interesting starting point as they consider a setting comparable
to ours, although item rejections are not considered. Some papers do consider
rejections, but consider a different problem or a setting without lookahead. We
conclude that no existing method is directly applicable to our problem, but that
(hybrid) metaheuristics are promising approaches for our setting.

In this chapter the contributions to the existing literature are fourfold. Firstly, a
novel metaheuristic in the form of a genetic algorithm (GA) equipped with local
search (LS) for the semi-online and K-bounded bin-covering problem with rejection
is introduced. The parameters of this algorithm are calibrated through a DOE and
optimized in terms of computation speed by using quick local search methods.
Through numerical experiments, HGA is shown to outperform current state-of-
the-art approaches for our problem without rejection. Secondly, we extend the
objective function by incorporating the throughput objective, and show that HGA
is able to achieve a target throughput by utilizing this multi-objective function.
Thirdly, we modify the fitness function as introduced by Hundscheid et al. (2019) by
penalizing weights in bins that are expected to yield high giveaway once completed.
This modification is shown to reduce the giveaway greatly. Finally, we perform an
industry case study that involves the semi-online bin-covering problem. Through
the case study we show that the studied problem and proposed solution method
are practically relevant. Next, we proceed by describing the model of the batcher
and introducing performance measures in Section 4.3.
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4.3. A Batcher with Lookahead

In this section we introduce the model of the batcher with lookahead together with
notation necessary to describe the problem setting. Variables denoting information
about the products, buffer, bins, and orders are presented in Section 4.3.1. Finally,
performance indicators of solution methods are presented in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Model

A weigher measures the weights of products to the nearest gram. Moreover, since
we are dealing with real products, there is some positive lower and upper bound
on product weights, denoted as wmin, and wmax respectively. The set of possible
weights is denoted by W = {wmin, wmin + 1, . . . , wmax}. We assume that the long-
term probability of seeing an item with weight w ∈ W is known, which we denote
by p(w). The buffer contains H products, where slots are labeled by their position
with respect to the decision point, such that 1 is the label of the nearest product,
and H the label of the furthest. The set of labels is denoted by H = {1, 2, . . . , H}.
The weight of the product in slot h is given as wh, such that wh ∈ W for all h ∈ H
for the slots that contain a product, or 0 otherwise. The corresponding vector of
weights is denoted as W = (w1, w2, . . . , wH).

The batcher has K bins available to store partial batches, and the set of bins is
denoted as K = {1, 2, . . . , K}. In addition, the batcher can decide not to use items.
This action is modeled as placing the item in bin K + 1 that has infinite capacity.
The set of actions available to the batcher is given as A = {1, 2, . . . , K, K + 1}. The
batcher produces batches with target weight B. The current weight in a bin is
denoted by vk for all k ∈ K. Here, vk belongs to the set of possible bin weights V =

{0, 1, . . . , B− 1}. As soon as a batch is completed such that vk ≥ B for any bin k ∈ K,
the batcher empties the bin immediately and instantaneously. Consequently, the
giveaway function g(x) defined in Equation (4.1) determines the realized giveaway,
where x is the weight in the bin in grams.

g(x) =

 0, x ≤ B,

x− B, x > B.
(4.1)
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Let X be a tuple of length H that denotes the allocation decision for the items
in the buffer. Specifically, we let X = (X1, X2, . . . , XH), where Xh ∈ A denotes the
allocation decision for the product in position h ∈ H. Furthermore, let Q denote the
total number of batches produced (e.g. the size of a production order) by processing
N products, and let Q = {1, 2, . . . , Q} the set of all completed batches.

The sequence of events when a product is allocated occurs as follows. The capacity
of the batcher is C products per second, such that every 1/C seconds a new
product arrives. During this 1/C second time-window, a decision for X is made.
Immediately before the next product arrives, the product in position one in the
buffer is allocated to bin X1. If the bin is filled (X1 ∈ K and vX1 ≥ B), the
bin is emptied. All remaining products in the buffer shift one position forward,
such that position h is now occupied by the item previously in position h + 1, for
h = 1, 2, . . . , H − 1. A new item enters the buffer in position H, with weight wH

sampled from weight distribution p(·).

4.3.2 Performance Measures

The objectives are to minimize the giveaway, as well as to achieve the desired
throughput. In this section we formulate the performance indicators necessary
to calculate and evaluate these measures. Specifically, we formulate measures for
the throughput, giveaway, and rejected weight by adopting definitions from Peeters
et al. (2019). Finally, we are interested in both realized and future performance and
distinguish accordingly.

In practice, retailers impose a throughput on the batcher. In addition, a job requires
at least Q · B grams worth of products. The required throughput is then derived by
using the time left to the due date D, such that (Q · B)/D grams worth of batches
must be produced per unit time. In terms of input, we know that the average inter-
arrival time between products is T, and the average product weight is µ. That is, an
average of µ/T grams of products arrives per unit time. Here, µ can be obtained by
observing the upstream production line, which consists of several hours worth of
products. We now define the target throughput fraction w̄q as follows:

w̄q =
(Q · B)/D

µ/T
=

Q · B · T
µ · D , (4.2)
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which is assumed to be less than 1. In order to evaluate performance, we must
determine which values for the throughput, giveaway, and rejected weight have
been achieved. Suppose that at some point, n products have been processed,
the total batched weight which has contributed to the throughput is wb

n, the total
giveaway is wg

n, and the total rejected weight is wr
n. The allocation decision of the

first product in the buffer X1 determines how these quantities change. Depending
on our decision to allocate (X1 ∈ K) or reject (X1 = K + 1) the first product with
weight w1 in the buffer, these quantities change according to Equations (4.3) for
item n + 1.

wb
n+1 =

 wb
n + (w1 − g(vX1 + w1)), if X1 ∈ K,

wb
n, if X1 = K + 1,

wg
n+1 =

 wg
n + g(vX1 + w1), if X1 ∈ K,

wg
n, if X1 = K + 1,

(4.3)

wr
n+1 =

 wr
n, if X1 ∈ K,

wr
n + w1, if X1 = K + 1.

Here, wb
0 = wg

0 = wr
0 = 0. Letting wt

n denote the total weight of the first n items, we
have that

wt
n = wb

n + wg
n + wr

n. (4.4)

In addition, we define the average giveaway per batch ḡ as follows

ḡ =
wb

N
Q

. (4.5)

Next, we define the throughput fraction w̄b
n = wb

n/wt
n, giveaway fraction w̄g

n =

wg
n/wt

n, and rejected fraction w̄r
n = wr

n/wt
n. Substituting these fractions into

Equation (4.4) yields

1 =
wb

n
wt

n
+

wg
n

wt
n
+

wr
n

wt
n
= w̄b

n + w̄g
n + w̄r

n. (4.6)

While the above captures past performance, we also wish to find and evaluate
solutions for products currently in the buffer. That is, given a solution X, we wish to
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find the total weight batched, giveaway, or rejected using all products in the buffer.
Similar to Equations (4.3), we can find the throughput weight ŵb

h, giveaway ŵg
h , and

rejected weight ŵr
h obtained when executing X as

ŵb
h+1 =

 ŵb
h + (wh − g(vXh + wh)), if Xh ∈ K,

ŵb
h, if Xh = K + 1,

ŵg
h+1 =

 ŵg
h + g(vXh + wh), if Xh ∈ K,

ŵg
h , if Xh = K + 1,

(4.7)

ŵr
h+1 =

 ŵr
h, if Xh ∈ K,

ŵr
h + wh, if Xh = K + 1.

Here, ŵb
0 = ŵg

0 = ŵr
0 = 0. The total weight of products in the buffer ŵt

H can be
expressed as

ŵt
H = ∑

h∈H
wh = ŵb

H + ŵg
H + ŵr

H . (4.8)

The above permits us to calculate the cumulative giveaway G(n) after executing a
solution X as

G(n) = wg
n + ŵg

H . (4.9)

Next, the throughput deviation ∆(n) is introduced as a measure for following the
target throughput. As w̄q · (wt

n + ŵt
H) denotes the target throughput after n + H

items, we can find the throughput deviation using

∆(n) = w̄q · (wt
n + ŵt

H)− (wb
n + ŵb

H). (4.10)

Finally, the throughput deviation as a fraction of the total weight ∆̄(n) is introduced
as

∆̄(n) =
∆(n)

wt
n + ŵt

H
. (4.11)

Having defined the measures necessary to evaluate the performance of different
solution methods, we proceed in Section 4.4 by introducing the algorithm to solve
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the problem studied in this chapter.

4.4. Hybrid Genetic Algorithm

In this section we describe the elements pertaining HGA. We utilize GA equipped
with local search methods, as such methods have been proven effective in tackling
scheduling problems. Literature on GA use nomenclature derived from evolution
theory. GA maintains a population of solutions, where each solution is referred to
as an individual. In turn, each individual consists of several genes. Here, each gene
denotes to the allocation decision for the product in the corresponding position.
HGA attempts to iteratively evolve the population towards better solutions, where
each iteration is referred to as a generation. This iterative process is summarized by
the flowchart depicted in Figure 4.4.

A population of solutions is randomly initialized, and subsequently ranked by
fitness in ascending order. Since we aim to minimize the fitness function, the
individuals with the lowest fitness are selected for further evolution. Solutions are
either combined in the crossover step, or duplicated in the cloning step to generate
two children per pair of parents. Children may enter the mutation step, where a
minor modification is performed that promotes diversity of the solutions. Finally,
local search is performed, which aims to improve child solutions. If the termination
criterion is not reached, the procedure continues from the start, where the children
are accepted only if their fitness is better than the worst members of the population.
Alternatively, if the termination criterion is reached (e.g. by reaching the time limit),
the procedure is halted and the first gene of the best individual is taken as action by
the batcher. Then, after the action is taken, products in the buffer shift one position
and a new product enters the buffer. The first H − 1 genes from individuals in the
old population are retained. These genes serve as input for individuals of the new
population for the updated set of products in the buffer. Next, the above steps are
explained in further detail.

4.4.1 Representation

Each individual represents a solution X = (X1, X2, . . . , XH), where Xh corresponds
to the allocation decision for a product h ∈ H with weight wh. An example
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Figure 4.4: HGA flowchart.

representation is shown in Figure 4.5. Here, W denotes the weight of items in
the buffer, and a proposed solution X for a batcher with K = 3 bins (and the option
to reject) and buffer size of H = 8 is given.
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Figure 4.5: Example representation for a batcher with K = 3 bins and horizon H = 8.

4.4.2 Fitness Evaluation

The fitness function F is based on the two objectives of giveaway and throughput
deviation minimization. The aim is to formulate the function such that, if an
individual is selected that minimizes F, the objectives are met as well as possible.

Suppose that n products have been processed and a solution X is proposed. The
giveaway objective for this solution can be calculated by using Equation (4.9). The
deviation from the target throughput ∆(n) can be obtained by using Equation (4.10).
Since deviations in both directions are undesirable, we take the absolute value of
the deviation. Lastly, by weighing both objectives using 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the fitness
function outlined in Equation (4.12) is obtained. The higher α, the more emphasis
is put on the giveaway rather than achieving the target throughput.

F = α · G(n) + (1− α) · |∆(n)|. (4.12)

This fitness function does not incorporate weight left in bins after executing a
solution. As a result, the remaining bins may contain high weights (close to
B) which, in turn, are likely to yield high giveaway. Consequently, using the
fitness function presented in Equation (4.12) may yield a myopic and non-optimal
policy. Therefore, we introduce the giveaway prediction function f̂ (v). The function
returns the predicted future giveaway once a bin that currently contains v grams is
completed. Moreover, after initializing f̂ (v) for all v ∈ V , estimates can be updated
via exponential smoothing when a bin is filled. Specifically, for all batches being
made in bins k ∈ K we keep track of all intermediate weights that are obtained after
adding products in the sets Vk. Once the batch in bin k is completed with weight
vk ≥ B, the giveaway predictions are updated via

f̂ (v) := γ · f̂ (v) + (1− γ) · g(vk), ∀v ∈ Vk, (4.13)
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and Vk := ∅. In Equation (4.13), the value 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 denotes the sensitivity
of the giveaway prediction to recent performance. Higher values correspond to
more emphasis on historical performance, while smaller values correspond to more
emphasis on recent performance. Estimates for f̂ (v) are initialized by using the
index policy introduced by Peeters et al. (2017). This policy estimates giveaway by
assuming that each bin level v ∈ V sees random arrivals. Finally, the giveaway
prediction function can be included in the giveaway calculation to obtain

G′(n) = wg
n + ŵg

H + ∑
k∈K

f̂ (vX
k ). (4.14)

where vX
k denotes the weight left in bin k after executing solution X. Finally, using

the modified giveaway calculation, the fitness function changes to

F′ = α · G′(n) + (1− α) · |∆(n)|. (4.15)

The performance of HGA utilizing both fitness functions will be compared in the
numerical study in Section 4.6.

4.4.3 Initialization

The initialization step is only entered once, and consists of initializing a population
of Np individuals. All genes Xh for all h ∈ H for each of the Np individuals are
initialized to a random action a ∈ A. Additionally, the fitness for all individuals is
calculated. For subsequent products the population used in allocating the previous
product is utilized instead (see Section 4.4.9).

4.4.4 Ranking and Selection

In this step, all individuals currently in the population are ranked by fitness in
ascending order. When the number of individuals exceeds Np, the last individuals
(with the highest fitness) are removed until the population size has been reduced
to Np. Elitist selection means that the worst individuals are removed, and ensures
that the fitness of the population does not decrease over time Baluja and Caruana
(1995).
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In the selection step, two individuals are chosen from the population. These
individuals are referred to as parents, as they are used in generating children. In
the HGA presented in this chapter, parents are randomly selected. While other
selection methods exist, the population size is small and preliminary experiments
indicate that HGA does not profit from more advanced methods. In addition, the
computational effort for random selection is minimal.

4.4.5 Crossover and Cloning

Children are generated by using the crossover or cloning steps. The crossover step
is used with probability pc, and the cloning step is used with probability 1− pc.
When cloning is applied, both parents are copied and kept as children.

In case crossover is applied, two parents are combined. The aim is to retain genes
from both parents such that the fitness of the child is comparable or lower than
those of its parents. Point-based crossovers are frequently used as a crossover
method. For instance, when a one-point crossover is applied, the same crossover
point between chromosomes in both parents is selected. The genes before this point
from one parent are used for the first child, and completed with the genes from the
other parent after the crossover point. A second child is created by performing the
same procedure with the parents switched around.

We argue that for the semi-online problem in this chapter, point-based crossovers
are not a suitable approach. As we are dealing with a sequential decision-making
problem, the impact of later actions is affected by actions taken earlier. As such,
if preceding actions and corresponding bin weights during crossover are not taken
into account explicitly, there is a high chance crossover yields poor solutions. As
point-based crossovers do not use this information, we instead propose a novel
crossover method called bin-based crossover (BBX).

For each bin, BBX tracks the giveaway generated by all batches made, or cumulative
giveaway. BBX then generates children by retaining the parent allocation decisions
of items allocated to bins with comparatively low cumulative giveaway, while
modifying the allocation decisions of items allocated to bins with poor performance.
The procedure for BBX is summarized below for the first child of both parents. The
second child is generated by interchanging the roles of both parents.
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1. Determine the bins of the first parent yielding a cumulative giveaway that is
less or equal to the corresponding bin of the second parent. O ⊂ K denotes
this set of bins.

2. For each product h ∈ H of the first child, keep the allocation decision of the
first parent if the allocation is in O ∪ {K + 1}.

3. The other products are allocated to a bin in K \ O as follows. Use
the allocation decision of the second parent if the allocation is in K \ O.
Otherwise, use a random allocation in K \O.

The output of BBX is a feasible solution, which has retained item allocation
decisions to bins with low giveaway. An example of BBX is shown in Figure 4.6,
where K = 3 bins.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

X =
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X =

X =

X =
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of the BBX crossover.

4.4.6 Mutation

In order to preserve diversity within the population, mutation can be applied.
Mutation randomly modifies a randomly selected gene of a child. Mutation is
particularly useful after cloning, as permitting duplicate members can cause HGA
to become stuck in a local optimum by repeatedly generating identical solutions.
Therefore, mutation is always applied after the cloning step, and applied with
probability pm after the crossover step. An example of this operation is shown
in Figure 4.7 where the third gene X3 is changed from a = 2 to a = 4.
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Figure 4.7: Example of mutation applied to a child solution

4.4.7 Local search

GA is especially adept in generating and maintaining a variety of good solutions,
but may take long to converge to local optima. Here, local search (LS) methods can
be used to assist in finding improved solutions quickly. In this section we introduce
several LS methods comprising three elements: batch selection, modification and
acceptance.

4.4.7.1 Batch selection strategy

Candidate batches are selected according to one of two criteria. A random strategy
can be used, where a random element Xh with h ∈ H from a solution X is selected.
If Xh ∈ K, the batch that contains Xh is selected as candidate batch. If Xh = K + 1,
a new element is randomly selected instead, and re-selected until a suitable one is
found.

Alternatively, a roulette wheel strategy can be used, where the probability of
selecting a batch is proportional to the giveaway generated by that batch. For
instance, if a batch yields 10 giveaway and the corresponding solution yields 100
giveaway, the batch is selected with probability 10/100 = 0.1.

4.4.7.2 Modification strategy

Three methods for modifying the allocation of items have been implemented.
Method M1 assigns a single random item from the selected batch to a different
bin. The bin to which the item is moved is determined by the acceptance strategy
(see Section 4.4.7.3). Method M2 assigns all items from this batch, one by one,
to different bins. Individual items are moved according to the chosen acceptance
strategy. Method M3 is most involved. This method randomly chooses an item from
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the selected batch and then all subsequent items in the buffer, which are allocated
to the same bin, are moved one by one to another bin according to the acceptance
strategy. The chosen item is also allocated to another bin if this item completes the
batch, to ensure that the giveaway of at least one batch changes.

4.4.7.3 Acceptance strategy

Two strategies for accepting a modified allocation are used. The first strategy
allocates the selected item(s) to a different bin that is randomly selected, and is
referred to as random assignment (RA). The change is accepted if it improves the
fitness. The second strategy evaluates all other possible allocations for the selected
item(s), and terminates when an improvement in fitness is found, or when all
options have been evaluated. This method is referred to as any descent (AD).

4.4.7.4 Fitness change evaluation

The process of evaluating the fitness of a modified individual is performed after
every application of LS. Consequently, it is important to minimize the required
calculation time when fitness is evaluated. When a product is moved between bins,
the fitness contribution only changes within these two bins. Moreover, given that
the item is in position h ∈ H, the solution and fitness contribution of the prior h− 1
items does not change. As a result, only a limited number of entries per individual
need to be updated. In the implementation of HGA, the above logic has been used
to evaluate and update individuals to reduce computation time.

4.4.7.5 Local search methods

An LS method comprises a combination of selection, modification, and acceptance
strategy. Since there are three selection, two modification, and three acceptance
strategies, there are Y = 12 local search methods in total. Let Y = {1, 2, . . . , Y}
denote the set of LS methods, which are summarized in Table 4.1.

The above LS strategies have been implemented as follows. Local search can be
applied multiple times to the same individual. U consecutive LS attempts are
applied to a single individual, after which the fitness is evaluated. If the U attempts
yield a fitness improvement, the solution is kept and the process is repeated. When
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Table 4.1: Overview of LS strategies

Selection: M1 M2 M3
Modification: RA AD RA AD RA AD

Acceptance: Random 1 2 3 4 5 6

Roulette 7 8 9 10 11 12

no improvement is obtained or when the stopping criterion of HGA is reached,
the local search procedure is terminated. If the individual outperforms the current
worst solution in the population, the individual is added to the population and the
worst individual is discarded.

4.4.7.6 Local search selection

The probability of selecting an LS method y ∈ Y for each LS attempt is determined
by a learning automaton (LA). The automaton updates the probability of selecting
an LS method after an LS attempt. The effectiveness of the attempt is measured
in fitness improvement per time unit. This measure has been chosen because of
limited computation time.

Let ∆Fy,n denote the cumulative fitness improvement, and let ∆Ty,n denote the
cumulative computation time using LS method y ∈ Y in making a decision for
item n. After the decision on item n, the effectiveness Ey,n of the methods is
combined with historical performance using exponential smoothing. Here, the
weighting factor 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 determines the emphasis on historical as opposed
to recent performance. Specifically,

Ey,n = β · Ey,n−1 + (1− β) · ∆Fy,n

∆Ty,n
, (4.16)

where initially Ey,0 = 1. Finally, the probability of selecting method y for the next
item n + 1, py,n+1, is

py,n+1 =
Ey,n

∑Y
i=1 Ei,n

. (4.17)
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4.4.8 Termination criterion

As the production line moves at a constant speed, there is limited time to make a
decision for the first item in the buffer. As such, HGA is terminated when the next
item reaches the decision point and the available calculation time has passed.

4.4.9 Termination

After the termination criterion is reached, HGA is terminated and the member with
the lowest fitness X∗ = (X∗1 , X∗2 , . . . , X∗H) is returned. The product in position 1 of
the buffer is allocated to X∗1 , and a new product enters the buffer simultaneously.
Subsequently, the last H − 1 entries of each individual X = (X1, X2, . . . , XH) shift
one position to the left in the following HGA iteration. Specifically, individuals in
the subsequent generation are initialized as X := (X2, X3, . . . , XH , XH+1). Here,
XH+1 is randomly set to an action a ∈ A with probability 1/(K + 1). In the
following section the parameters of HGA introduced in this section will be tuned.

4.5. Tuning

HGA introduced in Section 4.4 is versatile, and explores the solution space
according to the parameter settings used. In this section we aim to find the settings
under which HGA attains (near-)optimal performance. Specifically, we tune the
parameter settings of HGA in a DOE, and tune the giveaway prediction smoothing
factor. In the following we use a common setting for all experiments. The initial
parameter settings are based on feedback obtained from our industry partners. In
the following we use buffer size H = 100, number of bins K = 8, inter-arrival time
T = 0.24, and fixed order size Q = 10000. In all experiments where two methods
are compared, the same trace of item weights is used. Item weights are generated
according to a discretized Normal distribution. That is, we discretize a Normal
distribution with probability density function φ(x|µ, σ2) as follows. An item with
weight w is seen with probability

p(w) =
φ(w|µ, σ2)

∑wmax
x=wmin

φ(x|µ, σ2)
.
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Such a probability distribution will be denoted as ND(µ, σ2). For the item weight
distribution we use µ = 100 and σ = 15 unless indicated otherwise. All runs are
performed using HGA with α = 1 (see Equation (4.12)).

4.5.1 HGA parameter tuning

In this section we aim to tune HGA parameter settings. In total, six parameters
affect the quality of the solutions generated by HGA. These include the population
size Np, the probability of crossover pc, the probability of mutation pm, the number
of mutations M, the LS smoothing factor β, and the number of LS search attempts
U. In order to tune these parameters DOE is used, which is capable of estimating
main and interaction effects of different parameters. A full factorial design is used,
resulting in a total of 26 parameter combinations. In addition, four centerpoints are
included to check for curvature and increase the statistical power of the model. The
experiments for the DOE are generated and analyzed using StatGraphics 18.

The full factorial DOE is performed for target weights B = 300 and B = 350 to
prevent overfitting the parameters to a single target weight. Consequently, a total
of 2(26 + 4) = 136 simulation runs are done. For each run the average giveaway
per batch is taken as response variable. Moreover, each simulation run is divided
into intervals with a length of 500 batches, where the first 500 batches serve as
warm-up period and are excluded from the analysis. Each interval is treated as
an independent replication. The DOE parameter levels are based on exploratory
experiments. An overview of the low (-) and high (+) levels of the parameters in
the DOE is provided in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: DOE parameters

Parameter Description Low (-) High (+)

Np Population size 5 10

pc Probability cross-over 0.5 1.0
pm Probability mutation 0.1 0.5
M Mutations 1 3

β LS smoothing factor 0.75 0.95

U LS checks 5 15

The DOE results are presented in Figure 4.8. The vertical black lines correspond
to the t-statistic at the 95% significance level, whereas horizontal bars denote the
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standardized effect size of the model parameters. Standardized effect values are
obtained by dividing effect sizes by the standard error. Negative values correspond
to a decrease in giveaway when the factor is changed from the low to the high
level, and vice versa. For cross-effects, negative values signify that two effects
enhance each other, while positive values indicate the opposite. In checking for
curvature we find that no curvature is present when comparing the fitted model to
the centerpoints.
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Figure 4.8: Standardized effect and direction of parameters

Firstly, Figure 4.8 shows that all significant effects have the same direction for both
B = 300 and B = 350. This indicates that the same settings are likely to work well
for any target weight. Moreover, main effects U, pm, M, and pc are significant in the
experiment. Interestingly, this indicates that increasing the number of LS attempts
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and probability of mutation has a positive effect on performance. The intuition
is that small perturbations caused by the mutations yield new areas to search,
and thus increases the probability of finding better solutions after applying local
search. Similarly, permitting more failed search attempts per individual improves
performance, indicating that more investment per individual is preferable over
spreading computation budget between more individuals. On the other hand,
both increasing the number of mutations and increasing the probability of crossover
results in worse performance. This indicates that these settings result in too large
disturbances for HGA to recover from, ultimately deteriorating performance. The
cross-effects between pc and pm, and U and M are significant for both target
weights. The former is explained by the set-up of HGA, which utilizes crossover
with probability pc, and mutation with probability pm. The latter is explained by
considering mutations as perturbations moving a solution away from a search area,
while local search permits improving a solution in a new search area. Finally, we
present the predicted optimal, and final selected HGA parameter settings in Table
4.3.

Table 4.3: Tuned settings per target weight

Parameter B = 300 B = 350 Final

Np 10 10 10

pc 0.5 0.5 0.5
pm 0.5 0.5 0.5
M 1 1 1

β 0.75 0.95 0.85

U 15 15 15

The optimal predicted settings are very similar, as the effects in Figure 4.8 are of
similar direction and magnitude. The only exception is β, which has a near-zero
magnitude. Consequently, the impact of the choice of β is minimal in both cases,
and the average value for both target weights is taken as final setting, as reported
in the Final column.

4.5.2 Giveaway Prediction

In Section 4.5.1 HGA parameters were tuned, but giveaway prediction as introduced
in Section 4.4.2 was not yet considered. In this section we incorporate giveaway
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prediction by using Equation (4.15) as fitness function.

The giveaway prediction function f̂ (v) as introduced in Equation (4.13) is initialized
using index policy values as introduced by Peeters et al. (2017). We again use
common settings mentioned in the opening paragraph of Section 4.5 and target
weights B = 300 and 350, and vary the smoothing factor γ between 0 and 1 in steps
of 0.1. The giveaway per batch for both target weights as a function of γ is found in
Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Giveaway as a function of the smoothing factor γ

Figure 4.10 shows that the sensitivity of the giveaway to γ is limited in both cases.
The range of giveaway values remains within 0.6 grams for both target weights.
Higher giveaway values are observed towards γ = 0 and γ = 1, where the minimal
values as indicated by crosses are located around γ = 0.5. As the giveaway is
minimal but relatively insensitive around these values, γ is fixed to 0.5 in future
experiments where giveaway prediction is used. We also visualize the behavior
of the expected giveaway function by plotting the initial value of f̂ (v) as given by
IP, the mean value of f̂ (v) over the simulation run, and the value of the expected
giveaway function at the end of the simulation for γ = 0.5 and B = 350 in Figure
4.10.

Recall that IP is based on a simple heuristic, which matches the relatively high
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Figure 4.10: Initial, mean, and final value of the giveaway prediction function f̂ (v)

expected giveaway values of IP in Figure 4.10. Interestingly, by updating f̂ (v), the
average expected giveaway reduces significantly, and expected giveaway peaks are
shifted to the left. The only exceptions are bin weights below 50 and above 330. The
former is explained by the low probability of seeing such light items, and the latter
is explained by the undesirable nature of such high bin weights. The final f̂ (v)
value is much more erratic than the average value of f̂ (v), caused by the sensitivity
to recent performance. Moreover, the final f̂ (v) value hovers around the mean value
of f̂ (v), indicating that steady-state is achieved.

In this section we have tuned HGA parameters and the giveaway prediction
function. Using the tuned values, we proceed by performing numerical experiments
on both small and large problems.

4.6. Numerical Experiments

In this section HGA is tested and compared to state-of-the-art algorithms to
illustrate its performance. In small-scale experiments we study HGA and the
giveaway prediction function by comparing it to other heuristics and complete
enumeration approaches. We also perform a sensitivity analysis, where the impact
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of the number of bins, standard deviation of product weights, available computation
time, buffer size, and LA on HGA performance is tested. Finally, the impact of using
different target throughput values and settings of α on HGA is analyzed.

4.6.1 Small-scale experiments

We first consider a small-scale setting without rejection, aimed at benchmarking
HGA and the giveaway prediction function. In this experiment we compare the
complete enumeration approach without giveaway prediction (CE), the complete
enumeration approach with giveaway prediction (CE+), the MSS algorithm
developed by Ásgeirsson (2014) (MSS), HGA introduced by Hundscheid et al. (2019)
(HGA′), HGA without giveaway prediction introduced in this chapter (HGA), and
HGA with giveaway prediction (HGA+).

The numerical experiment comprises K = 2 bins and a buffer size of H = 15.
This setting permits us to compute all 215 = 32768 potential solutions in the
complete enumeration approach within reasonable time. The target weight is set
to B = {200, 250, . . . , 600}, and each simulation run comprises Q = 10000 batches.
The computation time is set to T = 0.24 for all HGA variations. The Batch Means
method is used to obtain the average giveaway per batch and 95% confidence
intervals for all methods. The results of the simulation experiments can be found
in Table 4.4, where we use intervals of 500 batches, and discard the first interval.
The lowest value among the CE approaches, and the MSS and HGA heuristics are
displayed in bold.

Table 4.4: Average giveaway per batch ḡ for different heuristics with 95% CI.

B CE CE+ MSS HGA′ HGA HGA+

200 19.08±0.29 19.13±0.29 26.38±0.65 19.08±0.28 19.09±0.28 19.10±0.30

250 41.90±0.43 40.73±0.47 46.49±0.54 41.05±0.42 40.91±0.43 40.59±0.54
300 12.79±0.25 12.80±0.25 23.01±0.53 12.83±0.26 12.77±0.25 12.80±0.23

350 23.53±0.34 23.17±0.36 37.36±0.74 23.67±0.42 23.51±0.31 23.03±0.42
400 9.52±0.28 9.52±0.25 21.58±0.52 9.66±0.24 9.57±0.28 9.47±0.26
450 12.32±0.40 11.56±0.39 28.97±0.56 12.07±0.35 12.33±0.36 11.47±0.32
500 7.77±0.27 6.94±0.23 19.26±0.49 7.43±0.24 7.95±0.25 6.82±0.18
550 7.20±0.26 5.57±0.22 22.48±0.62 6.52±0.24 7.20±0.22 5.46±0.19
600 6.46±0.24 4.32±0.21 16.51±0.39 5.22±0.15 6.11±0.29 4.25±0.20
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The results show that all methods significantly outperform MSS, indicating that
this method performs poorly in these small problems. The methods with giveaway
prediction are slightly outperformed at target weights B = 200, 300, although these
values are well within the confidence interval of the best methods there. Moreover,
from B = 350 onwards, both CE+ and HGA+ beat their competitors, where CE+
yields giveaway reductions of up to 2.14 gram compared to CE, and HGA+ yields
giveaway reductions of up to 1.06 gram compared to MSS, HGA′, and HGA. We
conclude that including and updating giveaway predictions in the fitness function
is successful in reducing the giveaway.

Interestingly, HGA initially performs comparably to HGA′, but is later
outperformed by this same method. Similar arguments to those presented in
Section 4.4.2 can be used to explain this behavior, as future performance is not
included in either fitness function. Hence, better methods may perform worse with
regard to giveaway even if they perform better with regard to their fitness functions.
On the other hand, by including giveaway prediction in HGA+, consistently better
performance is achieved at higher target weights. In comparing HGA+ to CE+, we
see that HGA+ even outperforms CE+. Note that their confidence intervals overlap,
but that HGA consistently performs better. The reason for this behavior may lie
in different convergence paths of the giveaway prediction functions of HGA+ and
CE+, as their objective functions are identical. We conclude that since CE+ does not
scale, HGA+ is the overall best performing method. In the following experiments,
HGA+ will be studied in further detail, and will be referred to simply as HGA.

4.6.2 Sensitivity analysis

In the previous sections various experiments were performed using a set of
standardized settings. Instead, in this section we focus on the sensitivity of
performance measures to these settings. Specifically, to generate further insights
we perform a sensitivity analysis on the number of bins, target weight, item weight
standard deviation, production inter-arrival time, buffer size, and use of a learning
automaton to update LS selection probabilities.
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4.6.2.1 Number of bins

In previous experiments we assumed K = 8 bins. In this section we investigate
the impact of this assumption by varying the number of bins and target weight.
The target weight is set to B = {200, 225, . . . , 600} and the number of bins is set to
K = {2, 4, 8, 16}. The results of these experiments are presented in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Giveaway per batch for different bins and target weights

Figure 4.11 shows that the average giveaway per batch decreases by up to 11 grams
when moving from K = 2 to 4 bins. However, the effect of moving from K = 4 to
8 bins is much less, with reductions ranging from 0.1 to 2.3 grams. This reduces
to a maximum of 0.8 when we double the number of bins to K = 16, indicating
no significant performance increase. The only exception to the above observations
is the performance for B = 200, which yields the highest reduction for all settings.
Figure 4.11 supports the initial choice of K = 8, as additional bins do not necessarily
improve the performance of the system considered in our analysis.

4.6.2.2 Item weight distribution standard deviation

In previous experiments, we assumed a standardized Normal item weight
distribution ND(µ, σ2), with mean µ = 100 and standard deviation σ = 15. In
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the following, we investigate the impact of the standard deviation by varying σ

and the target weight. The target weight is set to B = {200, 225, . . . , 600} and the
standard deviation is set to σ = {10, 15, 20}. The results of this experiment are
presented in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Giveaway per batch for different item weight standard deviations

For all values of σ, the giveaway is typically low when B/µ is (close to) an integer
value. Conversely, at low values of B the giveaway is high when B/µ is not close an
integer value. Moreover, the lower σ, the higher the peaks. The counterpart to this
behavior is observed for σ = 20, where the giveaway approaches near-zero values
for sufficiently high target weights. While the ratio of σ/µ = 0.15 is confirmed
to be representative by practitioners, the experiments indicate that the giveaway
performance is highly sensitive to σ and that increased variability helps in reducing
giveaway.

4.6.2.3 Computation time

In a high-end processing line products arrive with a speed of up to 15000 products
per hour. This corresponds to an inter-arrival time of 0.24 seconds, which in turn
corresponds to the available computation time per product. In this section we study
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the impact of the available computation time on the performance of HGA by setting
T = {0.0024, 0.024, 0.24, 2.4}. Here, lower values correspond to the setting where the
processing speed is further increased, while higher values correspond to a machine
with lower capacity or a setting where the computation power is increased. In
addition, the number of bins is set to K = {2, 4, 8, 16} and the target weight is set to
B = {300, 350}. The results for B = 300 and B = 350 are shown in Figures 4.13 and
4.14.
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Figure 4.13: Giveaway per batch for various computation times and bins for B = 300

In both figures the giveaway per batch only decreases slightly for K = 2 when the
computation time is increased. This can be explained by the limited flexibility of
using two bins. The giveaway decrease is largest when going from T = 0.0024
to 0.024, although the decrease is small for higher values in case B = 300. This
indicates that close-to-optimal performance is achieved. On the contrary, the
giveaway decrease for B = 350 for higher values of T is still significant. Even when
going from T = 0.24 to 2.4, the giveaway decrease is still around 0.5 grams per
batch for K = 4, 8 and 16. In conclusion, investing in more computation power or a
more efficient algorithm implementation are options worth exploring, particularly
if giveaway is relatively high.
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Figure 4.14: Giveaway per batch for various computation times and bins for B = 350

4.6.2.4 Buffer size

Next, we study the impact of the buffer size on giveaway performance. In practice,
buffer sizes are typically in the order of magnitude of H = 100. In this section this
value is set to H = {25, 50, . . . , 150} to investigate the effect on the giveaway. In
addition, the number of bins is set to K = {2, 4, 8, 16}, the target weight is set to
B = {300, 350}, and the computation time is set to T = {0.24, 12}. The results of
the experiments where B = 300 and B = 350 are presented in Tables 4.5 and 4.6,
respectively. The lowest giveaway per setting is depicted in bold.

There are a number of observations to make. Firstly, the more computation time,
the lower the giveaway in almost all cases. More importantly, the longer the
available computation time, the lower the lowest achieved giveaway per bin size K.
Compared to the lowest giveaway achieved using T = 0.24, the minimal giveaway
is lower for T = 12. Reductions of up to 0.19 and 0.53 grams are realized for
B = 300 and B = 350, respectively. Secondly, the performance for K = 2 is
nearly unaffected by H for both target weights, indicating that HGA is able to
find good solutions even at low values of H. However, the impact of increasing H
is more pronounced for higher values of K, where higher values of H yield better
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Table 4.5: Average giveaway ḡ for B = 300 for various products in the buffer, number of
bins, and calculation time.

K = 2 K = 4 K = 8 K = 16

H T = 0.24 T = 12 T = 0.24 T = 12 T = 0.24 T = 12 T = 0.24 T = 12

25 12.80 12.77 3.16 2.97 1.52 1.55 1.22 1.27

50 12.80 12.77 3.26 2.96 1.40 1.34 1.06 1.05

75 12.77 12.77 3.36 3.08 1.36 1.28 0.97 1.01

100 12.77 12.77 3.55 3.14 1.38 1.29 1.02 0.91
125 12.77 12.77 3.59 3.16 1.47 1.25 1.01 0.93

150 12.80 12.77 3.65 3.22 1.50 1.29 1.07 0.94

Table 4.6: Average giveaway ḡ for B = 350 for various products in the buffer, number of
bins, and calculation time.

K = 2 K = 4 K = 8 K = 16

H T = 0.24 T = 12 T = 0.24 T = 12 T = 0.24 T = 12 T = 0.24 T = 12

25 22.81 22.77 15.45 15.19 14.52 14.46 14.56 14.25

50 22.73 22.77 14.80 14.38 13.87 13.71 13.88 13.67

75 22.77 22.73 14.91 14.37 13.72 13.49 13.83 13.49

100 22.77 22.73 15.11 14.51 13.74 13.48 13.77 13.30

125 22.80 22.77 15.33 14.55 13.80 13.47 13.86 13.24
150 22.77 22.73 15.44 14.59 13.94 13.58 13.82 13.26

performance up to a point, after which the performance decreases again. This point
is reached later, the higher the value of K and T. This behavior is explained by
considering the size of the solution space, which grows strongly in both H and K.
When the number of possible solutions grows too large, HGA is not able to explore
the solution space efficiently anymore, decreasing the probability of finding a good
solution. Moreover, when H and K increase, LS requires more computational effort
to update. In conclusion, the solution space grows rapidly in the buffer size and
number of bins, while the number of generations per second computation time
goes down. From a certain point onward these effects begin to dominate, resulting
in diminishing performance.

Two important practical insights can be drawn from this experiment. Firstly, the
performance does not necessarily increase with larger buffer sizes H, such that it
is wise to limit the buffer size in order to achieve the best performance. Secondly,
the sensitivity of the giveaway to H is relatively limited. In practice this means that
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the footprint of the batcher can be limited by using H = 75, 50 or even H = 25,
depending on the number of bins and the cost of increasing the footprint.

4.6.2.5 Local search

In Section 4.5.1 the HGA parameters have been tuned. This included the LS
smoothing factor β in Equation (4.16). Next, we aim to show the impact of using LA
to update the probabilities of selecting LS methods. In addition, the performance
of each LS method is recorded and summarized.

In Section 4.4.7 we outlined the elements in each local search method: the batch
selection strategy, the allocation strategy, and the acceptance strategy. This yields a
total of 12 LS methods as outlined in Table 4.1. Next, we study the performance of
these methods using the target weights B = 300 and B = 350, and use the tuned
HGA settings (see Table 4.3). The fitness improvement per call, computation time
per call, fitness per time, and average probability of selecting LS method y ∈ Y ,
Py,n, over all processed items are reported in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.

Table 4.7: Average fitness improvement per call, average computational time per call,
average fitness improvement per time, and average selection probability per LS method
for B = 300.

LS1 LS2 LS3

RA AD RA AD RA AD

Fitness improvement
per call

Random 0.50 1.73 1.22 3.50 0.41 1.58

Roulette 1.11 3.51 2.60 6.60 1.01 3.55

Computation time
per call (ns)

Random 803 4387 2286 12036 803 4280

Roulette 1334 4840 2530 11294 1332 4764

Fitness per time
(×1000ns)

Random 0.62 0.39 0.54 0.29 0.50 0.37

Roulette 0.83 0.72 0.103 0.59 0.76 0.75

Average Py,n
Random 0.081 0.054 0.070 0.040 0.066 0.050

Roulette 0.112 0.100 0.140 0.081 0.102 0.103

Both tables indicate similar LS performance. Random batch selection yields less
fitness per call compared to roulette. This is partially compensated by the lower
computation time per random batch selection call. However, in case B = 300,
all roulette batch selection strategies outperform the random strategies in fitness
per computation time and selection probabilities. Interestingly, for B = 350 these
values are much closer and the random strategy outperforms roulette in some cases.
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Table 4.8: Average fitness improvement per call, average computational time per call,
average fitness improvement per time, and average selection probability per LS method
for B = 350.

LS1 LS2 LS3

RA AD RA AD RA AD

Fitness improvement
per call

Random 0.51 1.74 1.35 3.32 0.40 1.77

Roulette 0.71 2.40 1.71 4.11 0.55 2.37

Computation time
per call (ns)

Random 758 4056 2506 13259 766 4058

Roulette 1311 4170 2530 10750 1308 4163

Fitness per time
(×1000ns)

Random 0.67 0.43 0.54 0.25 0.53 0.44

Roulette 0.54 0.58 0.68 0.38 0.42 0.57

Average Py,n
Random 0.110 0.072 0.090 0.042 0.086 0.073

Roulette 0.091 0.097 0.113 0.064 0.070 0.095

Similar behavior is observed when RA and AD are used, where RA is up to six
times faster than AD, while AD yields up to five times more fitness per call. As a
result, RA outperforms AD in all cases for B = 300, while this strongly depends
on the combination of batch selection and acceptance strategy in case B = 350.
Finally, the average selection probability per method ranges from 0.04 to 0.14 over
all methods, with no single LS method clearly dominating the rest. We conclude
that LA is effective in discriminating the effectiveness of LS methods, but that all
methods contribute to the overall performance of HGA. The impact of LA is further
studied by comparing the performance of HGA with, and without the updating of
LS probabilities. The results are shown in Table 4.9 where the probability of each of
the twelve methods is fixed at 1/12 in case without LA.

Table 4.9: Average giveaway per batch ḡ and 95% CI in grams with, and without learning
automaton.

B Without LA With LA

300 1.956 ±0.162 1.399±0.167

350 13.846 ±0.302 13.690±0.343

Table 4.9 confirms that LA has a significant impact on performance, with giveaway
reductions of 0.657 and 0.156 grams for B = 300 and B = 350, respectively.
Interestingly, the giveaway reduction is highest for B = 300, indicating that the
performance is more sensitive to the used LS methods. This result is corroborated
by the average fitness per time in Table 4.7, which shows values above those of the
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B = 350 case for almost all methods.

4.6.3 Target throughput

Previously we considered the setting where all products are accepted. Next, we
consider settings with target throughputs such that products need to be rejected
to obtain the desired throughput. The aim of this section is to investigate the
sensitivity of the giveaway to the weighting parameter α and target weight B.

The giveaway weighting is set to α = {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9, 0.91, . . . , 0.99}. In addition,
we test the performance of HGA for target throughputs w̄q = {0.7, 0.8, 0.9} using
target weights B = 300 and 350, as shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, respectively. For
convenience, the fraction of giveaway w̄g

N and throughput deviation as a fraction
of the total weight ∆̄(N) after having produced all batches are denoted as w̄b, ∆̄,
respectively.

For both target weights and all values of α, HGA is able to achieve lower giveaway
when the target throughput is lower as well. This is caused by allowing more
rejections, permitting HGA to be more critical of allocated item weights. Most
importantly, HGA is indeed able to effectively identify and reject undesirable
items, thus reducing the giveaway. In case B = 300, the giveaway is very low
overall. Even for α = 0.1, the giveaway remains below 0.5% of the total weight
processed. Consequently, HGA is able to achieve minimal throughput deviations,
staying below 0.005% of the total processed weight. Similar behavior is observed
for B = 350 with lower levels of α. However, for values above α = 0.8, HGA reaches
significant levels of throughput deviations, yielding values of nearly 35% of the total
weight at α = 0.99. This result indicates that there is an upper limit to the emphasis
that can be put on giveaway before throughput deviations become significant.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 indicate that high values of α yield low giveaway and low
throughput deviation as long as the weighting stays below α = 0.8. In the final
experiment of this section we set α = 0.75, w̄q = {0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, and vary the target
weight as B = {200, 250, . . . , 600}. In addition, we display the performance of HGA
without rejection as Baseline in the giveaway graph. The aim of the experiment is to
illustrate the performance of HGA when using a fixed α. A fixed value is desirable
in practice as no tuning is necessary. The results of this experiment can be found in
Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.15: Fraction of giveaway and throughput deviation for B = 300 and various
target throughputs

Figure 4.17 shows indeed that from B = 300 onwards, the throughput deviation
is negligible. However, at target weight B = 250 there is a significant throughput
deviation for w̄q = 0.8 and 0.9, indicating that α is chosen too high for this target
weight. For this setting it would be interesting to tune α further. However, B = 250
is the only target weight with throughput deviation. Hence, HGA is capable of
performing well under a wide range of target weights and target throughputs using
a fixed α.

The above experiments result in the following recommendations for practitioners.
The number of bins K = 8 suffices, as higher values yield little giveaway reduction
in any setting. The buffer size can be kept small, where H = 50 will yield close to
the best performance in most settings. This value is smaller than what is typically
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Figure 4.16: Fraction of giveaway and throughput deviation for B = 350 and various
target throughputs

used in practice, meaning that the footprint of the buffer can be reduced without
performance reduction. It may be worth investing in additional computation power
or a more efficient implementation. Finally, the results of applying HGA in a case
study will be presented in Section 4.7.

4.7. Case Study

To illustrate the use of our proposed models, we present a case study from our
industry partner. We use real data from a batcher provided to us by a large
German poultry processing plant to assess HGA performance in practice. As a
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Figure 4.17: Fraction of giveaway and throughput deviation for various B and α = 0.75

benchmark to assess HGA performance, we use the custom-tailored algorithm that
is currently used by the batcher. The data spans several customer orders that have
been produced on different days, but by the same batcher. The batcher has been
manufactured by our industry partner and utilizes a custom-tailored algorithm,
which we cannot disclose due to confidentiality reasons. For similar reasons, we
only report the relative performance gain of HGA compared to current practice.

We gathered data from 9 customer orders (COs), where the traces of weight from
the processed items were recorded and used as input for the simulation study. The
inter-arrival time between products was T = 0.2246 seconds, which is lower than
the previously reported T = 0.24 seconds as some time was reserved for relaying
allocation decisions to the batcher. The moving buffer contained 160 products at
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any time, while information from only the first H = 75 products is used by HGA.
The motivation for using a reduced buffer size was presented in Section 4.6.2.4,
where it was shown that the best performance is achieved using H = 75. A total
number of K = 9 bins was used by the batcher. For HGA the fitness weighting is set
to α = 0.75, as all target weight to mean item weight ratios B/µ exceeded 3. Indeed,
in Section 4.6.3 we showed the throughput deviation was minimal for α = 0.75 and
B/µ ratios above 3.

In Table 4.10 the performance of current practice and the performance of HGA
are compared. Specifically, we report the percentage reduction in giveaway per
batch ḡ%, percentage reduction in target throughput deviation ∆̄%, and percentage
capacity gain of HGA compared to current practice C%. Here, capacity gain
represents the percentage of capacity needed less to produce the same orders
compared to current practice. In addition, the production setting for each customer
order is shown, where we note the ratio of target weight to mean product weight
B/µ, coefficient of variation of product weights CV = σ/µ, and target throughput
as a percentage of the total weight w̄q%.

Table 4.10: Performance comparison between current practice and HGA.

Setting Comparison

CO B/µ CV w̄q% ḡ% ∆̄% C%

1 3.50 0.22 39.98 87.31 99.94 1.29

2 3.02 0.17 29.59 92.96 98.16 3.45

3 3.72 0.26 41.58 77.54 99.94 0.61

4 3.32 0.21 30.99 96.20 99.72 4.51

5 3.23 0.19 29.72 79.68 99.87 0.98

6 3.13 0.22 29.83 83.56 99.62 1.18

7 3.13 0.20 31.64 92.29 99.93 2.73

8 3.17 0.19 35.07 70.93 99.71 0.47

9 4.61 0.17 62.41 64.76 99.93 1.01

Overall: 89.17 99.89 1.84

The problem settings show that most of the settings chosen in the previous
simulation studies are representative of practice. In particular, the ratios B/µ are
close to 3 or 3.5 in most cases, corresponding to B = 300 and 350 target weights
in the experiments with standardized weight distribution. Moreover, K = 9 in all
settings which yields comparable results to K = 8. However, two settings stand out,
as the values for the target throughput w̄q% are low and mostly between 30% to
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40%, and the values for CV are higher than previously assumed, ranging from 0.17
to 0.26. This is possibly caused by flock outliers, making use of multiple flocks, or
upstream processes influencing the weight distribution. Figure 4.12 indicates that
the giveaway is lower on average for σ higher than the otherwise assumed value of
0.15.

For the considered customer orders, HGA is able to drastically reduce the giveaway,
with reductions ranging from 64.76% to 96.20%. Moreover, even more impressive
reductions are achieved for the target throughput, with reductions ranging from
98.16% to 99.94%. These results are a strong indication that HGA improves
over current practice with regard to both objectives. The overall performance
improvements are 89.17% and 99.89% for the giveaway and throughput deviation,
respectively. We also report the impact on the capacity necessary to produce the
orders, which is 0.47% to 4.51% lower for HGA. Overall, 1.84% capacity is freed up,
indicating that significantly more batches can be produced using HGA over current
practice, while operating under the same circumstances. By utilizing HGA on other
batchers in the same plant and utilizing the method in other plants, the cumulative
cost reduction achieved by using HGA is potentially much greater. Moreover,
accurately achieving the target throughput yields benefits such as reduced order
tardiness and increased trust of operators and planners in the system. In practice,
the former permits tighter schedules, while the latter means that time-buffering
against uncertainty in the due dates is no longer necessary. While the impact of
both of these benefits are hard to quantify, practitioners will almost certainly see
improvements beyond the reported cost reduction alone.

4.8. Conclusion

In this chapter, we modeled batchers with lookahead, utilized by the poultry
processing industry. The batcher produces batches for customers by processing
items delivered via a high-speed conveyor. These batches are then sold as fixed-
weight batches to retail customers. Retailers pay a fixed price per batch and require
a given minimum weight per batch, leading to giveaway if the minimum weight
is exceeded. At the same time, retailers impose a throughput on the plant. The
batcher is tasked with allocating items to one of its bins or rejecting items, while
adhering to the imposed throughput and minimizing giveaway at the same time.
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Moreover, the available computation time per allocated item is limited due to the
high capacity of the conveyor. These factors lead to a challenging online, time-
constrained, bi-objective decision problem.

In order to tackle this challenging decision problem, we developed a hybrid
genetic algorithm. We equipped this algorithm with various efficient local search
methods to effectively explore the solution space in order to cope with our time-
constrained setting. Moreover, by utilizing a bi-objective function, we incorporated
both the giveaway and throughput objectives. The objective function was further
enhanced by including a giveaway prediction function, which was shown to lead
to giveaway reduction in the numerical experiments. In particular, HGA with
giveaway prediction was shown to be competitive with complete enumeration
approaches and other heuristics in small-scale problems. We further studied HGA
in a sensitivity analysis. This analysis led to important insights for practitioners,
illustrating that more than K = 8 bins or a moving buffer size of over H = 50 did not
lead to significant performance enhancements. Interestingly, increased variance of
the item weight distribution yielded less giveaway, even reaching near-zero values
for sufficiently high target weights. Finally, we provided an industry case study
where HGA was compared to the current practice. Using HGA, we achieved
significant giveaway reduction while reaching a negligible throughput deviation
compared to the current practice.

The work presented in this chapter can be extended in a number of ways. Primarily,
real-wold implementation of the developed algorithm will be an important avenue
for future work. Secondly, modifying and applying HGA to other online packing
problems may be an interesting research direction. Finally, the proposed framework
can be further enhanced through machine learning techniques that are capable of
learning advanced allocation policies.



5
Production Scheduling of Poultry

Product Batchers

5.1. Introduction

The poultry meat market comprised a yearly global consumption of 1.22 · 108

kilograms in 2018, and is forecasted to have grown 15% to 1.40 · 108 kilograms
by 2028 (OECD, 2017). Due to this growth, poultry processing plants experience
increasing demand and throughput requirements. As a consequence, it is critical
for plants to improve their efficiency in order to address these developments. In
this chapter,1 we consider a poultry processing plant that supplies poultry meat
products to retailers. Farmers deliver flocks of broilers to the plant, where they
are processed to finished products (e.g. fillets, legs, or wings). Each flock has a
different distribution of broiler weights, caused by various factors including age,
disease, feed, breed, and weather. The processing plant transforms these flocks into
the finished products that have been ordered by their retail customers. Typically,
retail customers order batches of products with a fixed “target weight”, for which
the plant is paid a fixed price and which must be delivered by a given due date.
However, retailers require that each batch contains at least the target weight, such

1This chapter has been adapted from Peeters et al. (2020)
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that any weight over the target adds no value for the plant. The amount of weight
surpassing the target weight is known as “giveaway”. The machines used to
produce these batches are called batchers, and an example of such a batcher is a
grader as shown in Figure 5.1a.

(a) Grader

Conveyor

Bins

Weighing

(b) Schematic overview

Figure 5.1: Grader as an example of a batcher and its schematic overview

Products such as fillets are delivered to the grader on a conveyor as shown in Figure
5.1b. Graders are used to process orders from customers. Each grader a number of
bins available to store unfinished batches with a certain target weight, and bins may
already contain products. The arriving product is weighed, after which the product
is allocated to a bin. As soon as the target weight of a batch has been reached, the
grader empties the bin, which may yield giveaway.

Plants receive orders from different customers, and customers may order batches
with multiple different target weights. Each order of batches with the same target
weight is treated as a single job, each job has a corresponding due date, and each
job is produced entirely on a single batcher without interruptions. The moment a
job is initiated is referred to as its starting time. The goal of the plant is to complete
all jobs before their due date, while simultaneously minimizing the sum of the
giveaway generated in producing those jobs. In practice, meeting due dates is a real
challenge and sometimes has hefty fines attached when violated. Moreover, plants
have no real way of incorporating giveaway performance due to lack of advanced
planning models. In fact, planners already struggle to find suitable schedules if the
focus lies solely on tardiness. As such, the scheduling of jobs by Earliest Due Date
(EDD) is representative of current practice. In this chapter, we model this setting
as a scheduling problem where the aim is to minimize the sum of both tardiness
and giveaway in producing all jobs, which will be referred to as the cumulative
tardiness and cumulative giveaway, respectively. The solution to this problem is a
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schedule that comprises the sequence of the jobs produced per batcher.

Our scheduling problem has salient features that are different from the existing
literature, and these features lead to unique challenges in practice. 1) Starting time-
dependent giveaway. The expected average giveaway per batch strongly depends on
the combination of flock weight distribution and target weight (Ásgeirsson, 2014).
As a consequence, the giveaway generated in producing a job depends on the
items used. Since the order of arrival of flocks is fixed, the cumulative giveaway
becomes a function of the time the job was started. 2) Starting time-dependent
processing times. The processing time of a job depends on three parameters. Firstly,
the higher the target weight and the more batches an order contains, the longer
it will take to complete the job. Secondly, the more giveaway is generated, the
more weight needs to be allocated to the job, and the longer it will take to finish
that job. Thirdly, the lighter the product allocated to the job, the longer it will
take to finish. Since the products used in a job depend on the time the job
was started and determine the generated giveaway, we may conclude that the
processing time of a job is also a function of its starting time. 3) Starting time-
dependent tardiness. The tardiness of a job is obtained by adding its processing time
to its starting time to obtain its completion time, and determining whether this
completion time violates its due date. Since jobs have time-dependent processing
times, the tardiness becomes similarly time-dependent. In conclusion, inspired by
the common challenges in the poultry processing industry, our problem setting
comprises the scheduling of jobs with giveaway, processing times, and tardiness
that depend on the starting time of the job. Since the dependence on starting time
is the only dependency considered, these properties will be simply be referred to
as time-dependent giveaway, processing times, and tardiness, respectively.

Time-dependent giveaway, processing times and tardiness have important
implications for the complexity of the scheduling problem. Firstly, it is well-known
that minimizing the tardiness for a single-machine scheduling problem is NP-hard,
and computationally infeasible to optimally solve for practical problems (Du and
Leung, 1990). Secondly, unlike standard scheduling problems, we are dealing with
time-dependent tardiness as well as giveaway. In order to obtain the tardiness in
our setting, we must also obtain time-dependent processing times, which are not
trivial to model or derive. Finally, both the giveaway and tardiness objectives must
be minimized, and may be conflicting. Consequently, a trade-off between these
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objectives needs to be considered when making scheduling decisions in practice.
The above features lead to a complex production planning problem that has not
yet been addressed to satisfaction in literature (see Section 5.2 for details). To the
best of our knowledge, this study is the first to address a scheduling problem with
time-dependent giveaway, processing times and tardiness.

To address the production scheduling of the batching process in a poultry
processing plant, we make the following contributions. First, we integrate batcher
behavior in a model of the system by incorporating long-term average giveaway
per batch. Based on the model, time-dependent processing times, giveaway, and
tardiness values are derived. We present a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP)
formulation, before introducing a Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA) to solve the
scheduling problem. MILP and HGA utilize objective functions that trade off
giveaway and tardiness. HGA is also equipped with several local search methods,
aimed at improving the performance of the underlying Genetic Algorithm (GA).
As we are the first to study this problem, we also devise a method for generating
problem instances.

In order to create credibility for the developed methods, we execute a numerical
study to investigate the performance of MILP and HGA in different settings. Firstly,
utilizing small-scale problems, MILP, HGA, and underlying Genetic Algorithm
(GA) are compared. We show that MILP does not scale with problem size in
terms of solution time and performance, while HGA outperforms both other
methods. The performance of HGA persists in a large-scale experiment, where
HGA is shown to consistently outperform GA, EDD, and Least Giveaway First
(LGF) for any number of jobs, machines, or objective weighting. HGA outperforms
EDD significantly, which is particularly relevant as EDD is representative of the
scheduling method used in practice. The results also indicate that HGA scales well
in the problem size, maintaining comparable performance gaps to other methods
across problems of different size. Finally, we present a case study from our industry
partner to demonstrate the use of the developed models in practice, and generate
managerial insights. We show that HGA outperforms current practice (EDD). The
gap observed in the case study indicates that over 2 million Euro cost savings (per
year, per plant) could be achieved in practice by simply optimizing the production
schedules.

Managing production scheduling is important for practitioners, as poor planning
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leads to increased giveaway and tardiness. Increased giveaway can significantly
reduce an already small profit margin, while increased tardiness leads to higher
penalties for late deliveries to distribution centers. Moreover, the poultry industry
is large and growing, such that small improvements already lead to significant
increases in revenue. In this chapter we aim to tackle this important problem in
the poultry processing industry by modeling the setting and developing solution
methods that work in practice. Our contributions are organized as follows.
Section 5.2 discusses related work, and the problem definition and model of the
problem are introduced in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4 HGA and its parameters are
introduced. Section 5.5 outlines the problem generation procedure, and tuning of
HGA parameters. The results of the conducted numerical experiments and case
study are presented in Section 5.6. The chapter is finalized with conclusions and
directions for future work in Section 5.7.

5.2. Literature

Scheduling problems have been studied extensively in literature. One or more
objectives such as completion time, tardiness or lateness may be incorporated, and
jobs may be scheduled on one or more machines. The problem setting may include
properties such as batching, setups or processing times with dependencies. Papers
that introduce novel solution methods typically benchmark against other state-of-
the-art methods, or against traditional heuristics such as the earliest due date (EDD)
or shortest processing time (SPT) scheduling rules.

In this chapter we consider jobs with time-dependent processing times. Two
main streams include processing times with deterioration or learning effects,
where processing times are non-increasing or non-decreasing functions of time
respectively. Much of this research has focused on the complexity bounds of
different scheduling problems as outlined in Cheng et al. (2004), where many
variations are shown to be NP-complete. Papers in this line of research have
mentioned the repayment of multiple loans (Gupta et al., 1987), the impact of
maintenance on processing times (Mosheiov, 1994), medical procedures (Wu et al.,
2014; Zhang et al., 2015b), and optimization in the car industry (Jaehn and Sedding,
2016) as examples of applications. However, none consider general non-linear time-
dependent processing times as is the case in our setting.
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Some papers consider a combination of deteriorating and learning effects, resulting
in processing times that are convex (concave) functions of time. These include
Azadeh et al. (2017) who minimize the tardiness using a single machine, Sedding
and Jaehn (2014) who minimize the completion time on a single machine, and
Farahani and Hosseini (2013) who minimize the cumulative processing time on
a single machine. The aforementioned studies are restricted to convex or concave
functions of time, while we consider time-dependent processing times in a more
general sense. Note also that existing work studying problems with time-dependent
processing times focus primarily on theoretical settings, whereas time-dependent
scheduling research applied to problems in practice are rare at best. That is, we
have not been able to find papers that study related problems using industry data.

The complexity of scheduling problems depends on the objectives, constraints,
and number of machines considered. For instance, Smith (1956) shows that the
SPT rule is optimal for the single machine scheduling problem with completion
time objective, while single-machine scheduling problems for the total tardiness
objective are known to be NP-hard (Du and Leung, 1990). Similarly, many variations
of scheduling problems with time-dependent processing times are NP-complete
(Cheng et al., 2004). Multiple objectives also add to the intricacy of the setting.
In such cases it is often necessary to employ approximate methods to deal with
large problem instances. Metaheuristics have been a popular approach to deal with
such cases. For example, for single machine scheduling problems, Murata et al.
(1996b) develop GA for a problem with makespan and total tardiness objectives,
and Joo and Soo Kim (2013) use GA to solve scheduling problems with time-
dependent deterioration and makespan minimization as objectives. Kim and Kim
(1996) compare simulated annealing (SA) to GA and conclude that SA slightly
outperforms GA for a production scheduling problem with the weighted sum of
earliness and tardiness objectives. Sadegheih (2006) conclude that GA outperforms
SA in a flow shop scheduling problem with time-dependent processing times
minimizing the makespan. Choobineh et al. (2006) use tabu search (TS) to solve
a multi-objective single machine scheduling problem with sequence-dependent
setup times minimizing the total tardiness, number of tardy jobs and makespan.
Stecco et al. (2009) introduce a TS-based heuristic for a single machine production
scheduling problem with sequence-dependent and time-dependent setup times,
with the objective of minimizing the setup time. While the aforementioned research
does not consider time-dependent processing times that are comparable to our case,
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the use of metaheuristics yields promising results.

Combinations of algorithms are also frequently applied. Such hybrid algorithms
aim to combine the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches. Murata
et al. (1996a) compare GA to local search (LS), TS and SA and conclude that
GA is initially outperformed in a flow shop scheduling problem minimizing the
makespan. However, they show that two HGAs utilizing LS and SA perform best
in this setting. Ruiz et al. (2006) implement HGA with local search for the flowshop
scheduling problem with makespan objective, which is shown to outperform
several other state-of-the-art (meta)heuristics. Ishibuchi and Murata (1998) use
HGA equipped with local search on a flow shop scheduling problem minimizing
makespan, total tardiness and total flow time, and outperform two other GA
variations. In the context of algorithms with multiple local search operators we also
highlight the following publication. Ropke and Pisinger (2006) introduce adaptive
large neighborhood search heuristics for a vehicle routing problem. The probability
of selecting a search method is updated according to its performance. The choice
of reaction factor determines the level of focus on recent or past performance. The
above results indicate that hybridization is likely to improve the performance of
metaheuristics.

A number of studies consider the batching process in the poultry processing
industry. Ásgeirsson (2014) introduces algorithms for controlling individual
graders. The author classifies the problem as an online K-bounded bin-covering
problem, as products arrive one-by-one, there are K bins available for storing partial
batches, and the goal is to fill batches with some given target weight at minimum.
He introduces several algorithms for this problem, which utilize a prospect function
that is used to predict giveaway. Peeters et al. (2019) study a similar setting, but
include a target throughput. They introduce an index policy with power function
(IPP) to minimize giveaway, which has similarities to algorithms introduced by
Ásgeirsson (2014). Peeters et al. (2017) study a setting with multiple graders in
parallel, but do so from a production control rather than a scheduling point of
view.

We conclude that different algorithms for controlling one or more poultry product
batchers in parallel have been developed, which can be used to minimize giveaway.
However, there is a research gap as no papers consider this problem from a planning
point of view. In terms of scheduling this means that several customer orders must
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be scheduled and produced, and both giveaway and tardiness must be minimized,
while the product weight distribution changes over time. Consequently, both the
arriving weight per time and giveaway per batch change, yielding time-dependent
processing times. Scheduling problems with time-dependent processing times have
been studied extensively, although no papers consider settings with general non-
linear processing times. Moreover, practical applications of such research are scarce
at best. A review of scheduling research has shown that metaheuristics provide
promising results for difficult scheduling problems. Specifically, HGAs equipped
with local search are frequently used and yield good performance in a wide variety
of settings, where adaptation of the local search selection probabilities depending
on their performance may improve performance.

In this chapter we aim to fill the previously outlined gap by introducing MILP
and HGA approaches to tackle the scheduling problem. In the following section
we formally define and model the problem setting, introduce a MILP formulation
for this problem, and introduce a method for rapidly evaluating schedules as an
alternative to MILP.

5.3. Model

This section introduces the model that describes the batching process. Firstly, the
notation related to the planning problem is given. Secondly, an objective function
for this problem is proposed, before describing a method for quickly evaluating
schedules.

5.3.1 Problem Definition

We consider the problem of scheduling J jobs on M identical batchers. The set
of jobs is denoted by J = {1, . . . , J} and the set of batchers is denoted by M =

{1, . . . , M}. Jobs are produced using products from L different flocks, where the
set of flocks is denoted by L = {1, . . . , L}. Products from each flock are supplied
at a constant rate, spread evenly over the batchers, and each batcher processes Nl

products from each flock l ∈ L. Consequently, a total of Ntot = M ∑l∈L Nl products
are available for processing.
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Product weights of a flock l ∈ L are assumed to be Normally distributed with mean
µl and standard deviation σl . The order of arrival of flocks is fixed, the time the first
product of flock l is processed by a batcher is denoted by tstart

l , and the time the last
product of flock l is processed by a batcher is denoted by tend

l . A job j ∈ J has an
associated target weight Bj and quantity of batches Qj that must be completed by
due date Dj. Missing this due date will result in the job being tardy.

In this chapter it is assumed that: (1) any job can be produced from the start,
(2) setup times are negligible, (3) each batcher can only produce one job at the
same time, (4) jobs cannot be divided between machines, (5) jobs cannot be divided
over time, (6) gaps between subsequent jobs are not permitted, and (7) surplus
products left after all jobs are finished are utilized by other production processes
in the plant, which are beyond the scope of this work. Assumption (1) is fair, as
information on customer orders is available when a schedule is made. In practice,
assumption (2) holds within reason. Specifically, setups are usually very small
compared to the processing times, and can already be performed while another job
is processed. Assumption (3) follows from batcher restrictions. Assumptions (4)–
(6) are requirement from processing plants as unnecessary delays are unwanted.
Finally, assumption (7) holds true in practice. As fixed-weight batches produced for
retailers have the most value for plants, they are produced with the highest priority.
Thus, the focus of this chapter on the scheduling of the batching process is justified.

Each batcher has a capacity of C products per second, such that the total capacity
of the M identical batchers is Ctot = C · M. The arrival process to the batchers
is modeled as follows. One product arrives at each batcher every 1/C seconds,
such that M products are processed by the batchers concurrently. Consequently,
the system of batchers can be modeled as a discrete-time system, where products
arrive at times T = {1/C, 2/C, . . . , (Ntot/M)/C}, where we assume that Ntot/M
is integer. The long-term average giveaway per batch if batch size Bj is produced
using flock l is denoted by gjl . Additionally, we define qjl to be the expected number
of batches in job j ∈ J produced with a single product from flock l:

qjl =
µl

Bj + gjl
. (5.1)

Here, Bj + gjl denotes the expected weight required to complete a batch of job j
using products from flock l. The expression qjl gjl is the expected giveaway from
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a single product. Next, suppose the starting time Sj of a job and the number of
products from flock l used by job j, Njl for all j ∈ J and all l ∈ L are known. Then
we can find the total expected giveaway as ∑j∈J ∑l∈L Njlqjl gjl . Additionally, the
completion time of a job can be calculated via Cj = Sj +

1
C ∑l∈L Njl . Finally, the

tardiness can be obtained using Tj = max{(Cj − Dj), 0}. Next, a mathematical
model is introduced that solves the above problem formulation by finding the
schedule that simultaneously minimizes tardiness and giveaway.

5.3.2 Mathematical Model

In this section, we formulate a mathematical model for the problem described in
Section 5.3.1. We define both the objective function, and the constraints necessary to
find the optimal schedule. To facilitate the mathematical model, we first introduce
the following variables.

xjl equals 1 if Njl > 0, and 0 otherwise

ys
jl equals 1 if flock l ends after job j starts, and 0 otherwise

ye
jl equals 1 if flock l starts before job j ends, and 0 otherwise

zjm equals 1 if job j is processed on machine m, and 0 otherwise

βij equals 1 if job i precedes job j on a same machine, and 0 otherwise

λjm equals 1 if job j is the last in machine m, and 0 otherwise

Cmax
m completion time of the last job on machine m

The problem introduced in Section 5.3.1 can be formulated as a MILP. Since
both the giveaway and tardiness are important performance measures, the goal
is to minimize both objectives simultaneously. Note that these objectives may be
conflicting and must therefore be balanced in some manner. One option to achieve
such combined minimization is to weigh the measures in a combined objective
function, using the weight factor ω. Unfortunately, these quantities have different
units (time versus weight), can have different orders of magnitude, and strongly
differ per problem setting. In practice, the value of products per weight is known
to the processing plant. However, the cost of being tardy depends on the penalty
retailers impose on processing plants. In our proposed formulation we allow the
user to select the desired weighing ω, resulting in the following objective function
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for the mathematical model.

min ∑
j∈J

∑
l∈L

Njlqjl gjl + ω ∑
j∈J

Tj (5.2)

The first term in the objective function (5.2) represents the total giveaway of a
schedule, and the second term represents the weighted total tardiness. Here, the
total tardiness is weighted by the factor ω that represents the relative cost of one
unit of giveaway to one unit of tardiness. The tardiness of each job is determined
by Constraints (5.3) and (5.4).

Tj ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ J , (5.3)

Tj ≥ Cj − Dj, ∀j ∈ J . (5.4)

Constraints (5.5) and (5.6) determine whether flock l ends before or after job j starts
respectively, where O is an arbitrarily large number. Similarly, Constraints (5.7) and
(5.8) determine whether flock l starts after or before job j ends, respectively. The
assignment of flock l to job j is defined by Constraints (5.9) through (5.11).

Sj + Oys
jl ≥ tend

l , ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, (5.5)

Sj −O(1− ys
jl) ≤ tend

l , ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, (5.6)

Cj −Oye
jl ≤ tstart

l , ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, (5.7)

Cj + O(1− ye
jl) ≥ tstart

l , ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, (5.8)

xjl ≥ ys
jl + ye

jl − 1, ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, (5.9)

xjl ≤ ys
jl , ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, (5.10)

xjl ≤ ye
jl , ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L. (5.11)

Next, consider the example schedule presented in Figure 5.2, where six jobs are
scheduled on two machines processing four flocks. Each bar represents one
machine and each shaded area represents a different flock. Specifically, we use
job 3 as an example to illustrate the above constraints.

• Flock 1 ends before job 3 starts (ys
31 = 0) and flock 1 starts before job 3 ends

(y3
31 = 1), so x31 = 0.

• Flock 2 ends after job 3 starts (ys
32 = 1) and flock 2 starts before job 3 ends
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(ye
32 = 1), so x32 = 1.

• Flock 3 ends after job 3 starts (ys
33 = 1) and flock 3 starts before job 3 ends

(ye
33 = 1), so x33 = 1.

• Flock 4 ends after job 3 starts (ys
43 = 1) and flock 4 starts after job 3 ends

(ye
43 = 0), so x43 = 0.

Machine 1

Machine 2

2

S2 C2

4

S4 C4

5

S5 C5

1

S1 C1

3

S3 C3

6

S6 C6

tstart1
Timetstart2 tstart3 tstart4 tend4

Figure 5.2: Gantt chart illustrating a feasible schedule

Next, Constraints (5.12) through (5.15) determine the number of products Njl from
flock l allocated to job j. The four constraints represent four cases, and Njl is the
minimum of those. First, if flock l is not used for job j (xjl = 0), Constraint (5.12) is
active and thus Njl = 0. Otherwise, if the starting and ending times of flock l are
within the duration of job j (i.e. the whole flock l is used for job j), Njl is defined by
Constraint (5.13). When only a part of flock l is used for job j, the third and fourth
cases occur. If job j starts after flock l starts, job j uses a part of flock l from the
time job j starts until the time flock l ends and thus Njl is determined by Constraint
(5.14). If job j ends before flock l ends, job j uses a part of flock l from the time flock
l starts until the time job j ends and hence Njl is determined by Constraint (5.15).

Njl −Oxjl ≤ 0, ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, (5.12)

Njl −O(1− xjl) ≤ C(tend
l − tstart

l ), ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, (5.13)

Njl −O(1− xjl) ≤ C(tend
l − Sj), ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, (5.14)

Njl −O(1− xjl) ≤ C(Cj − tstart
l ), ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L. (5.15)

Constraint (5.16) ensures that there is no gap or stopping time when processing each
job. Constraints (5.17) and (5.18) ensure that the total number of batches produced
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for a job meets its required batch quantity.

Cj ≥ Sj +
1
C ∑

l∈L
Njl , ∀j ∈ J , (5.16)

∑
l∈L

Njlqjl ≥ Qj, ∀j ∈ J , (5.17)

∑
l∈L

Njlqjl ≤ Qj + 1, ∀j ∈ J . (5.18)

Constraint (5.19) guarantees that each job is processed on a single machine.
Constraints (5.20) and (5.21) are non-overlapping constraints which ensure
precedence relationships between jobs processed on a same machine.

∑
m∈M

zjm = 1, ∀j ∈ J , (5.19)

Sj + O(3− βij − zim − zjm) ≥ Ci, ∀i, j ∈ J , ∀m ∈ M, (5.20)

Si + O(2 + βij − zim − zjm) ≥ Cj, ∀i, j ∈ J , ∀m ∈ M. (5.21)

Constraint (5.22) determines whether a job is the last scheduled job on a machine.
Constraint (5.23) and (5.24) ensure that there is only a single last job per machine,
while Constraints (5.25) and (5.26) determine its completion time. Constraints (5.27)
and (5.28) guarantee that jobs are processed successively without any gap from the
beginning to the last job’s completion time per machine.

Cj + O(1− λjm) ≥ Ci, ∀i, j ∈ J , ∀m ∈ M, (5.22)

∑
j∈J

λjm = 1, ∀m ∈ M, (5.23)

λjm ≤ zjm, ∀j ∈ J , ∀m ∈ M, (5.24)

Cmax
m −O(1− λjm) ≤ Cj, ∀j ∈ J , ∀m ∈ M, (5.25)

Cmax
m + O(1− zjm) ≥ Cj, ∀j ∈ J , ∀m ∈ M, (5.26)

∑
j∈J

∑
l∈L

Njl ≥ C ∑
m∈M

Cmax
m , (5.27)

∑
j∈J

∑
l∈L

Njl ≤ C ∑
m∈M

Cmax
m + 1. (5.28)
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Lastly, Constraints (5.29) through (5.31) ensure valid domains for all variables.

Sj, Cj, Cmax
m ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ J , ∀m ∈ M, (5.29)

Njl ∈N0 , ∀j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, (5.30)

xjl , ys
jl , ye

jl , βij, zjm, λjm ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j ∈ J , ∀l ∈ L, ∀m ∈ M. (5.31)

This concludes the mathematical model formulation. As the presented scheduling
problem is complex, finding a good or even feasible schedule by solving the
above model may take long. In order to facilitate the evaluation of schedules, an
alternative approach for calculating the objective value is presented next.

5.3.3 Efficient Schedule Evaluation

In this section a method for efficiently evaluating schedules is presented. In practice,
the time that is available for creating or updating the production schedule may
be long (e.g. hours), yet limited. Moreover, since the problem is complex, it is
important to be able to evaluate different schedules fast in order to evaluate as
many candidate schedules as possible within the allotted time. Such manner of
efficient schedule evaluation is instrumental in the use of metaheuristics such as GA,
which is used in this chapter. These methods rely on rapid evaluations of candidate
solutions in order to efficiently explore the solution space. The objective of the
scheduling problem is to find a feasible schedule that minimizes both tardiness
and giveaway, for which we also need to determine the processing times. In the
following, the steps necessary to determine these values quickly are presented, by
explicitly modeling the problem using time-dependent properties.

In Section 5.3.1 the problem is defined, where we used µl and gjl to denote the mean
product weight in flock l, and the mean giveaway per batch if job j is produced using
flock l, respectively. Alternatively, the mean product weight µ(t) and giveaway per
batch gj(t) can be defined as a function of time:

µ(t) = µl , if tstart
l ≤ t ≤ tend

l for all l ∈ L, (5.32)

gj(t) = gjl , if tstart
l ≤ t ≤ tend

l for all j ∈ J and l ∈ L. (5.33)

Consequently, the expected fraction of a batch produced with the product arriving
at time t can be expressed as a function of time qj(t), yielding the following
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expression:

qj(t) =
µ(t)

Bj + gj(t)
. (5.34)

Assuming a constant capacity per batcher C, qj(t) is a measure of the processing
speed in batches per time unit as a function of time. Summing qj(t) over a period
of time will give the expected number of batches produced over this period. Given
starting time t of job j ∈ J , the processing time Pj(t) can be determined by finding
the first point in time at which enough batches are expected to have been produced
to complete the job. Formally, it can be stated that

Pj(t) = argmin
N

{
N

∑
n=0

qj (n/C + t)

∣∣∣∣∣ N

∑
n=0

qj (n/C + t) ≥ Qj

}
1
C

. (5.35)

That is, we determine the minimum amount of products needed to complete the
job, and divide by the capacity of a batcher to obtain the processing time. The time-
dependent properties of the problem can be illustrated by an example. Consider
three flocks with (µ1, µ2, µ3) = (150, 300, 250) and (N1, N2, N3) = (1000, 1000, 2000),
and two jobs with (B1, B2) = (600, 800), (g11, g12, g13) = (10, 20, 60), and
(g21, g22, g23) = (30, 100, 50). Using these values we can find qj(t) and Pj(t), which
are visualized in Figure 5.3.

t

q j
(t
)

tstart1 tstart2 tstart3

q1(t)
q2(t)

(a) Processing speeds of two jobs

t

P
j
(t
)

tstart1 tstart2 tstart3

P1(t)
P2(t)

(b) Processing times of two jobs

Figure 5.3: Example processing speed and time as a function of time for two jobs

The figures show that the processing speeds are constant within each flock, and the
processing times are discrete, piece-wise linear functions of time. When the entire
job can be produced with the remaining products from the flock, the processing
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time remains constant. However, when the flock has to be produced using a mix
of products from different flocks, the slope changes. Note that between the jobs
both the horizontal lines and slopes have different values, illustrating the time-
dependent property of the processing time, and corresponding difficulty of the
scheduling problem.

Unfortunately, the enumeration procedure for obtaining Pj(t) via Equation (5.35)
can be computationally expensive, especially if many jobs are considered, and the
calculations need to be performed for every potential starting time t. Instead,
suppose that a job started at some time t, that at some (possibly later) point in
time products of flock l are being processed, that there are N′l products of flock l
left, and Q′j batches of job j left to be produced. Producing the remaining Q′j batches
with flock l would require the following number of products from that flock:

N′jl =

⌈
Q′j
qjl

⌉
. (5.36)

The expression in Equation (5.36) is rounded up, since only whole products can be
used. More products may be required to complete the job than the flock contains.
In this case, the remaining products of the flock can be allocated to this job, and
the next flock can be considered. Given N′l and N′jl , Equation (5.37) can be used to
calculate the number of products used in job j from flock l if job j started at time t,
Njl(t) as

Njl(t) = min{N′l , N′jl}. (5.37)

Recall that there were Q′j batches, and N′l products on the batcher left to schedule.
After allocation of the scheduled products Njl(t) to job j, these quantities can be
updated as follows:

Q′j := Q′j

(
1−

Njl(t)
N′jl

)
, (5.38)

N′l := N′l − Njl(t). (5.39)

Next, the subsequent flock can be considered if all products of the current flock
have been utilized. Once all batches of job j are allocated and the quantities Njl(t)
for all l ∈ L have been determined for a given starting time t, the processing time,
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completion time, tardiness and giveaway of job j can be determined. Firstly, the
processing time Pj(t) can be obtained as follows

Pj(t) =
1
C ∑

l∈L
Njl(t). (5.40)

Next, the completion time Cj(t), and tardiness Tj(t) as a function of starting time t
can be obtained via

Cj(t) = t + Pj(t), (5.41)

Tj(t) = max{(Cj(t)− Dj), 0}. (5.42)

The cumulative giveaway of job j as a function of time Gj(t) is denoted by

Gj(t) = ∑
l∈L

Njl(t) · qjl · gjl . (5.43)

The sum represents the expected total giveaway contributed by job j. Note that the
quantities Njl(t) uniquely follow from the starting time t of job j. Consequently,
both Tj(t) and Gj(t) can be derived for any given starting time t. The flock
identification function is denoted as i(t), which returns the flock that is processed
at time t as follows:

i(t) = l, if tstart
l ≤ t ≤ tend

l . (5.44)

Then the quantities Njl(t) and parameter values for job j ∈ J , given its starting
time t, can be obtained using Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Calculation of parameter values for job j started at time t

Set Q′j = Qj

Set l = i(t)

Set N′l = Nl
tend
l −t

tend
l −tstart

l
while Q′j > 0 do

Calculate N′jl using Equation (5.36)
Calculate Njl(t) using Equation (5.37)
Update Q′j using Equation (5.38)
Update N′l using Equation (5.39)
if N′l == 0 then

Set l := l + 1
Set N′l = Nl

end if
end while
Calculate Pj(t) using Equation (5.40)
Calculate Cj(t) using Equation (5.41)
Calculate Tj(t) using Equation (5.42)
Calculate Gj(t) using Equation (5.43)

In order to save computation time, these values may be calculated for all starting
times t ∈ T and jobs j ∈ J prior to starting a schedule evaluation procedure. In the
following, it will be assumed that these values have been obtained using Algorithm
2. Next, we let X = [Xim] denote a production schedule, where Xim = j if job j
is the ith job scheduled on machine m, and 0 otherwise. Here, m = 1, . . . , M and
i = 1, . . . , J. For a given schedule X, we can now determine the giveaway and
tardiness contributions per job: GX

j , and TX
j respectively. The total giveaway GX

and total tardiness TX of the schedule can then be calculated as

GX = ∑
j∈J

GX
j . (5.45)

TX = ∑
j∈J

TX
j , (5.46)

Adopting the same form as the objective function introduced in Section 5.3.2, the
objective contribution of a single job FX

j can be calculated as

FX
j = GX

j + ω · TX
j . (5.47)
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In the context of evolutionary algorithms, objective values are also referred to as
fitness values. As we introduce such an evolutionary algorithm in the following
section, we will refer to Equation (5.47) as the fitness contribution of a job in the
following. Next, the total objective, or fitness, of a schedule X, FX , is obtained using

FX = ∑
j∈J

FX
j = GX + ω · TX . (5.48)

Finally, Algorithm 3 is introduced, which describes how to obtain the above
performance measures. Specifically, the jobs scheduled on each machine are
evaluated sequentially, and the time-dependent processing times, tardiness, and
giveaway are taken at the cumulative processing time of all jobs already processed
on the considered machine (i.e. starting time of the job considered).

Algorithm 3 Fitness calculation for a schedule X

for m ∈ M do
for i = 1, . . . , J do

if Xim ∈ J then
Set PX

Xim
:= PXim

(
∑i−1

j=1 PX
Xjm

)
Set TX

Xim
:= TXim

(
∑i−1

j=1 PX
Xjm

)
Set GX

Xim
:= GXim

(
∑i−1

j=1 PX
Xjm

)
end if

end for
end for
Calculate GX using Equation (5.45)
Calculate TX using Equation (5.46)
Calculate FX using Equation (5.48)

In the next section an algorithm is introduced that aims to find the schedule that
minimizes this fitness function.

5.4. Genetic Algorithm

The scheduling problem with time-dependent processing times presented in this
chapter is hard to solve, due its the multi-objective fitness function as well as having
nonlinear time-dependent processing times. As a result, we cannot hope to obtain
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the optimal solution in real-world situations. Therefore, a genetic algorithm capable
of exploring the solution space effectively is presented in this section. We introduce
the elements pertaining the genetic algorithm, as well as local search methods that
aim to find schedule improvements efficiently.

5.4.1 Genetic Algorithms

Previously, GAs have been used to solve various combinatorial optimization
problems to find (near-)optimal solutions to challenging problems. GAs are
evolutionary algorithms, which are algorithms inspired by nature (Holland, 1975).
GA is a population-based method which retains a set of solutions rather than
a single solution. Therefore, GA can generate several different good solutions
simultaneously.

The terminology used in GAs is based on evolution theory. GA retains a set of
solutions (schedules) called the population, where each solution is known as an
individual. In turn, each individual consists of one or more chromosomes. In case
of scheduling problems, each chromosome corresponds to the jobs scheduled on a
machine. Finally, each position in a chromosome represents a job scheduled on the
corresponding machine, which will be referred to as genes.

GA attempts to iteratively evolve the population towards better solutions with
lower fitness values. Each iteration of this evolution process is called a generation.
Initially, the overall fitness of individuals will be high. However, by using the fitness
values of individuals as performance measure to guide the evolution process, GA
will be able to reduce the fitness of solutions. Specifically, by selecting pairs of
individuals as parents and combining them, a new solution (child) with improved
fitness may be found. This process of combining parents is known as crossover.
In addition, genes may be mutated to obtain modified schedules. This mutation
step is typically used to maintain diversity within the population. This procedure
is repeated until a termination criterion is met. Finally, in this chapter, GA has been
equipped with a variety of local search (LS) methods that aim to find improvements
in individuals quickly. The combined use of GA and LS will be referred to as HGA.
An overview of the elements that make up HGA is presented in the form of a
flowchart in Figure 5.4.
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Initialization

Ranking &
Selection

Crossover

pc

Mutation

(1− pc)

Local Search
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Criterion

Not reached

Termination

Reached

Figure 5.4: HGA Flowchart

5.4.2 Representation

Before the elements of GA can be described in more detail, the manner in which
individuals are represented must be introduced first. In this chapter, the schedule
on machine m ∈ M is described by a chromosome of length J. A gene in
position i equals job j ∈ J if job j is the ith scheduled job on machine m. Genes
without corresponding jobs are denoted as 0. This representation corresponds to
the previously defined schedule X = [Xim]. Figure 5.5 shows an example of a
schedule for six jobs scheduled on two machines.
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3 1 4 6 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 0

Machine 1 Machine 2

Figure 5.5: Example of a schedule representation

5.4.3 Initialization

A population must first be generated before GA can begin evolving a population. In
this initialization phase, a total of Np feasible individuals will be created. Note that
the population size Np will be maintained throughout each generation. The initial
population is generated randomly to ensure individuals are distinctly different.
Specifically, each individual is initialized as follows. Maintain a list of unscheduled
jobs J ′. Randomly select a job j ∈ J ′, and randomly select a machine m ∈ M.
Schedule job j after the already scheduled jobs on machine m. Repeat this procedure
until all jobs are scheduled. If the schedule is feasible, keep the schedule. A
schedule is considered feasible if all scheduled jobs are expected to be finished
by the time the last product of the last flock arrives. Otherwise re-initialize the
individual. Repeat this procedure until all individuals are initialized.

5.4.4 Selection

The selection phase is the step in GA where individuals are selected as parents.
Parent selection is an important factor that contributes to the convergence rate of
GA towards solutions with low fitness. By using individuals with low fitness as
parents, the probability of obtaining a child that also has a low fitness value is
relatively high. However, it is undesirable to only use solutions with low fitness,
as this will reduce population diversity and may lead to premature convergence.
In this chapter we select individuals as parents using fitness-proportional selection.
However, since the goal is to minimize the fitness we take the inverse fitness values
instead. That is, given the schedules Xn and fitness FXn for all individuals in the
population n = 1, 2, . . . , Np, the probability of selecting individual n as a parent pn

can be found using

pn =

(
1/FXn

)
∑

Np
m=1 (1/FXm)

. (5.49)
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5.4.5 Crossover

Once two parents are selected in the selection step, they will be combined using
a crossover procedure. By combining different parts of two parent schedules, GA
attempts to find a new and better child schedule. The probability of applying the
crossover step is denoted by pc, and two children are created per pair of parents
when crossover is applied. If crossover is not used, in order to maintain population
diversity, both parents enter the mutation step instead.

In this chapter we use position-based crossovers. In position-based crossover, a
random binary string is used as a mask. For the first child, firstly jobs in the first
parent that correspond to the ones in the mask are saved. The positions in the child
corresponding to zeros in the mask are filled with unused jobs from the second
parent. Finally, any zeros in between jobs are sorted out to the end of the schedule.
In order to create the second child, the procedure is repeated with the same mask,
but selecting jobs from the second parent corresponding to the zeroes in the mask
first instead. An example of this procedure is shown in Figure 5.6, where the first
of two children is created from two parents.

Machine 1 Machine 2

Mask

Parent 1
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Figure 5.6: Example of applying position-based crossover to create a child

5.4.6 Mutation

While crossover typically results in large changes in a schedule, applying mutation
results in smaller changes. In this chapter, a swap mutation is performed when
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mutation is applied. In a swap mutation two arbitrary positions of a member
schedule are selected and swapped. Note that if two jobs are swapped, each job
will have different processing times, such that subsequent jobs may be shifted in
time and obtain different fitness values. An example of mutation is given in Figure
5.7, where X41 and X32 are swapped.

Machine 1 Machine 2

Member

Mutated member

3 4

3 4

1 5

1 5

2 0

2 6

6 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

Figure 5.7: Example of applying mutation

Swap mutations allow GA to escape from local minima while maintaining diversity
within the population. In this chapter mutation is applied to both parents as an
alternative to the crossover step, and thus applied with probability (1− pc).

5.4.7 Elitism

The genetic algorithm presented in this chapter makes use of elitism, preserving
the Ne best members of the population between generations. Elitism has been
utilized as follows. All population members are eligible for the selection step. In
the selection step, enough children are generated to replace all non-elite population
members. Afterwards, all non-elite members are replaced and the population
consisting of elite members and newly generated children enter the local search
step. As elite members are not affected by the crossover and mutation steps, the
fitness of the best population members does not decrease. As a result, elitism can
be a powerful tool when utilized correctly. Note that Ne should not be too great to
ensure that the population remains diverse.

5.4.8 Termination Criterion

At some point GA is terminated and the best member solution is output as
proposed production schedule. However, there are different termination criteria
that can be used. GA evolves its population through crossover and mutation, using
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these steps to identify search areas containing good solutions. Later, local search
methods become more valuable in finding (local) minima. When GA is terminated
too early, it may still be able to easily find better search areas or minima. Therefore,
it is important to let GA evolve long enough to ensure the best possible solution is
found, without excessively wasting computation time. In this chapter, GA evolves
for a fixed number of generations Ng.

5.4.9 Local Search

While GA is capable of maintaining and evolving a diverse population of solutions,
it may take long to converge to local optima. To remedy this issue, GA
can be equipped with Local Search (LS) methods, which efficiently explore the
neighborhood of a solution in search of better alternatives. If a better alternative
is found, the individual is replaced by the improved solution, thus improving the
overall fitness of the population. Specifically, inserting, or swapping jobs cleverly is
frequently utilized. In this section, various LS methods are introduced that explore
the neighborhood of a solution and which can be evaluated efficiently. During
a generation, LS methods are selected and used Ns times on a given individual.
Moreover, LS is only applied to the Nps best members in the population.

Typically, local search methods are implemented such they can quickly explore
alternative solutions close to a considered schedule. By swapping or inserting
jobs, or even using more advanced options, alternatives are quickly identified
and evaluated. Unfortunately, the jobs with time-dependent processing times
considered in this chapter negate this option. When a job is inserted in any position
in the schedule, not only its own fitness contribution changes, but also that of all
jobs subsequently scheduled on the same machine. Below, we introduce three
types of local search method that compromise between fitness improvement and
computation time.

5.4.9.1 Successive Adjacent Interchange

The first local search method introduced is Successive Adjacent Interchange (SAI).
Given a schedule, the jobs scheduled per machine are considered. Starting with the
last two scheduled jobs per machine, potential swaps of jobs are evaluated starting
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at the end of the schedule for each machine, progressively moving forward. Swaps
are saved if the fitness contribution of the two considered jobs decreases. While the
fitness contribution of later scheduled jobs may be affected, we restrict ourselves to
evaluating each pair of jobs during the search procedure only. By moving forward
in the schedule, the algorithm presented in Appendix A.1 instead of Algorithm 3

can be used, meaning that the fitness contribution of only two jobs needs to be
calculated. Therefore, while there is a chance that a swap reduces the total fitness
of a schedule, the search is very time-efficient as it only requires the re-calculation
of the fitness contributions of the two jobs considered. To ensure that the fitness
has not decreased by the end of the local search, the fitness of the full schedule is
calculated and only retained if the overall fitness has decreased. The procedure can
be found in Appendix A.2.

5.4.9.2 Targeted Steepest Descent

LS methods two through four are similar in nature and presented next. These
methods comprise steepest descent (SD) methods, which swap jobs that perform
poorly with regards to different objectives. Specifically, the job with the highest
fitness, giveaway, or tardiness on each machine is selected, and swapped with the
job on the same machine yielding the largest improvement in terms of fitness. These
methods are denoted as Fitness SD (FSD), Giveaway SD (GSD), and Tardiness SD
(TSD). These procedures are outlined in Appendix A.3.

5.4.9.3 Stochastic Steepest Descent

Lastly, the fifth LS method considered is Stochastic SD (SSD). Two random positions
in the schedule are selected and swapped. That is, two different positions in the
schedule Xim are randomly selected, each with probability 1

J·M . If a job is present
in at least one position, the swap is performed, any empty entries between jobs in
the schedule are moved to the end of the schedule, and the fitness is evaluated. If
neither contains a job, the indices are re-selected. If the fitness improves over the
original schedule, the swap is saved. This procedure can be found in Appendix A.4.

The computational effort of each of the local searches is dominated by the number of
times the parameter values for an individual job have to be obtained (i.e. calls to the
algorithm in Appendix A.1). In the following, we denote the computational effort as
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the expected number of calls to the algorithm in Appendix A.1 as a function of the
number of jobs J and machines M of a considered problem. For targeted steepest
descent we assume that the position of the worst job is uniformly positioned over
the jobs scheduled per machine, and that each machine processes the same number
of jobs. Straightforward calculations then show that the computational effort of SAI
is of order 3J, SSD of order 1

2
J

M , and FSD, GSD and TSD of order J2

M .

Note that generally the number of jobs is much greater than the number of batchers.
As a result, SSD will require less effort than SAI, which in turn will require
significantly less time than FSD, GSD, and TSD. Note that despite the conservative
assumptions for FSD, GSD, and TSD, the methods still scale quadratically in the
number of jobs. This result emphasizes the poor scaling of some LS methods, and
validates the choice for the less involved SAI and SSD methods. Finally, in order
to utilize its efficiency, SSD is given a budget of 6M attempts in order to obtain a
number of evaluations comparable to SAI.

5.4.10 Adaptive Local Search

The performance of a local search (LS) method depends on the problem that is
analyzed, the objective function that is optimized and the phase of the search.
Initially, the average fitness of the population will be relatively high and LS methods
will be able to find frequent and large improvements. The opposite holds at later
stages of the search. By utilizing multiple LS methods simultaneously we hope
that improvements can be found at all stages of the search. However, by randomly
selecting a method it cannot be guaranteed that the selected method is most suited
for a given stage of the search.

In the following an Adaptive Local Search (ALS) procedure is introduced which
aims to more frequently select a LS method that is expected to perform best at a
given point in the search procedure. Let ξ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} denote the set of local
search methods. In this set, index 1 corresponds to SAI, 2 to FSD, 3 to GSD, 4

to TSD, and 5 to SSD. During a generation we record the number of times an LS
method was utilized θs, and the cumulative fitness improvement πs achieved for all
s ∈ ξ. The weight of an LS method ws is used as a performance measure, whose
values are initialized at 1 for all s ∈ xi. If a method is selected, its weight is updated
at the end of a generation. Here, a reaction factor r ∈ [0, 1] is used to balance recent
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and past performance of the LS method. If a method is not selected, its weight from
the previous generation is retained.

ws :=

 (1− r)ws + r πs
θs

, if θs > 0

ws, if θs = 0.
(5.50)

Given ws for all s ∈ ξ, the probability of selecting an LS method ps for an individual
in the following generation is

ps =
ws

∑s∈ξ ws
, for all s ∈ ξ (5.51)

Using the previously introduced elements, the pseudocode for HGA is given in
Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Hybrid genetic algorithm

Initialize Np individuals using the procedure of Section 5.4.3
Evaluate the individuals using Algorithm 3

Set g := 0
while g ≤ Ng do

Save the Ne best individuals
Generate (Np − Ne) children using the procedure of Section 5.4.4
Apply crossover to a pair of parents with probability pc (Section 5.4.5), or apply
mutation with probability (1− pc) to each parent (Section 5.4.6)
Calculate the fitness of the (Np − Ne) children using Algorithm 3

Select the Nps best individuals from the population
for these Nps best individuals do

Select and apply a local search method s with probability ps, Ns times
end for
Update LS weights and probabilities using Equations (5.50) and (5.51)
Set g := g + 1

end while

In the following section the parameters relevant to HGA are tuned and selected for
the numerical study.
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5.5. Calibration

The performance of HGA depends on a large number of variables, which may or
may not depend on each other. Consequently, it is important to determine the
settings under which HGA performs well. In order to determine these settings,
we perform calibration experiments in the form of a design of experiments (DOE).
However, in order to rigorously test HGA using different settings, sample problems
have to be generated. In this section we first outline a method for generating
problem instances, before tuning HGA settings in a DOE using randomly generated
problems.

5.5.1 Problem generation

The problem considered in this chapter has not been studied before, but to
test the proposed HGA, problem instances must be generated. In order to
create representative sample problems, the selected problem parameters have been
inspired by a real-world case study at our industrial partner. These parameters
include the length of a production day, number of flocks, cumulative batcher
capacity, flock properties, and job properties. A procedure for generating problems
is introduced next, such that problems with different parameters can be used to
benchmark HGA performance. We are interested in the performance of HGA for
different values of J and M in order to investigate performance and scalability. The
goal is to generate problem instances that are not trivial, but still have a feasible
solution. In other words, it should be possible to find a schedule that completes all
jobs within the production day.

A production day is assumed to span 16 hours in total, during which 240.000
broilers, or 480.000 fillets are processed. L = 20 flocks are processed per day, and
each flock is assumed to yield 480.000/20 = 24.000 fillets. The cumulative capacity
of the batchers is set to Ctot =

480.000
16·3600 = 25

3 fillets per second.

The mean flock weights are generated using the uniform distribution U (200, 400)
with mean µ = 300 gram. We wish to standardize the total input weight by
supplying the same total product weight in each experiment. Therefore, the final
mean product weight per flock is obtained by setting µl := µl

L·µ
∑l∈L µl

for all l ∈ L
simultaneously. Customer data has shown that flocks weight distributions resemble
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Normal distributions with mean µl and standard deviation σl . The coefficients
of variation of these distributions typically range from 0.1 to 0.2. Therefore, we
generate the coefficient of variation of a flock CVl using the uniform distribution
U (0.1, 0.2), yielding product weight standard deviations of σl = µl · CVl .

The target weights per job Bj are generated from a discrete uniform distribution
UD(200, 1000). Each job is assumed to have the same number of batches Q. The
ratio between the total batch weight and total product weight ρ is taken as ρ =
∑j∈J Bj ·Qj
∑l∈L Nl ·µl

=
∑j∈J Bj ·Qj
480.000·300 = 0.8. The number of batches per job Q is taken to be equal

for all jobs. Rewriting the previous ratio yields Q = 0.8·300·480.000
∑j∈J Bj

. Job due dates in
hours from the start of production Dj are generated using the uniform distribution
U (0, 16).

Finally, the giveaway must be considered. The expected giveaway for a given job
and flock combination gjl can be estimated through simulation. In this chapter
these values have been estimated using the index policy with power function (IPP)
algorithm with parameter 1 introduced by (Peeters et al., 2019), and each batcher
is modeled as a grader with 8 bins. However, obtaining reasonable estimates for
J · L combinations of jobs and flocks for each problem instance is not feasible.
Instead, simulations for a range of standardized settings have been performed,
from which gjl has been estimated using bilinear interpolation for all job and flock
combinations considered. We performed simulations using the Normal weight
distributions N (100, σ2), for CV = 0.1, 0.11, . . . , 0.2 where σ = CV · µ, the target
weights B = 10, 20, . . . , 1000 were used, and a total of 100.000 bins were filled per
setting to obtain the final giveaway values. The simulated giveaway as a function
of B and CV is denoted as g(B, CV).

Given a target weight Bj and coefficient of variation of flock weights CVl = σl/µl ,
gjl can be estimated as follows. First, standardize the target weight by B′j = Bj

100
µl

.
Second, determine the nearest known target weights B+ = 10 · dB′j/10e and
B− = 10 · bB′j/10c. Third, determine the nearest known coefficients of variation
CV+ = 100 · dCVl/100e and CV− = 100 · bCVl/100c. Next, perform the bilinear
interpolation using the following steps.

g(B′j, CV−) =

(
B+ − B′j
B+ − B−

)
g(B−, CV−) +

(
B′j − B−

B+ − B−

)
g(B+, CV−)
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g(B′j, CV+) =

(
B+ − B′j
B+ − B−

)
g(B−, CV+) +

(
B′j − B−

B+ − B−

)
g(B+, CV+)

g(B′j, CVl) =

(
CV+ − CVl

CV+ − CV−

)
g(B, CV−) +

(
CVl − CV−

CV+ − CV−

)
g(B, CV+)

Finally, the giveaway for a job-flock combination is obtained as gjl = g(B′j, CVl)
µl

100 .
Using the above procedure, all parameters relevant to the problem can be generated.
Consequently, Algorithm 2 can now be used to generate the time-dependent
parameters. All numerical experiments in the following sections have been
performed using the problem generation procedure presented in this section, the
relevant parameters of which have been summarized in Table 5.1. Now that
problem instances can be generated, the parameters of HGA will be tuned next.

Table 5.1: Summary of problem generation parameters

Parameter Value Unit
L 20 [flocks]
Nl 24.000 [products]

Ctot
25
3 [products/second]

µl U (200, 400) [grams]
CVl U (0.1, 0.2) [-]
Bj U (200, 1000) [grams/batch]
ρ 0.8 [-]

Qj
1.152·109

∑j∈J Bj
[batches]

Dj U (0, 16) [hours]

5.5.2 Parameter Tuning

The performance of HGA depends on the parameter settings used. To investigate
the effect of parameter values on the performance of the algorithm, a design
of experiments is used. Here, we select relevant parameters and evaluate the
performance of HGA using different settings. Specifically, we tune the population
size Np, probability of crossover pc, number of elite individuals Ne, Ng number of
generations GA evolves the population for, adaptive local search reaction factor r,
number of searches applied per individual per generation Ns, and the number of
individuals LS is applied to Nps. Using different settings, HGA solves different
scheduling problems the performance of which is processed in Statgraphics.
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Problem instances are generated using the procedure outlined in Section 5.5.1. In
the tuning experiments, J = 60 jobs are scheduled on M = 2 machines. Each
parameter setting combination is tested on 10 different problems, for the weights
ω = 1, 10, 100 and 1000. In case ω = 1, 3.6kg of giveaway has the same cost as one
hour of tardiness, while in case ω = 1000, 3600kg of giveaway has the same cost as
one hour of tardiness. In total, each parameter combination is tested a total of 40

times. A design of experiments (DOE) has been constructed to tune the parameter
settings. In the DOE a model with first-order and cross effects is used to model the
behavior of HGA. Consequently, performing a half-fractorial design with 27−1, or
64 parameter combinations suffices to estimate all effects without confounding. The
parameters are varied between a low (−) and high (+) level. The chosen values for
these levels are reported in Table 5.2, and the results of the tuning experiments are
summarized in Figure 5.8.

Table 5.2: DOE parameter levels

Parameter Description Low (−) High (+)
Np Population size 100 200
pc Probability of applying crossover 0.25 0.75
Ne Number of elite population members 20 40
Ng Number of generations 1000 2000
r Adaptive local search reaction factor 0.05 0.1

Ns Number of performed local searches 1 2
Nps Number of best members LS is applied to Ne Np

Figure 5.8 reports the standardized effect size and direction of the effect, where
negative values indicate decreasing fitness when changing from low to high level.
Similarly, the effect size of all cross effects is also depicted. In addition, the
95% significance level is depicted as vertical black lines. Figure 5.8 shows that
increasing Ne, Nps, Ns each have a large and positive effect on the fitness. The
sensitivity with respect to Ne indicates that maintaining a larger elite population
increases the odds of finding better individuals through these elite members. The
underlying intuition for the impact of Nps is that there is a significant chance to
find fit individuals by including non-elite members in the local search step. In
addition, incrementing Ns increases the number of LS iterations per individual,
which also results in higher fitness values at the cost of computation time. Similarly,
increasing Ng also yields a decrease in fitness that is statistically significant, but with
a lower magnitude. Interestingly, this indicates that utilizing more generations on
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Figure 5.8: Standardized effect sizes of the DOE

an already fit population is less impactful than changing other parameter settings.

On the other hand, varying the population size Np, probability of crossover pc

and the reaction factor r do not yield statistically significant changes in fitness.
Interestingly, increasing Np do not yield improvements, indicating that increasing
the number of elites Ne and applying local search to all members is sufficient
to obtain high fitness under both levels of the population size. Changing the
probability of crossover pc is similarly ineffective. This can be explained by the
starting-time dependency of different variables in our problem. By considering
crossovers to be a significant perturbation of a member, the solution changes so
drastically due to starting-time dependencies that the member is unable to recover
enough fitness through local search to achieve elite status. The underlying reason
for lack of statistically significant fitness changes through r can be explained as
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follows. When only elite members are included in the local search step and their
corresponding solutions have converged, this group is likely to benefit from certain
local search methods more than others. On the other hand, when non-elite members
are included in the local search step, the solutions are generally of poorer quality
although distinctly different (i.e. in different search areas). As a consequence
all local search methods are expected to work well, and distinguishing between
methods through r has less value. Finally, some cross effects are statistically
significant, but have a significantly smaller magnitude than the largest three main
effects. The best predicted settings are: Np = 200, pc = 0.75, Ne = 40, Ng = 2000,
r = 0.05, Ns = 2, Nps = Np.

Since the first tuning experiments show a high sensitivity to Ne and Ns in
particular, there is additional room for improving HGA performance through
tuning. Therefore, a second round of experiments is conducted. Here, Nps is
fixed to Np as it can not be increased beyond the population size. Moreover,
main effects with sensitivity below the 95% significance level are fixed to their
best predicted values: the population size is fixed to Np = 200, the probability
of crossover is fixed to pc = 0.75, and the reaction factor is fixed to r = 0.05. For
the remaining parameters, a second DOE is conducted using the levels presented
in Table 5.3. In order to prevent confounding, a full factorial design is used for this
experiment, consisting of 23 parameter combinations. Moreover, since the number
of observations is limited for this DOE, three centerpoints are added to improve the
model fit. Again, the output of the experiments is processed using Statgraphics, the
results of which can be found in Figure 5.9.

Table 5.3: Parameter levels of the second DOE

Parameter Description Low (−) High (+)
Ne Number of elite population members 40 80
Ng Number of generations 2000 3000
Ns Number of performed local searches 2 4

Interestingly, it can be seen that only a single effect is significant: the number of elite
members Ne. However, even though Ne is increased from 40 to 80 in a population
of 200, the impact of the parameter is limited. Moreover, increasing both Ns and
Ng does not result in statistically significant changes in fitness. In conclusion, no
further significant improvements in fitness are expected to be obtained through
additional tuning. The best predicted settings in this DOE are: Ne = 80, Ng = 2000,
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and Ns = 4. Note that Ng is selected at its low level, even though the fitness is
nondecreasing in the number of generations, indicating that HGA has converged
after 2000 generations. The final settings of HGA are reported in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Final settings of HGA

Parameter Description Value
Np Population size 200
pc Probability of applying crossover 0.75
Ne Number of elite population members 80
Ng Number of generations 2000
r Adaptive local search reaction factor 0.05

Ns Number of performed local searches 4
Nps Number of best individuals LS is applied to 200

In the following section we investigate the impact of utilizing the tuned HGA in
small problems, larger problems, and a case study.

5.6. Numerical Experiments

In this section we report results of the conducted numerical experiments. Firstly,
we study a small-scale problem, and investigate the performance of GA, HGA,
and MILP. We report the relative percentage deviation in fitness (RPD) from the
best obtained solution, as well as the average computation time to investigate the
scalability of each method. Secondly, EDD, LGF, GA, and HGA are applied to
various large-scale problem instances. Again, the RPDs from the best obtained
solutions are reported to illustrate the impact of our developed heuristics compared
to industry-standard heuristics such as EDD for different values of ω. Moreover, we
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identify the configurations under which the most benefit is achieved. Lastly, a case
study is performed, where we study the impact of different methods in practice.
Moreover, we also investigate the impact of deadline changes and flock sequence
modifications with the aim of obtaining relevant managerial insights.

Both GA and HGA are implemented in MATLAB R2019a, and their reported results
are obtained using a computer using an Intel Core i7-6700HQ 2.60GHz CPU and
8GB RAM. The MILP model is solved using CPLEX on a machine using an Intel
Core i7-4700MQ 2.40GHz CPU and 8GB RAM.

5.6.1 Numerical experiments for small-scale problems

This section is written to create credibility for the quality of the developed HGA.
Specifically, we compare the performance of HGA to GA and MILP for a variety
of small problem instances. Using these problem instances, the performance and
required computation time for different methods are compared.

The number of jobs J is varied between 5 and 15, the number of flocks is varied
between 5 and 15, the relative weight of tardiness compared to giveaway ω is varied
between 10 and 100, and the number of batchers M = 1. We generate one problem
for each listed setting, and apply each solution method ten times to this problem
to obtain the 95% confidence intervals of the fitness per method. In addition, the
average computation time for each method is given. The obtained fitness values are
reported as RPD compared to the best obtained fitness value F∗ for each problem
instance. That is, given the fitness F of a solution, (F/F∗ − 1) · 100% gives the
RPD of that solution. Both GA and HGA use the settings obtained in Section 5.5,
although local search is disabled for GA. The computation time of MILP is limited
to one hour. The results of these experiments are found in Table 5.5.

The experiments show that all methods are able to solve the problems up to 10 jobs
and 10 flocks to optimality. However, for the problem with J = 10, L = 15, and
ω = 10, and the problem with J = 15, L = 10, and ω = 10 MILP is no longer
able to find the optimal solution with average deviations ranging from 3.55 to 15.51
percent. More importantly, for the last problem MILP is no longer able to find a
feasible solution at all. In addition, its computation time increases strongly between
problems with the same number of jobs and flocks when moving from ω = 10 to
ω = 100. The only exception is the case J = 10 and L = 10, where a feasible solution
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Table 5.5: RPD and computation times for different methods for small-scale problems

Problem GA HGA MILP

J L ω RPD time (s) RPD time (s) RPD time (s)
5 5 10 0 4.5 0 84.5 0 0.4
5 5 100 0 4.4 0 85.8 0 0.2
5 10 10 0 4.8 0 82.6 0 2.3
5 10 100 0 4.7 0 82.1 0 1.2

10 5 10 0 5.8 0 168.7 0 711.7
10 5 100 0 5.5 0 169.5 0 9.3
10 10 10 0 6.1 0 175.6 0 3600.2
10 10 100 0 5.9 0 171.9 0 167.9
10 15 10 0 5.7 0 176.6 3.55 ± 0.52 3600.2
10 15 100 0 5.9 0 184.0 0 1448.4
15 10 10 0.93 ± 0.84 7.3 0 281.0 15.51 ± 2.53 3600.2
15 10 100 0.07 ± 0.15 6.9 0 282.8 N/A N/A

is found only for ω = 10. Both results indicate that the computational limit of MILP
is reached, and that other methods will be necessary to deal with larger problem
instances.

GA is able to find the best solution except for the case where J = 15, and L = 10,
deviating up to 0.93 percent on average from the best solution. Note that this
difference is small and GA requires significantly less computation time than HGA,
although the difference may also be caused by use of LS in HGA. Therefore, both
methods are studied further in large-scale problem instances to investigate the
added value of LS in HGA. In the following experiments, HGA is run first, and
the stopping criterion of GA is changed from a fixed number of generations to
instead match the computation time of HGA. That is, GA is terminated after the
generation where the computation time of HGA is exceeded. Finally, we investigate
the scalability of GA and HGA in terms of computation time and performance gap
to the EDD and LGF heuristics. In the following section, the results of large-scale
problems are presented.

5.6.2 Numerical experiments for large-scale problems

The main aim of this section is to extend the results from Section 5.6.1 to large-
scale experiments, in order to investigate the scalability of different approaches.
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Specifically, we study the scaling of EDD, LGF, GA, and HGA in terms of
performance and calculation time by varying the number of jobs to be scheduled,
machines used, and objective weighting. We utilize generic large-scale problems,
comprising a wide range of configurations that can be applicable to various
companies in the industry.

We generate problem instances with J ∈ {20, 60, 100} number of jobs, M ∈ {1, 2, 4}
number of batchers, L = 20 number of flocks (representative of practice), and
ω ∈ {1, 10, 100, 1000} relative weight of tardiness compared to giveaway. Ten
problems for each set of problem parameters are generated. In addition, the average
computation time for HGA (and thus GA) are reported. Again, the obtained fitness
values are calculated as an RPD from the best obtained fitness value. The results of
these experiments are found in Tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9. In addition to the RPD,
we also denote the number of times a method failed to find a feasible solution for
the ten problems between parentheses.

Table 5.6: RPD for different methods for large-scale problems with ω = 1

J M EDD LGF GA HGA time (s)
20 1 67.49 42.16 1.04 0.01 350

20 2 45.33 (4) 26.48 (1) 2.18 0.00 308

20 4 12.05 (9) N/A (10) 1.04 0.01 875

60 1 82.13 41.77 1.14 0 1390

60 2 73.99 33.26 4.33 0 850

60 4 60.59 (3) 27.26 3.42 0 1548

100 1 71.15 35.86 0.91 0.05 3303

100 2 72.28 33.56 2.73 0 1537

100 4 67.25 32.50 3.49 0 2311

Table 5.7: RPD for different methods for large-scale problems with ω = 10

J M EDD LGF GA HGA time (s)
20 1 57.11 45.15 1.38 0.01 347

20 2 34.22 (4) 31.31 (1) 1.59 0 308

20 4 8.41 (9) N/A (10) 0.78 0 883

60 1 61.33 64.68 1.19 0 1479

60 2 53.60 56.03 2.91 0 827

60 4 42.66 (3) 46.87 4.21 0.01 1548

100 1 55.13 90.50 1.61 0 3731

100 2 51.73 82.78 2.47 0 1509

100 4 47.78 72.11 4.45 0 2375
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Table 5.8: RPD for different methods for large-scale problems with ω = 100

J M EDD LGF GA HGA time (s)
20 1 34.78 107.48 0.07 0.09 356

20 2 17.10 (4) 111.79 (1) 1.20 0 307

20 4 5.70 (9) N/A (10) 1.79 0 895

60 1 42.93 366.01 0.59 0 1542

60 2 33.95 315.56 3.66 0 840

60 4 24.70 (3) 258.39 2.99 0 1567

100 1 40.51 623.11 0.58 0.08 3778

100 2 32.26 501.49 3.46 0 1470

100 4 30.62 469.39 4.49 0 2400

Table 5.9: RPD for different methods for large-scale problems with ω = 1000

J M EDD LGF GA HGA time (s)
20 1 27.67 457.19 0.28 0 357

20 2 9.77 (4) 460.44 (1) 1.88 0 308

20 4 7.88 (9) N/A (10) 3.30 0.03 906

60 1 47.88 2707.24 0.65 0.03 1540

60 2 34.62 1659.15 4.07 0.18 805

60 4 26.54 (3) 1210.64 5.65 0.28 1563

100 1 42.51 4403.40 0.45 0.01 3691

100 2 36.78 2091.56 8.73 0 1472

100 4 31.98 2648.71 6.89 0 2419

All tables show a similar pattern in terms of performance. HGA outperforms all
other methods across the board, and obtains a maximum average RPD of 0.28

over all settings, indicating that adding LS to GA indeed improves performance
significantly. The only exception is the case (J, M, w) = (20, 1, 100), although the
gap in RPD to GA is a mere 0.02 there. Interestingly, the RPD of GA remains
relatively close to zero, ranging between 0.07 and 8.73 percent. Specifically in case
M = 1, this value ranges between 0.07 and 1.61, indicating that the added value
of local search in HGA is limited for a single batcher. The underlying intuition
is that HGA relies primarily on the stochastic steepest descent method to improve
solutions, which is similar to the behavior of GA. Consequently, successive adjacent
interchange and targeted steepest descent are not effective here, indicating that
their effectiveness relies on solutions for multiple machines that are perturbed by
stochastic steepest descent or GA mechanisms.

Both GA and HGA outperform EDD and LGA significantly in all cases. When
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the focus is more on giveaway (ω = 1), LGF results in an RPD that ranges from
26.48 to 42.16. However, when the focus shifts towards tardiness (ω = 1000), this
number grows up to a staggering 4403.40 percent. Interestingly, LGF is unable to
find a solution for one of the problem instances of J = 20 and M = 2, and no
feasible solution is found for any of the problems where J = 20 and M = 4. In
case ω = 1000, EDD performs relatively well with its RPD ranging from 7.88 to
47.88, although this range increases to 12.05 through 82.13 with increased focus on
the giveaway (ω = 1). Similar to LGF, EDD is unable to find a feasible schedule
for multiple problems in several cases. Problems with (J, M) = (20, 2) (20, 4), and
(60, 4) are especially problematic with four, nine, and three problems without a
feasible schedule respectively. This indicates that EDD may not suffice in these
settings due to the combination of the total batch weight to total weight ratio of
ρ = 0.8 and poor giveaway performance. In these settings both EDD and LGF yield
poor performance, and plants will benefit from more advanced algorithms in these
cases. Disregarding the infeasible schedules generated by EDD, its performance is
closest to HGA for J = 20 and ω = 1000 with RPDs ranging from 7.88 to 27.67
percent. This indicates that the performance gain from using HGA over EDD is
limited for simpler cases and high values of ω. Interestingly, the performance gap
between HGA and the EDD and LGF heuristics grows from J = 20 onwards, and
is maintained when moving from J = 60 to 100. This shows that HGA scales well
with the problem size. In addition, this result shows that the performance gain is
most significant for J = 60 and J = 100, where use of HGA is most impactful.

The computation time of HGA with a fixed number of generations increases when
applied to problems with more jobs, but does not depend on the value of ω. This
behavior is also observed in Section 5.6.1, and is explained by the fact that no
element of HGA depends on the chosen ω, other than fitness calculations. When
four batchers are used, the computation time of around 900s is relatively high for
J = 20, which increases with the number of jobs to around 1550 and 2400 seconds,
for J = 60 and J = 100 respectively. Scheduling on two machines is relatively
fast, going from 300 to 800 to 1500 seconds, for J = 20, 60, and 100 respectively.
Interestingly, the computation time for a single batcher increases more steeply from
350, to 1500, to 3600 seconds for J = 100, as a result of a scaling of the local search
methods.

In conclusion, EDD is unable to sufficiently deal with the complexity of the problem,
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even in cases where tardiness has a high weight. LGF reports similar results in case
giveaway has relatively high priority. This is because the heuristics are unable to
deal with the time dependency and two objectives present in our setting. Moreover,
both methods fail to find feasible solutions for several problem instances. HGA
outperforms all other considered methods, independent of J, M, or ω, although
GA comes close in some cases. The results imply that despite tuning HGA to
J = 60 jobs and M = 2 machines, the derived settings work equally well in
other configurations. We conclude that HGA is extremely likely to improve the
quality of schedules currently created in practice using EDD. Moreover, HGA is
shown to perform consistently better than EDD in all settings considered. Even
when moving from 60 to 100 jobs the gap to EDD is maintained. The performed
experiments extend the results from Section 5.6.1 to a larger scale, and indicate that
HGA continues to scale well in the problem size. The results also indicate that
the performance gain from HGA are particularly noticeable for problems with 60
jobs or over, showing that practitioners with challenging settings are likely to see
performance increases. In the following section we perform a case study where
we use customer data to formulate the scheduling problem. There, we study the
impact of our developed heuristics from a practical point of view.

5.6.3 An industrial case study

In the previous sections we have illustrated the potential of our developed heuristics
in a generic setting. Instead, in this section we perform a case study by using data
provided by our industrial partner. The aim of this section is to show the impact of
using advanced heuristics in practice and quantify the corresponding cost reduction
in a realistic scenario. Moreover, we extend the case study to situations where order
deadlines or the order of arrival of flocks may be changed, which are relevant topics
in practice.

The case study data is provided by a poultry processing plant, and comprises one
day of production data. On the day considered, the first product arrives at 06:00,
and the last product at 00:42, 18 hours and 42 minutes later. The data comprises
information about the flocks processed, and information about the jobs produced
on their M = 2 graders producing batches of fillets. A total of J = 58 jobs are
produced, of which a summary can be found in Table 5.10.
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Table 5.10: Data of case study jobs

B (g) # jobs Average # batches
300 10 312

500 3 2496

600 32 1357

1000 13 585

Interestingly, the data indicates that only a few target weights are produced, but
with multiple jobs having the same target weight. The due dates of the jobs range
from 08:21 to 23:51. A total of L = 24 flocks are processed, yielding between
7132 and 49016 fillets per flock, average fillet weights between 212 and 356 grams,
and coefficient of variations ranging from 0.12 to 0.15. We note that part of the
supplied fillets are used in different processes, but an estimated 50% is supplied to
the graders. Higher numbers mean that more fillets are available to the batchers,
reducing processing times and consequently tardiness. We note that the given 50%
is an indication given by the plant, as this information is not explicitly recorded.
The fillets are assumed to arrive uniformly between the first and last arriving fillet.

In addition to the potential improvements by using HGA, we also investigate the
relaxation of two assumptions previously made. Firstly, the plant is interested
in the sensitivity of the performance with regard to the imposed deadlines. The
deadlines are strict, but the plant has indicated that the deadlines may be pushed
forward by their retail customers. Secondly, we previously indicated that the order
of arrival of the flocks is given and fixed. Although this is representative of current
practice, practitioners have not understood the impact of this assumption on system
performance. However, our industrial partner indicates that the order of arrival may
be modified even if the effort required is significant, as long as the performance
gain is notable. In the following, we aim to provide managerial insights for poultry
processing plants with regards to these aspects. Specifically, we investigate the base
scenario, a scenario with earlier order deadlines, and two scenarios with a modified
order of arrival of flocks.

5.6.3.1 Base case and deadline modification

In this section we compare HGA to EDD and LGF in the base case previously
described, and the case where the deadlines are moved forward. The aim is to
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Table 5.11: Performance of several heuristics in terms of giveaway and tardiness in a case
study, under regular and earlier deadlines

HGA EDD LGF

∆D ω G T G T G T

0

1 10.413 0

13.870 0 11.472 37.26510 10.416 0

100 10.417 0

-2
1 10.420 0.348

13.870 0.120 11.472 85.1010 10.425 0.132

100 10.433 0.120

illustrate the added value of our developed algorithm in practice, as well as to
show its adaptability in dealing with changing deadlines. A difference in all due
dates ∆D of −2 hours is considered in the case with earlier deadlines. Recall
that EDD resembles current practice, while LGF is introduced in this chapter as
a heuristic focusing on giveaway. Table 5.11 shows the results of these scenarios,
where the performance in terms of the realized total tardiness in hours T, and the
total giveaway as a percentage of processed weight G of each heuristic is given.

The plant has organized its production process such that it is generally able to
deliver its orders in time. Not surprisingly, EDD is able to find a schedule with
zero tardiness in the base scenario. LGF achieves lower giveaway, but at the cost of
over 37 hours of tardiness. HGA also achieves schedules with zero tardiness for all
weights, but yields a significant reduction in giveaway compared to EDD. A total
giveaway reduction of 24.92% or 3.46 percentage points is obtained, corresponding
to 1598 kg valued at e3.5 per kilogram. Hence, in a single day a total cost reduction
of e5594 could have been achieved if HGA is used instead of EDD. Since this data
is representative of practice, this corresponds to a total cost savings of over 2 million
per year.

Finally, the impact of changing the deadlines is limited in case ∆D = −2. LGF
obtains far greater tardiness, but the tardiness for EDD remains limited to around
7 minutes, while HGA yields between 7 and 21 minutes of tardiness. The increase
in tardiness of HGA is traded off against a modest decrease in giveaway of around
3 kg compared to the base case, although the giveaway improvement over EDD
is maintained. The robustness of EDD results between the two scenarios indicates
that the current deadlines permit some flexibility in scheduling. As such, the plant
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Table 5.12: Case study with altered flock orders using HGA

Base Decreasing Increasing

ω G T P G T P G T P
1 10.42 0 26.21 10.64 4.67 26.36 9.86 2.26 29.75

10 10.42 0 26.20 10.87 0 26.26 9.91 0.38 29.76

100 10.42 0 26.19 10.88 0 26.26 9.99 0 29.78

will be able to handle settings where deadlines are moved up and will be robust to
disruptions. Moreover, although the case study differs from the numerical study,
the results in terms of low tardiness and high giveaway reduction are maintained.
This indicates that HGA is capable of handling a wide variety of settings, while
outperforming current practice.

5.6.3.2 Flock Sequencing

In Section 5.3.1 the scheduling problem was defined, where we assumed that the
order of arrival of the flocks is given and fixed. While this is representative of
practice, our industrial partner has indicated that it is willing to modify the delivery
schedules of poultry farmers. Thus, it is interesting to study the impact of a
different flock arrival schedule on the giveaway and tardiness.

The giveaway is highly sensitive to the ratio of target weight to product weight,
where (near-)integer or high values typically yield low giveaway (Ásgeirsson, 2014).
Conversely, lighter products yield lower giveaway in general. On the other hand,
heavier products result in higher processing speeds (Equation (5.34)), but may also
generate more giveaway. Therefore, the two most interesting orderings of flocks are:
from lightest to heaviest, and from heaviest to lightest. We again use the data from
Section 5.6.3 to investigate these cases. Moreover, we also report the cumulative
processing times to illustrate the impact of changing the flock sequence compared
to the base case. The weights are taken as ω ∈ {1, 10, 100}, and we report the
giveaway G as a percentage of total weight processed, the tardiness T in hours, and
the processing times P in hours. HGA is run once for each setting, the results of
which can be found in Table 5.12. In this table we report the results of base case
described in Section 5.6.3 (Base), the setting with flocks in decreasing (Decreasing),
and increasing order of mean product weight (Increasing).
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Firstly, it is striking that the decreasing case performs worse than the base case in
terms of giveaway and processing time. Here, the effect of increasing giveaway
due to worse target weight/product weight ratios outweighs the impact of higher
production speeds due to using heavier products. In other words, gj(t) grows faster
than µ(t) in Equation (5.34). However, in the increasing case, a decrease in giveaway
is observed for all settings of ω. In Section 5.6.3 we showed that there is leeway in
terms of tardiness, as even shifting all due dates by two hours still yielded small
tardiness values. Here, we show that by using flocks with smaller average weights
first, the giveaway can be reduced at limited cost to tardiness. For sufficiently high
weights (ω = 100) the giveaway can be reduced by up to 0.43% at zero tardiness
compared to the base case, corresponding to a further cost savings of e674 per day.
Decreasing ω further yields a moderate additional decrease in giveaway, of up to
0.13%, although at the cost of 2.26 hours of tardiness.

In this case study the deadlines permit much flexibility, although this does not hold
in general. If the deadlines are more strict, the increase in processing time of up to
3.59 hours may yield much higher tardiness. On the other hand, in such a scenario
the decreasing case may provide an option if the ratios between target and product
weights are more favorable. Finally, including the flock order decision as a decision
variable in the scheduling problem may yield improved performance and would be
an interesting direction for future research. In the following section, the chapter is
concluded and directions for future research will be provided.

5.7. Conclusions and Future Research

In this chapter we studied the batcher scheduling problem relevant to the poultry
processing industry. Poultry farmers deliver flocks of broilers with different weight
distributions throughout the day. These broilers are processed into a variety of
final products, which are generally sold to retail customers as fixed-weight batches.
Retailers demand a fixed weight, and pay a fixed price per batch, such that weight
beyond the target weight is not paid for. This giveaway is strongly influenced by
the combination of product weight distribution and target weight. Moreover, the
average processing speed depends on both the mean product weight and target
weight, as well as the average giveaway. Consequently, each job has their own
unique starting time-dependent processing time. This results in a particularly
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challenging time-dependent scheduling problem with one or more machines.

We are the first to study, model, and develop solution techniques for this problem. A
method for generating problems was introduced to facilitate algorithm performance
evaluations. A MILP formulation of the problem was introduced, which was shown
to be capable of solving small problem instances to optimality but intractable for
larger problems. In order to deal with large problems, we developed a genetic
algorithm in combination with local search methods. We also introduced an efficient
method for evaluating schedules, permitting HGA to efficiently search the solution
space. In our numerical section, HGA was shown to outperform MILP and the
industry-standard EDD amongst other heuristics. In a case study comparable
results were obtained, where HGA yielded significant improvements over EDD.
The case study indicated that by utilizing HGA instead of EDD, a yearly giveaway
reduction worth over two million could be achieved. Moreover, the performance
gap persisted when deadlines or the order of flocks were tightened.

There are several avenues for continuing the work presented in this chapter.
Firstly, it will be interesting to develop efficient local search approaches capable
of exploiting the time-dependencies observed in our problem setting. Secondly, a
real-world implementation of the developed approaches, and an empirical analysis
of this implementation will permit the quantification of savings and may lead to
extensions of the developed model. Thirdly, we have shown that HGA is a suitable
method for solving complex combinatorial problems but relies on tuning and the
integration of domain knowledge to obtain near-optimal performance. In this
regard, machine learning techniques may provide an interesting direction for future
research, automating this process and potentially challenging the performance of
the developed HGA (Khalil et al., 2017).
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis we have investigated several aspects of production planning and
control in poultry processing plants. In this chapter we summarize the main
conclusions drawn from this work, and revisit the research questions posed in
Chapter 1. In particular, the conclusions of this work are summarized in Sections
6.1.1 through 6.1.4, and we comment on the generalizability of the research in
Section 6.1.5. Finally, we also discuss directions for future research in Section 6.2.

6.1. Conclusions

6.1.1 Taxonomy of hybrid make-to-stock and make-to-order
systems

In Chapter 2 we studied the applicability of research on hybrid MTS/MTO systems
to poultry processing. Hybrid MTS/MTO systems utilize a combination of forecast-
driven (MTS) and demand-driven (MTO) production control. In Chapter 2, we
set out to answer research questions 1 (How does the production control of a poultry
processing plant fit within the hybrid MTS/MTO production control paradigm?) and
2 (How can existing research on hybrid MTS/MTO production control be applied to
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poultry processing plants?). In order to answer these questions, we reviewed and
categorized existing literature. Three types of hybrid production control were
identified in this taxonomy: sequential, parallel and floating hybrid MTS/MTO
production control. Sequential hybrid MTS/MTO production is used to manage
the manufacturing of products produced using MTS production steps and MTO
production steps in sequence. Parallel hybrid MTS/MTO production control is
used to manage a production resource that is responsible for the MTS production
step and MTO production step of at least one product. Finally, floating hybrid
MTS/MTO production control is used to manage the production steps of a product
in which the CODP is allowed to float between production steps.

We established how each category relates to different areas of poultry processing
in order to answer RQ 1. Sequential hybrid systems share hallmarks with
poultry processing plants, which are divided in a forecast-driven primary process
and demand-driven secondary process. Instead, parallel hybrid systems share
similarities with the distribution line, which is simultaneously responsible for the
MTO production step of batches of ready-to-cook broilers and the MTS production
step of all other orders. Finally, floating hybrid production control applies to orders
placed by retail customers. These orders have to be produced to forecast (MTS) prior
to the order being placed in order to finish in time. Once the order is confirmed,
production switches to MTO. Unfortunately, we also saw that existing research on
hybrid systems and industries with similar hallmarks relies heavily on integrated
domain-knowledge to obtain satisfactory solutions. Consequently, we concluded
that no existing model could easily be adapted to the poultry processing setting,
answering RQ 2.

In the process of answering RQs 1 and 2 we obtained several other important results.
The reviewing process identified all literature related to hybrid MTS/MTO systems,
which was categorized according to the taxonomy. Moreover, the review has given
insight into open research areas within the field of hybrid MTS/MTO production
control. In particular, directions related to: each class of hybrid, system layout,
production classes, and other areas have been identified.
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6.1.2 Production control of graders

In Chapter 2 we concluded that integrating domain knowledge in PPC of poultry
processing plants is necessary to obtain satisfactory performance. Consequently, we
proceeded by considering the production control of graders in Chapter 3, aiming
to answer RQs 3 (Can we develop models that capture batcher dynamics and incorporate
the throughput versus giveaway trade-off?), 4 (What are the structural properties of the
optimal policy for controlling a grader, and under which configurations of the grader do the
structural properties hold?) and 5 (Can we develop heuristics for the allocation problem
faced by graders, which simultaneously increase revenue compared to current practice and
achieve the target throughput?).

We considered a setting where a grader processing poultry products had the option
to allocate arriving items to a partially completed batch in one of its bins, or reject
items and pass them to a bulk batch. In order to measure the performance of
different control policies, we established relevant KPIs and how to measure them.
An MDP model capturing the objectives of giveaway minimization and throughput
adherence was also formulated, answering RQ 3. Moreover, we identified the
existence of a switching curve in the optimal policy, for the case where the grader
utilized a single bin and the throughput constraint was relaxed. Unfortunately, the
complexity of the setting prevented us from expanding the result to multiple bins
or including a target throughput (RQ 4).

In order to overcome the scaling restrictions of the MDP model, we introduced a
heuristic approach based on index policies. The DRT heuristic utilized a dynamic
rejection threshold to make the allocation versus rejection decision. In a numerical
study, DRT was benchmarked against results provided by our industrial partner.
The study indicated that DRT was able to maintain the given throughput target and
increase revenue by up to two percent points by reducing giveaway (RQ 5). Finally,
a numerical experiment demonstrated the impact of different target weights and
relative value of bulk batches compared to fixed-weight batches when utilizing DRT.
This study illustrated the sensitivity of the revenue to these parameters, yielding
valuable insights for practitioners. In particular, we observed that for relatively low
bulk batch values, low levels of rejection were most profitable. Instead, when bulk
batch values were high, the most profitable configuration depended strongly on the
target weight.
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6.1.3 Production control of batchers with lookahead

Besides graders, we also studied a batcher utilizing a moving buffer of products
in Chapter 4. This batcher with lookahead has weight information of several
arriving items as opposed to the weight of a single item known to graders.
Another important distinction is that batchers with lookahead do not rely on weight
distribution information to make allocation decisions. The aim of the batcher with
lookahead is to utilize the weight information of items in the buffers to minimize
giveaway and achieve the desired throughput. Finding a suitable solution to this
problem is complicated by the high capacity of the conveyor that supplies products,
which limits available computation time per item.

A hybrid genetic algorithm was developed to tackle this problem. By equipping
HGA with several efficient local search methods, it was able to efficiently explore
the solution space and cope with the time-constrained setting. The objective
function incorporated both the giveaway and throughput objectives, and was
further enhanced by integrating a giveaway prediction function. This function
led to notable giveaway reductions, observed in the numerical experiments.
HGA utilizing the enhanced objective function was competitive with complete
enumeration approaches and other heuristics in small-scale problems. From a
sensitivity analysis we observed that increasing the number of bins over 8 or buffer
size over 50 did not yield additional significant performance increases. We also
performed an industry case study, comparing HGA to current practice. There, we
saw significant improvements in both giveaway and throughput adherence. The
results of both the case and numerical study indicated that we answered RQ 6 (Can
we develop heuristics for the allocation problem faced by the batcher with lookahead, which
simultaneously achieve the target throughput and minimize giveaway?) in the affirmative.

6.1.4 Production scheduling of poultry product batchers

Finally, we treated production scheduling of a product made using one or more
batchers in Chapter 5. In this chapter the focus was placed on research questions 7

(How can we develop comprehensive scheduling models that incorporate time-dependent
scheduling dynamics?) and 8 (How can we develop solution approaches that exploit
the time-dependent properties of the scheduling problem, whilst making the trade-off
between giveaway and tardiness minimization?), addressing challenges surrounding
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the poultry product batcher scheduling problem. Items from flocks with different
weight distributions are delivered to the batching process throughout the day,
where a range of orders placed by retailers are processed. In Chapters 3 and 4

we already observed the impact of the combination of product weight distribution
and target weight on the giveaway. Additionally, the average processing speed
of an order depends on the mean product weight, target weight and giveaway.
Consequently, we observed strong time-dependent behavior of the processing times,
giveaway and tardiness in this chapter. That is, the cumulative processing time,
giveaway and tardiness of an order depend on the time an order is initiated and
corresponding products utilized.

In order to tackle this challenging scheduling problem, both a MILP formulation
and hybrid genetic algorithm were introduced (RQ 7). These methods were initially
tested on small problems obtained by a new approach for generating problem
instances. In this set of problems, HGA obtained the best solution everywhere,
outperforming MILP in three cases. HGA utilized an efficient method for evaluating
schedules to achieve this result (RQ 8). A case study yielded comparable results,
where HGA outperformed the industry-standard EDD. A giveaway reduction of
24.92% was realized when utilizing HGA over EDD, corresponding to an estimated
yearly cost reduction worth over 2 million Euro.

6.1.5 Generalizability of the research

Clearly, practitioners or researchers studying the poultry processing setting will
benefit from our contributions. In fact, insights may be directly applicable to their
area of expertise. However, in reflecting on the contributions of this work, it is
important to consider the generalizability of the research. That is, how can the
work presented in this thesis be utilized or adapted by researchers or practitioners
in areas other than poultry processing.

Firstly, the meat processing industry in general may face comparable problems
to those present in the poultry batching process. For instance, the beef, pork, or
fish processing industries are likely to find value in this thesis as they share many
hallmarks with the poultry processing industry. Furthermore, we have researched
settings with bin-covering problems at its core. In particular, situations where
looking ahead in the stream of arriving items and the sorting of items is restricted.
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Bin packing with comparable limitations is a closely related problem. For instance,
cloud computing services must allocate arriving requests to one of their available
servers without exceeding their capacity. Our work in Chapters 3 and 4 may find
applications here. Finally, the scheduling approach of Chapter 5 faces time-varying
supply, but relies solely on the performance profiles of the batchers to compute
high-quality schedules. As such, the framework is easily adapted to other batcher
performance profiles or even bin packing settings, where the expected room left
in a completed batch is indicative of the cost rather than giveaway. There may be
opportunities to apply or adapt our approach to such an environment.

6.2. Future Research Directions

This thesis has explored the production planning and control of poultry processing
plants, identifying several challenging problems faced by such plants. Our
contributions address several of these problems, although we have relied on
assumptions in order to achieve these results in some cases. Moreover, there remain
several problems in the context of poultry processing plants which have not yet
been addressed. In this section we outline these open problems, providing several
interesting directions for future research.

6.2.1 Implementation challenges

Chapter 3 treats the production control of graders. We illustrated the effectiveness
of DRT in practical settings. However, there remain some hurdles with regard
to implementation in practice. For instance, processes prior to batching may
consume products and disturb the weight distribution. Since index policies rely on
weight distribution estimates, disturbances to the weight distribution may impact
performance. One approach to solving this problem is put forward by Ásgeirsson
(2014), who studies the use of recent product weight data to update distribution and
thus index policy parameters. Alternatively, the addition of a small product buffer
may already mitigate the damage or even make such measures obsolete, as we saw
in Chapter 4. Investigating the impact of disturbances to the weight distribution on
performance, updating parameters according to observed item weights, the use of
a (small) item buffer, and developing solution approaches for this setting provides
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and interesting research playground.

Chapter 4 discusses batchers with lookahead. Such batchers do not rely on
knowledge of the item weight distribution, but simply utilize information about
items in the buffer to make allocation decisions. There, the road to implementation
is much shorter, and matters such as hardware or information network integration
of the algorithm are much more relevant. Finally, Chapter 5 considers production
scheduling of one or more batchers in parallel. While we considered rejection
in Chapters 3 and 4, it was not considered for the scheduling setting to keep
the analysis tractable. Before implementation in practice, it will be important to
integrate rejection as a parameter in the model. Additionally, we implicitly assumed
that jobs were small enough to be produced on a single machine without issue. In
practice, this constraint may be violated, necessitating the splitting of jobs over
multiple machines. Finally, in some cases plants utilize non-identical batchers,
yielding machine-specific giveaway profiles. Each of the above topics comprise
interesting areas for future research of the scheduling problem.

6.2.2 Batching and parallel hybrid MTS/MTO systems

In Section 2.6 we exhibited several examples of the relation between hybrid systems
and poultry processing plants. We saw that most research relied on the integration
of domain knowledge in models to obtain satisfactory performance. In our case,
parallel hybrid production control is related to the distribution line, where a
decision must be made between allocating a ready-to-cook broiler to a batch, or
processing the broiler into different products. The CODP for batches of ready-to-
cook broilers is placed at the distribution line and the CODP of other products at
the batching process. Consequently, there is a risk of allocating products to batches
of ready-to-cook broilers, which may have been better suited for other batches.
Currently, the influence of the choice for this configuration is little understood. It
will be interesting to quantify the performance of the current configuration, and
study the impact of aligning the CODPs of all types of batches to the same point on
system performance.
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6.2.3 Production control of multiple batchers concurrently

In Chapters 3 and 4 we considered two types of batchers, each facing a challenging
allocation problem. In these chapters we have implicitly assumed that batchers
operate independently and see the full weight distribution of arriving items.
However, in practice batchers may be utilized in parallel, leading to deviations
from this implicit assumption. The setting where batchers operate in parallel was
explored from a scheduling point of view in Chapter 5, although it was assumed
that each batcher observed the full item distribution. Some initial research that
relaxes this assumption has been done by Peeters et al. (2017), but they do not
consider any throughput constraints. Consequently, an interesting direction for
future research will be to develop techniques that are capable of achieving the target
throughput and minimize giveaway for multiple batchers simultaneously.

6.2.4 Production planning

In the introduction to this work we presented a schematic overview of PPC
in poultry processing plants (see Figure 1.6). In this context, we have made
contributions to the control and scheduling aspects of poultry processing plants, as
well as help positioning the corresponding PPC in the context of hybrid MTS/MTO
production control. However, production planning aspects still require further
attention. We saw in Chapter 5 that even under some simplifying assumptions
and considering a single product, the scheduling problem still poses significant
challenges. Consequently, extending the scheduling setting towards production
planning by incorporating additional product types and taking a plant-wide
perspective will prove to be a substantial hurdle. For instance, suppose we consider
the production of chicken breast cubes or schnitzels in addition to batches of chicken
breast fillets. In such a case, we need to incorporate the objectives of different types
of orders and must decide for which type of product and which order to utilize
arriving fillets. Developing a planning framework that incorporates such decisions
will be a crucial milestone in optimizing the operational performance of poultry
processing plants.
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6.2.5 Advanced information sharing

One aspect that we have not considered in this work is the uncertainty of supply and
demand. We have assumed that information on arriving flocks and placed orders
is accurate and up-to-date. However, in practice, flock weight information may
deviate from forecasts due to weighing inaccuracies at the farmer or environmental
factors. While it takes several hours for products to move through the primary
process, permitting the updating of inaccurate flock information, it is still important
to understand how to process this information. Similarly, until customers confirm
their orders, plants rely on forecasts to produce production plans and schedules (see
also Chapter 2). In turn, large deviations from the expected order size will lead to
disruptions in the plan or schedule. It is important to understand how to deal with
these deviations and process new information. Moreover, it will be important to
understand how uncertainty of supply and demand information affects rough-cut
capacity planning and scheduling decisions performance-wise, even when (timely)
updates are possible. In this regard, integrating information networks to obtain
up-to-date information as fast as possible, and utilizing this information to make
optimized decisions will be an interesting avenue for research. Such advanced
information sharing is a line of research that fits well within the smart industry
and industry 4.0 paradigms, where information management and integration play
a central role.
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Summary
Production Planning and Control of Poultry Processing Plants

Supermarkets offer a wide variety of products, conveniently packaged for
customers to purchase and take home for consumption. Poultry products are no
exception. Whether its chicken breasts, legs, or wings, each product is readily
available in many variations. The majority of these poultry meat products are
sold as fixed-weight packages. Such fixed-weight packages, or batches, contain
for example a convenient 600 or 1000 grams of weight. Supermarkets order
these batches from poultry processing plants. Such plants order flocks of broilers
from poultry farms, and transform the broilers into the products ordered by their
customers. The production of fixed-weight batches is particularly challenging, as
retailers pay a fixed price for each batch, but require that each batch contains a
certain minimum, or target weight. Consequently, any weight over this target
weight is effectively given away, and is known as giveaway. Moreover, retailers
require their orders to be produced at a certain target throughput, in order to
ensure timely delivery of orders to their distribution centers. Since the introduction
of fixed-weight packages is relatively recent, plants still struggle to manage the
batching process and minimize giveaway whilst achieving their throughput target
from a production planning and control (PPC) point of view. In this work we
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focus on the batching process, which is responsible for the production of batches.
The contributions of this thesis address several PPC challenges that surround the
batching process of poultry processing plants.

Historically, companies primarily produced in anticipation of demand (make-to-
stock (MTS)) or in reaction to demand (make-to-order (MTO)). In practice, a
combination of the two strategies is employed increasingly often, especially in
challenging production environments such as the food processing industry. In
Chapter 2 we review research on systems employing such hybrid MTS/MTO
production control and classify literature according to the way MTS and MTO
are combined. We introduce a taxonomy that classifies systems as sequential,
parallel, or floating hybrid MTS/MTO systems. Sequential hybrid MTS/MTO
production is used to manage the manufacturing of products produced using
MTS production steps and MTO production steps in sequence. Parallel hybrid
MTS/MTO production control is used to manage a production resource that is
responsible for the MTS production step and MTO production step of at least one
product. Finally, floating hybrid MTS/MTO production control is used to manage
the production steps of a product in which the CODP is allowed to float between
production steps. These classifications are each shown to be relevant to different
aspects of poultry processing. However, we also argue that a custom-tailored
solution using domain knowledge is necessary in our setting, and the batching
process in particular.

The batching process utilizes batching machines, or batchers, to produce fixed-
weight batches. Batchers process arriving products into one of their multiple
available bins. Alternatively, products can be passed down to a batcher producing
batches for wholesalers. Retailers demand batches with a given minimum target
weight and throughput, while paying a fixed price per batch. Instead, wholesalers
pay for all weight in a batch, but less per gram. The aim of the batcher is to
allocate products such that the long-term average giveaway is minimized and the
target throughput is maintained as closely as possible. We consider two variations
of this on-line decision problem. The first case is treated in Chapter 3, where we
only know the weight of the next arriving item. This type of batcher is known as
a grader, which is modeled as a Markov decision process (MDP). Utilizing MDP,
we identify the existence of a switching curve in the optimal policy in the case
where the grader utilizes a single bin and the throughput constraint is relaxed.
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A heuristic for realistic settings is also developed as the MDP scales poorly with
the problem size. This DRT heuristic utilizes a dynamic rejection threshold to
make the allocation versus rejection decision. DRT is compared against results
provided by our industrial partner. The experiment indicates that DRT maintains a
given throughput and increases revenue up to two percent point through giveaway
reduction. Additionally, numerical experiments are performed to demonstrate the
impact of different target weights and relative value of bulk batches compared
to fixed-weight batches when utilizing DRT. The most profitable configuration is
shown to be particularly sensitive at relatively high values of bulk batches.

The second variation of the on-line decision problem can be described as semi-
online, and is treated in Chapter 4. In this case, the weight of multiple arriving
items is known rather than the weight of a single item. We develop a hybrid genetic
algorithm (HGA) to utilize the extra product weight information. The available
calculation time for making allocation decisions is constrained due to the high
capacity (15000 products per hour) of this type of batcher. HGA is equipped with
efficient local search methods to cope with this constraint. HGA also retains part of
the solution utilized in allocating the previous item to speed up the search for good
allocation decisions. In addition, the objective function is enhanced with a giveaway
prediction function. This addition leads to notable giveaway reductions, observed
in numerical experiments. HGA with giveaway prediction is able to compete with
complete enumeration approaches and other heuristics in small-scale problems. We
also perform a sensitivity analysis, illustrating that increasing the number of bins
over 8 or buffer size over 50 does not yield an additional significant performance
increase. Finally, HGA outperforms current practice in terms of giveaway and
adherence to the target throughput, demonstrated by a numerical study.

Finally, we consider the batching process from a scheduling point of view in
Chapter 5. Items from flocks with different weight distributions are delivered
to the batching process throughout the day. Concurrently, the batching process
is responsible for producing a range of retailer orders. We also know that the
relation between target weight and product weight distribution strongly influences
giveaway performance. Additionally, the average processing speed of an order
depends on the mean product weight, target weight and giveaway. These factors
result in strong time-dependent behavior of the processing times, giveaway and
tardiness. That is, the cumulative processing time, giveaway and tardiness of
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an order depend on the time and order is initiated and corresponding products
utilized. The problem of scheduling jobs with these time-dependent properties
is tackled using both a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) and a HGA, which
incorporate the tardiness and giveaway minimization objectives. HGA utilizes an
efficient method for schedule evaluation. HGA outperforms MILP for the larger
problems of a set of small-scale experiments. Additionally, HGA outperforms
the industry-standard earliest due date heuristic in a case study, resulting in an
estimated yearly giveaway reduction worth over 2 million Euro.
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